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GLACIOLOGICAL LITERATURE 

THIS is a selected list of glaciological litera ture on the scientifi c study of snow and ice and of their effects on the 
Earth; for the litera ture on pola r expeditions, and also on the "applied" asp ects of glaciology, su ch as snow 
ploughs, readers should consult the bibliographies in each issue of Recent Polar Literature (supplement to the Polar 
Record ). For Russ ia n material the system of translitera tion used is that agreed by the U.S. Board on Geographic 
Names and the Perma nent Committee on Geographical Names for British Officia l U se in 1947. R ead ers can 
greatly assist by sending reprints of their publications to the Society, or by informing Dr J . W. Glen of publications 
o f glaciological interes t. It should be noted that the Society does not necessarily hold copies of the items in this 
list, a nd also tha t the Society does not possess facilities for microfilming or photocopying. 

CONFERENCES 

[INTERNATIONAL HYDROLOGICAL DECADE.] The role of snow and ice in hydrology. Proceedings of the Banff symposia, 
September 1972. A contribution to the Illtemational Hydrological Decade. Paris, UNESCO; Geneva, WMO; 
Budapest, IAHS, 1973. 2 vols.: [xvi] , 827 p. ; [xii] , 829- 1484p. [For d eta ils of individual papers see else
where in this lis!. ] 

SANTEFORD, H. S ., alld SMITH, J. L. , comp . Advanced concepts and techniques ill the study of snow and ice resources: an 
interdisciplinary symposium organized by the Work Group on Snow and Ice, the Work Group on Remote Sensing, and the 
Work Group on Nuclear T echniques of the U.S. National Committee fo r the International Hydrological D ecade. . . . 
Monterry, California, December 2- 6, [973. . .. Washington, D.C., National Academy of Sciences, 1974. x, 
789 p. [For details of individua l papers see elsewhere in this list.] 

GENERAL GLACIOLOGY 

[ARCTIC: EXPEDITIONS.] Cambridge Staunings Expedition 1972. Cambridge Expeditions J ournal, 1974, p. 11 - 12. 
[Glaciological studies in Stauning Alper region, east Greenland.] 

DETWYLER, T. R ., and REDENTE, A. L. M ap of land forms of the Chitistone Pass a nd Skolai Pass a rea, Alaska. 
(In Bushnell , V. C. , and Marcus, M . G., ed. l cefield Ranges R esearch Project. Scientific results. Vol. 4. New York, 
American Geographical Society; Montreal, Arctic Institute of North America, 19 74, p. 385 + map.) [Twelve 
landform types recognized .] 

HATTERSLEy-SMITH, G. North of latitude eighty. The Difence R esearch Board in Ellesmere Island. Ottawa, Defence 
R esearch Board, 1974. ix, 12 1 p. [General account of post-war field research. Ch. 7 includes results of 
glaciological studies. ] 

K OTLYAKOV, V. M. M ezhdunarodnyy Antarkticheskiy glyatsiologicheskiy proyekt (tseli i zadachi, programma 
i plany) [The international Antarctic glaciological project (aims and problems, programme and plans)]. 
Antarktika. Doklady Komissii, Vyp. 12, 1973, p. 85-93. [Outlines this p roj ect, begun in 1971.] 

L EWIS, J . S. Volatile element influx on Venus from cometary impacts. Earth and Planetary Science Letters, Vo!. 22, 
No. 3, 1974, p . 239- 44. [Comets may be method for all ice arriving on Venus, and this may be source of all 
hyd rogen on Venus. ] . 

ORHEIM, O. Glaciological stud ies in the South Shetland Islands. Antarctic J ournal of the United States, Vo!. 9, 
No. 4, 1974, p. 172. [Outlines fi eld work carried out in J anuary 1974.] 

PATASHNICK, H ., and others. Energy source for comet outbursts, [by] H . Pa tashnick, G. Rupprecht, D. W. Schuer
man. Nature, Vo!. 250, No. 5464, 1974, p . 313- 14. [Le tter. Energy may come from amorphous ice in the 
cometary nucleus changing phase to ice l c.] 

PIMENTEL, G. C., and others. Evidence about hydrate and solid water in the M a rtian surface from the 1969 M ariner 
infrared spectrometer, by G. C. Pimentel, P. B. Forney a nd K. C . H err. J oumal of Geop~ysical Research , 
Vo!. 79, No. I I , 1974, p. 1623- 34. [Evidence tha t condensed-phase water is present throughout observed 
surface of Mars a nd that ice is forming, probably on the planetary surface. ] 

SANTEFORD, H . S. A challenge in snow and ice. (In Santeford, H . S. , and Smith, J. L. , comp. A dvanced concepts 
and techniques in the study of snow and ice resources . . .. Washington, D. C., National Academy of Sciences, 1974, 
p. 3- 8. ) [Opening address to participants at the symposium.] 

THOMAS, R . H. , and GAY LORD, D. R. Glaciological measurements on the R oss I ce Shelf. Antarctic J oumal of the 
United States, Vo!. 9, No. 4, 1974, p . 160- 62 . [Measurem ents of ice strain-rates, snow accumula tion ra tes, 
and 10 m tempera tures.] 

VYALOV, S. S., and others. Vozmozhnosti i perspektivy stroitel'stva aerodromov v usloviyakh Anta rktidy [On the 
prospects of constructing aerodromes under Antarctic conditions). [By] S . S . Vyalov, V. D. P onomarev, 
S. E. Gorodetskiy. Materialy Glyatsiologicheskikh Issledovaniy. Khronika. ObJUzhdeniya, Vyp. 23, 1974, p. 191- 92. 
[Suggests optimum conditions for runway construction. English summary, p. 192.] 

GLACIOLOGlCAL INSTRUMENTS AND METHODS 

ALGER, C. R. , alld SANTEFORD, H . S. The snow moisture integrator. (In San tefo rd, H. S. , and Smith, J. L. , comp. 
Advanced concepts and techniques in the study of Sl lOW and ice resources. . . . Washington, D.C. , Nationa l Academy 
of Sciences, 1974, p . 716- 19. ) [Describes device for a utomatically measuring and recording changes in 
moisture content of a snow sample exposed to ambient weather conditions.] 
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ANDERSON, E. Techniques for predicting snow cover runoff. (In [International Hydrological Decade.] The 
role of snow and ice in hydrology. Proceedings of the Banffsymposia, . .. 1972 .. .. 1973, Vo!. 2, p. 840-63. ) [Identi
fies dominant variables in snow hydrology that affect river forecasts and discusses each in terms of areal 
variabi lity as related to geographica l factors. Deals with short-term and seasonal yield forecasts. Discussion, 
p.862- 63·] 

ATTMANNsPAcHER, W ., and RIEDL, J. Remote sensing of water content of snow cover at one point or more in a 
mountain area. (In [International Hydrological Decade.] The role of snow and ice in hydrology. Proceedings of 
the Ba/if[ symposia, ... 1972 .... 1973, Vo!. I, p. 727- 33. ) [Describes method and compares with others. 
Explains discrepancies.] 

BARNES, G . W., Jr. A new California Department of Water Resources telemetry system. (In Santeford , H . S. , 
and Smith, J. L. , comp. Advanced concepts and techniques in the study of snow and ice resources. . .. Washington, 
D.C., National Academy of Sciences, 1974, p. 329- 38. ) [System for obtaining data for flood forecas ting a nd 
snow-melt forecasting is computer controlled and uses state's microwave sys tem and mountain top VHF 
radio repeaters for communications.] 

BARNES, J. C., and others. Snow studies using visible and infrared m easurements from earth satellites, [by] J. C. 
Barnes, C. J. Bowley, D . A. Simmes. (In Santeford, H. S., and Smith, J. L., comp. Advanced concepts alld 
techniques in the study of snow and ice resources . ... Washington, D.C. , National Academy of Sciences, 1974, 
p . 477- 86.) [Describes recent studies of application of ITOS and imbus thermal infra-red measurements 
and of ERTS-I multi-spectral imagery for d etecting and m a pping snow extent.] 

BARTON, M. New concepts in snow surveying to meet expanding needs. (In Santeford, H. S. , and Smith, J. L., 
comp. Advanced concepts and techniques in the study of snow and ice resources. . . . Washington, D.C., National 
Academy of Sciences, 1974, p . 39- 46. ) [Suggests how modern equipment a nd techniques may be introduced.] 

BASHARINOV, A. E., and others. Satellite m easurements of microwave and infrared radiobrightness temperature 
of the Earth's cover and clouds, by A. E . Basharinov [and 8 others] . Proceedings of the eighth International 
Symposium on Remote Sensing of Environment . . . 1972 .... Ann Arbor, Willow Run Laboratories, Environ
mental Research Institute of Michigan, Vo!. I, [1973], p. 291 - 96. [Presents results of measurements over 
the southern hemisphere made by Cosmos 384. Includes boundary of floating ice around Anta rctica and 
temperature and state of continental ice covers.] 

BASS, J. S. An electro-optical instrument for measuring total precipitation and snow pack water content. (In 
Santeford , H. S., and Smith, J. L. , comp. Advanced concepts and techniques in the study of snow and ice resources. . .. 
Washington, D.C., National Academy of Sciences, 1974, p. 699- 705.) [Describes optical lever instrument 
originally developed for oceanographic studies.] 

BELCHIKOV, V. A., and KOREN, V. 1. Mathematical model of spring flood formation and possibilities of its use 
f:>r short-range forecasting. (Itl [International Hydrological Decade.] The role if snow and ice in hydrology. 
Proceedings of the Barif! symposia, .. . 1972 .... 1973, Vo!. 2, p. 972- 80.) [Presents model which was tested for 
medium-size watersheds in the U.S.S.R.] 

BERTRAM, C. L. , and others. Locating large masses of ground ice with an impulse radar system ,[by] C. L. Bertram, 
K. J . Campbell and S. S. Sandler. Proceedings of the eighth International Symposium on R emote Sensing of Environ
ment ... 1972 . .. . Ann Arbor, Willow Run Laboratories, Environmental Research Institute of Michigan, 
Vo!. I, [1973] , p. 241-60. [Describes electromagnetic sub-surface profiling (ESP) technique.] 

BISSELL, V. C. Natural gamma spectral peak m ethod for snow measurement from aircraft. (In Santeford , H . S. , 
and Smith, J. L., comp. Advanced concepts and techniques in the study of snow and ice resources . . .. Washington, D.C. , 
National Academy of Sciences, 1974, p. 614- 23.) [Discusses composition of spectral peak errors and reviews 
some of the dynamic aspects of the natural radiation environment in the measurement of snow water equi
valent by this method.] 

BISSELL, V. C., and PECK, E. L. Measurement of snow at a remote site: natural radioactivity technique. (In 
Santeford , H. S. , and Smith, J. L. , comp. Advanced concepts and techniques in the study of snow and ice resources . ... 
Washington, D.C., National Academy of Sciences, 1974, p . 604- 13.] [Presents results on use of natural 
gamma radiation from soil as basis for snow water equivalent measurements. Suggests use of cosmic radiation 
for point snow water equivalent measurem ent in extremely d eep snow.] 

BLYTH, K ., and PAINTER, R. B. Analysis of snow distribution using terres trial photogrammetry. (In Santeford, 
H. S. , and Smith,.J . L., comp. Advanced concepts and techniques in the study of snow and ice resources . . .. Washington, 
D.C., National Academy of Sciences, 1974, p. 67g-87. ) [Demonstrates feasibility of using technique to d eter
mine volume of shallow and frequently ablating snow-packs, with reference to conditions in Great Britain.] 

BRASLAVSKIY, A. P. Calculation of the formation , growth, and melting of ice and snow cover on water storage 
reservoirs. (In [International Hydrological Decade.] The role of snow and ice in hydrology. Proceedings of the 
Banff symposia, ... 1972 .... 1973, Vo!. 2, p. 1224- 30. ) [Presents method, based on equation of reservoir 
heat balance and confined to case in which heat advection into water is negligible. ] 

BRYAN, M. L. Ice thickness and variability on Silver Lake, Genesee County, Michigan: a radar approach. 
(In Santeford, H . S ., and Smith, J. L. , comp. Advanced concepts and techniques in the study if snow and ice resources . 
... Washington, D .C., National Academy of Sciences, 1974, p. 213- 23. ) [Remote sensing technique used 
to identify areas on lake where unsaturated white ice and snow overlie black ice. Survey grid was lOO ft.] 

BRYAN, M. L. Utility of imaging radar for the study of lake ice. (In [International Hydrological Decade.] 
The role of snow and ice in hydrology. Proceedings of the Bariff symposia, ... 1972 . .. . 1973, Vo!. 2, p . 1339-49.) 
[Reviews various systems, pointing out that side-looking airborne radar (SLAR) has only been recently used 
in the study of lake ice. Discussion, p. 1349.] 

BULATOV, S. N. Computation of the strength of the melting ice cover of rivers and reservoirs and forecasting 
of the time of its erosion. (In [International Hydrological Decade.] The role of snow and ice in hydrology. 
Proceedings of the Bariff symposia, . .. 1972 .... 1973, Vo!. I , p. 575- 81.) [Presents equation for determining 
strength of melting ice cover, depending on amount of solar radiation absorbed.] 
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BVRD, R. c., and others. Snow m easurement using millimetre wavelengths, [by] R. C. Byrd, M. C. Yerkes, W. M . 

Sackinger a nd T . E. Osterkamp. (In [Internationa l Hydrological Decad e.] The role ofSlZow and ice in hy drology. 
Proceedings of the Banff symposia, . . . 1972 .. .. 1973, Vo!. I , p. 734-38.) [Measurements reported of back
scatter radiation from snow-covered land and la ke ice, taken as fun ction of incidence a ngle.] 

C AMPBELL, K . J., and O RANGE, A. S. Continuous sea a nd fresh wa ter ice thickness profiling using an impulse 
radar system . (In Santeford, H . S. , and Smith, J. L., comp. Advanced concepts and techniques in the study of snow 
and ice resources. . . . Washington, D. C. , Na tional Acad emy of Sciences, 1974, p. 432- 42 .) [Describes elec tro
magnetic sub-surface profiling (ESP) by means of which a clearly recognizable ice- wa ter interface was 
observed in virtually all conditions of floating ice in Canadian Arcti c a reas.] 

Cox, L. M., and Z UZEL, J. F. Forecasting runoff from universal surface ga uge snowmel t investiga tion measure
ments. (In [Internationa l H ydrological Decade. ] The role of snow and ice in hydrology. Proceedings of the B a/if[ 
symposia, ... 1972 .... 1973, Vo!. 2, p. 1089- 97.) [Describes method b y which da il y snow m elt as collected 
by a n index snow mel t device can be used to forecast run-off for a basin during peak snow-melt events.] 

C RAWFORD, N. H . Computer simula tion techniques for forecasting snowm elt runoff. (In [International H ydro
logical Decad e.] The role of snow and ice in hy drology. Proceedings of the B a/if[ symposia, ... [972 ... . 1973, Vo!. 2, 
p. 1062- 72. ) [Bas ic mathem a tical model development is described.] 

C ROWDER, W . K. , and others. M esoscale deforma tion of sea ice from satellite imagery, [by] W. K . C rowder, H . L. 
M cKim, S. F . Ackley, W . D . Hibler Ill , D . M . A nderson. (In Sa nteford, H . S., and Sm ith, J. L. , camp . 
Advanced concepts and techniques in the study of snow and ice resources . . .. vVashington, D.C., Ta tional Academy of 
Sciences, 1974, p. 563- 73. ) [Detailed deform a tion a nd moveme nt d a ta were obta ined from sequential 
ERT S-I images.] 

D~lITRlYEV, A. V., and others. P rac tical use of aircra ft ga mma-ray survey o f snow cover in the U SSR, [by] A. V . 
Dmitriyev, R . M . Kogan, M. V. N ikiforov a nd Sh . D. Fridman . (In [Interna tional H yd ro log ical Decade.] 
The role Dj SlZOW and ice in hy drology. Proceedings of the B a/if[ symposia, ... 1972 . ... 1973, Vo!. I , p. 702- 12. ) 
[R eviews technique which is valua ble over la rge territori es.] 

DOBERTv, B. T ., and KESTER, D . R. Freezing poin t of seawater. J oum al oj M arine Research, Vo!. 32, No. 2, 1974, 
P. 285- 300. [Compares three tech niques for measurem ent offreezing point and derives equa tion for vari a tion 
with salini ty a nd hydrosta tic depth. Applies to tempera ture distributio ns on the R oss I ce Shelf.] 

ENGELEN, G. B. A graphical a nd statistical approach to the regional study of snowpack in m ounta in areas, with 
specia l reference to Colorad o and New Mexico. (In [Interna tiona l H yd rological Decad e.] The role of snow 
and ice in hy drology. Proceedings of the Banff symposia, . .. 19 72 . . .. 1973, V o!. 2, p. 885- 94. ) [Describes method 
for snow-pack study in a mounta inous area in rela tion to its morphology, eleva tion, la titude a nd longitude 
by means of a regional compa ra tive approach.] 

FARNES, P. E . Development a nd use of mountain precipi tation map. (In [In ternationa l H ydrologica l Decade.] 
T he role oj snow and ice in hy drology. Proceedings oj the Bmif[ symposia, . .. 1972 . ... 1973, V o!. I , p. 64- 75' ) 
[Describes m ethod which d epends on correlation between water equivalent of an average winter snow-pack 
and avera ge a nnual precipitation in the Rocky M ounta ins. Discuss ion , p . 74- 75 .] 

FISEN KO, V. F ., and others. O slozhneniya i avarii pri glubokom burenii-protaivanii, ikh likvida tsiya i preuprezh 
deniye [Complications and accidents in deep drilling a nd thawing a nd their elimina tion a nd prevention] . 
[By] V . F . Fisenko, N. Ye. Bobin, G. K . Stepa nov, N. 1. Slyusarev, G. N. Solov'yev, V . K. Chistyakov. 
Antarktika. D oklady Komissii, V yp. 13, 1974, p . 16 1- 66. 

GLOERSEN, P. , and others. Pola r sea ice observations b y m eans of microwave radiometry, [by] P. Gloersen, T. C. 
Cha ng, T. T. Wilheit, \ 'If. J. Campbel!. (In Sa nteford, H. S., and Smith, J. L. , comp. A dvanced concepts and 
techniques in the study of snow and ice resources . • . . W ashington, D.C., N ational Academ y of Sciences, 1974, 
P.541 - 50. ) [Discusses som e of the seasonal cha nges observed, as well a s changes within a season.] 

GO LDING, D. L. Snowpack calibration on Marmot C reek to detec t cha nges in accumulation pa ttern a fter forest
cover manipula tion. (In [Interna tional Hydrological Decade.] The role oj snow and ice in hy drology. Proceedings 
of the Banff symposia, ... 19 72 .... 1973, Vo!. I, p. 82- 95,) [Method d evised by which cha nges in quantity 
a nd pattern of accumula tion resulting from logging m ay be evalua ted sta tisti cally. T es ted near Calgary. 
Discussion , p. 95.] 

G RASTV, R . L ., and others. An experimental gamma-ray spectrometer snow survey over southern Ontario, [by] 
R. L. Gras ty, H. S. Loijens, H. L. Ferguson. (In San teford, H . S., and Smith, J . L. , comp . A dvanced concepts 
and techniques in the study of SlZOW and ice resources . . . . W ashington, D .C., N a tional Academ y of Sciences, 1974, 
p. 579- 93.) [With equipment and procedures d escribed, average wa ter equivalent of snow-pack over 16 km 
sec tions was m easured to accuracy of 1.2 cm using potassium count information and to 1.7 cm using total 
radioactivity.] 

G RUMMITT, \ 'If. E ., and PRANTL, F . A. Use of thermoluminescent dosime ters for studies of the snow cover. (In 
Santeford , H. S ., alld Smith , J. L., comp. Advanced concepts and techniques in the study of snow and ice resources . ... 
Washington, D .C., Nationa l Academy of Sciences, 1974, p. 642- 50. ) [Discusses feas ibility of method for 
measuring snow depth .] 

GUDMANDSEN, P ., and others. R adioglaciology. Soundings near !sua, southwest Greenland, by P. Gudmandsen, N. Skoll and 
F. Sondergaard. Lyngby, T echnical U niversity o f Denmark, Elec trom agnetics Institute, 1974. (D 224.) 
[27] leaves. [Presents description of method a nd results of measuring ice thicknesses in this a rea.] 

H AsHoLT, B. R a ndom sampling tech nique in measuring snow-wa ter equivalent in a drainage bas in. (11/ [Inter
nationa l H ydrological Decade .] T he role of snow and ice iT! hy drology. Proceedings of the BO/if[ symposia, ... 1972 . 
. . . 1973, Vo!. I, p. 680- 87 .) [Eq uipment a nd technique described a nd used in Da nish conditions where 
snow cover is thin .] 

H ELIM AKI, H ., alld LANGE, A. Snow plate experiments on standard ra in-ga uge deficiency during snowfal!. (In 
[I nterna tiona l H ydrological D ecade.] The role oj SIlOW and ice in hy drology. Proceedings of the B O/if[ symposia, ... 
1972 .. .. 1973, Vo!. I , p. 664- 69. ) [Describes instrument.] 
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JIRBERG, R. J. , and others. Application of SLAR for monitoring Great Lakes total ice cover, [by] R. J. Jirberg, 
R. J. Schertler, 1<.. T. G edney, H. Mark. (In Santeford, H . S., and Smith, J . L. , comp. Advanced concepts and 
techniques in the study oJ snow and ice resources . .. . Washington, D.C. , National Academy of Sciences, 1974, 
p.402- 11 .) [Presents series of X -band side-looking airborne radar (SLAR) images showing development and 
disintegration of La ke E rie ice cover for winter 1972- 73. Compares sa tisfactorily with ground observations. ] 

JONES, E. B., and others. Area l snowpack water-equivalent determinations using airborne measurements of passive 
terrestrial gamma radiation, [by] E. B. J ones, A. E. Fritzsche, Z. G. Burson, D. L. Burge. (In Santeford , 
H . S., and Smith, J . L. , comp . Advanced concepts and techniques in the study oJ snow and ice resources . . .. Washingto n, 
D.C. , National Academy of Sciences, 1974, p. 594- 603. ) [Determines water equivalent of snow cover over 
Aat or rolling terrain to within ± 1.2 cm for spatial resolution of 4 .8 km using photopeak area technique.] 

J UMIKIS, A. R . Dielectric constants in the managem ent of freezing systems. (In Santeford, H . S ., and Smith, J. L. 
comp. Advanced concepts and techniques in the study oJ SnOW and ice resources. . . . Washington, D.C. , National 
Academy of Sciences, 1974, p. 753- 64.) [Summary and expansion of discussion concerning papers presented 
by W. I. Linlor a nd J . L. Smith and by W. I. Linlor, M. F. M eier a nd J. L. Smith at symposium (ibid. , 
p. 720- 28 and p. 729- 36) .] 

KEYS, J. E. , and others. Radar measurement oJ ice drift in Robeson Channel, I972, by ]. E. K eys, M oira Dunbar, D. ] . 
Finlayson and]. W. Moifat. Ottawa, Dept. of National Defence, R esearch a nd Development Bra nch . Defe nce 
Research Establishment Ottawa, 1974. [46] p . (DREO T echnical Note No. 74- 21. ) [Describes technique 
using X-ba nd radar mounted on a cliff to track transponders placed on ice. Presents preliminary findings.] 

KNIZHNIKOV, Yu. F. 0 krupnomasshtabnoy perspektivnoy aerofotos" yemke lednikov s vertoleta [On large-sca le 
perspec ti ve air photography of glaciers from a helicopter]. Materialy Glyatsiologicheskikh I ssledovani}'. Khronika . 
Obsuzhdenrya, Vyp. 23, 1974, p. 238-4 1. [Discusses method. English summary, p. 241.] 

KOMAROV, V . D. Snowmelt runoff investigations for developing forecast methods. (In [Interna tional Hydro
logical Decade.] The role oJ snow and ice in hydrology. Proceedings oJ the Banff symposia, ... 1972 . ... 1973, 
Vol. 2, p. 1083- 88. ) [Discusses parameters that affect accuracy of forecas ts, and evaluates present methods 
of basin observations tha t serve as model inputs.] 

KRAVTSOVA, V. I. , and others. Ispol'zovaniye kosmicheskikh snimkov dlya izucheniya snezhno-Iednikovogo 
kompleksa b gorakh [Use of space imagery for the study of complexes in mountai nsJ . [By] V. 1. Krav tsova, 
1. A. Labutina, G. K . Tushinskiy. Materialy Glyatsiologicheskiklz I ssledovanry. Khronika. Obsuz hdeniya, Vyp. 23, 
1974, p. 174- 80. [Discusses many applica tio ns of space imagery in Soviet glaciological work. English 
s-.lmma ry, p. 180.] 

KR OUSE, H . R . Stable isotopes in the study of snow a nd ice resources. (In Sa ntcford, H . S. , and Smith, J. L. , comp . 
Advanced concepts and techniques in the study oJ snow and ice resources . ... ' '''ashington, D .C. , Na tional Acad emy 
cf Sciences, 1974, p . 65 1- 60.) [Reviews techn iques.] 

KUDRYASHOV, B. B. , and FISEN KO, V. F. K teorii bureniya-prota ivani ya snezhno-firnovykh o tlozheniy i I'dov 
Antarktidy [The the::> ry of thermal drilling of snow firns a nd ice of Anta rcti ca] . Antarktika . D oklady Komissii, 
v yp . 12, 1973, p. 153- 58. 

KUDRYASHOV, B. H. , and others. T eoriya i praktika bureniya-prota ivaniya v Antarktide [Theory a nd prac ti ce of 
thermal d rilling in Anta rctica]. [By] B. B. Kudryashov, N. Ye. Bobin, N. 1. Slyusa rev, G . K. Stepanov, 
V. F. F isenko, V. K. C histyakov. Materialy Glyatsiologicheskiklz I ssledovaniy. Khronika. Obsuz hdeniya, Vyp. 22, 
1973, p . 71- 77 . [Describes equipment and use in Antarctic conditions. English summary, p. 77.] 

LAUER, D. T. , and DRAEGER, W. C. T echniques for determining a real ex ten t of snow in the Sierra levada 
Mountains using high a ltitude a ircraft and spacecraft imagery. (In Sa nteford , H. S. , alld Sm ith , J . L. , comp. 
Advanced concepts and techniques in the study of mow and ice resources . . . . Washington, D .C. , N a tiona l Aca d em y 
of Sciences, 1974, p . 532- 40.) [Sequential a ir photogra phy, ERTS-I imagery a nd ground data were used 
to develop an image in terpretation key for es t imating area l ex tent of snow in fores ted areas, and for develop
ing an analys is technique for estimating exte nt o f snow cover on satelli te imagery. ] 

LEADER, R. E . Meteor burst communica tion. (In Sa nteford , H . S. , and Smith, J. L. , comp . Advanced conce/lts and 
techniques in the study oJ snow and ice resources. . . . Washington, D. C. , National Academy of Sciences, 1974, 
p. 737- 47. ) [Discusses a pplica tion to remote d a ta acquisition a nd control. System is suitable for low data
rate telemetry such as tha t encountered in h ydrologica l and m eteorological data sensing.] 

LIMPERT, F . A., and SMITH, J. L. Utility of isotope profiling snow gage for wa ter management. (Ill Santeford, 
H. S ., alld Smith, J. L. , comp . Advallced concepts and techniques in the study oJ snow alld ice resources . .. . vVashington, 
D.C., National Academy of Sciences, 1974, p. 624- 31. ) [Descr ibes profil er sys tem, m e thod for tra nsla ting 
field m easurement d a ta to management use, a nd existing a nd proposed utiliza tion of data fo r management 
purposes.] 

LI NG, C. H ., alld UNTERSTEINER, N. On the calcula tion of the roughness parameter of sea ice. ] oumal oJ Geo
physical R esearch, Vol. 79, No. 27, 1974, p. 4 11 2- 14. [Describes m ethod for calcula ting roughness pa ra m eter 
Zo e f sea ice from velocity profi les. Instead of conventional procedure of determining individual Zo for each 
observed velocity profile, m ethod uses number of profiles to find single value for zo. ] 

I.INLOR, vV. I. Snowpack water content by remote sensing. (In [Interna tional Hydrological Decade.] The 
role oJ snow alld ice in hy drology . Proceedillgs oJ the B anff symposia, ... I972. . .. 1973, Vo!. I , p. 713- 26. ) [Des
cribes electromagnetic systems. Discuss ion, p . 726.J 

LINLOR, VV. r. , alld SMITH, J. L . Electron ic m easurements of snow sample wetness. (In Sa nteford , H. S., and 
Smith, J. L. , comp. Advanced concepts and techniques in the study of snow and ice resources . . . . Washington, D.C., 
Nationa l Academy of Sciences, 1974, p. 720- 28. ) [Two methods d escribed, one based on measuring capaci
ta nce of sample before and after freezing and the other on in situ m easurements of dielectric loss of sample 
in high frequency field .] 

LINLOR, W. I. , alld others. Microwave profiling of snow pack free-water content, [by] W. I. Linlor, M. F. M eier , 
J . L. Smith. (In Santeford , H . S. , alld Smith, J. L. , comp. Advanced concepts alld techniques ill the study oJ snow 
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and ice resources . ... vVashington, D .C., Nationa l Academy of Scien ces, 1974, p. 729- 36.) [Proposes micro
wave sys tem opera ting in range ( I to 10) X 100 Hz to measure a mo unt of liquid-phase wa ter in snow-pack, 
a ttenuation of beam between source and receivers being produced by water in snow.] 

LOUGEAY, R . D etection of buried glacia l a nd ground ice with therma l infra red remote sensing. (In Santeford , 
H. S. , and Smith, j. L. , comp. A dvanced conce/lts and techniques in the study oJ mow and ice resources . . .. Washington , 
D .C., N a tional Academy of Sciences, 1974, p . 487- 93.) [Method based on close correla tion between surfdce 
temp erature, and thus emitted terrestria l radiation, a nd thickness of d etritus.] 

M CCLAIN, E . P . Some new satellite measurements a nd their application to sea ice ana lysis in the Arcti c a nd 
Anta rc ti c. (In Santeford , H. S. , and Smith, j . L. , comp. Advanced concepts and techniques in the study q( snow and 
ice resources. . . . Washington , D .C., National Academy of Scien ces, 1974, p. 45 7- 66. ) [Describes a nd 
discusses p erformance of NOA A-2 sa tellite carrying a very high resolution radiometer (VHRR ) capable of 
I km ground resolu tion in v isible a nd therma l infra-red portions of the spectru m.] 

M CGINN IS, D . F. Detecting melting snow and ice by visible and near-infra red measurem ents from sa tellites . 
(In [Interna tional H ydrological D ecade.] The role of snow and ice in hydrology. Proceedings oJ the Batif! symposia, 
... 1972 . ... 1973, Vol. I , p . 75 1- 6 1. ) [During melting, near-infra -red radia tion is s trongly absorbed , 
whereas visible radia ti ~n is s trongly refl ected . E xa mples presented from Canada a nd th e A lps. Discussion, 
p. 760- 6 1.] 

M CGINN IS, D. F. Sa tellite de tec tion of mel ting snow a nd ice by simulta neous visible and near-IR measurements. 
Proceedings of the eighth International Symposium on R emote Sensing oJ E nvironment . .. 1972 . .. . Ann Arbor , 
Willow Run Labora tori es, Environmental R esearch Ins titute of Mich igan, Vol. I , [1 9 73] , p. 23 1- 40. 
[Compa rison of simulta neou s visible and near-infra-red imagery from N imbus-Ill sa te llite provides method 
for mo ni to ring melting of snow a nd ice tha t m ay be applied to snow-pack run-off predic tion, flood fore
cas ting a nd lake navigation.] 

M CGowN, A. , and DERBYSHIR E, E. T echnical d evelopments in the study of particula te m a tter in glacial till s. 
J ournal oJGeology, Vo!. 82 , No. 2, 1974, p . 225- 35. [Describes severa l techniques for la boratory and fi eld use. ] 

M AKAR EVICH, T . N., alld others . Dura tion of ice phenomena and possibilities of its forecasting (for the Danube) , 
[by] T . N . M akarevich , Z . A. Yefrimova a nd L. K . Savina. (In [Interna tional H ydrological Decade. ] 
The role oJ snow and ice in hy drology. Proceedings of the Banff symposia, . . . 1972 .... 1973, Vo!. 2, p. 1243- 50. ) 
[T wo m ethods suggested.] 

M ARKO, j . R. , andGowER, J. F . R . An assessment of the uses of ER TS-I Arctic imagery. Victoria, B. C., Environment 
Ca nad a. F isheri es a nd M a rine Service, M a rine Sciences Directora te, 19 74. 36 p. (Pacific M arine Sciences 
R eport 74-8. ) [Summary a nd evaluation of this technique in monito ring movements, grow th and melti ng 
of ice. Inside cover : " This is a ma nusc rip t which has received only limited circula tion ".] 

MEIER, M . F . M easurement of snow cover using passive microwave radia tio n. (In [Interna tiona l H yd rological 
Decad e. ] The role of snow and ice in hy drology. Proceedings of the B ani! symposia, . .. 1972 . ... 1973, Vo!. I , 
p. 739- 50.) [Presents resul ts supporting use of this method fo r m easuring snow d istribution. Discuss ion , 
p. 750 .] 

M ILLER, L., and MI LLER, D. The computer as a n a id in ava lanche haza rd fo recas ting. (In Sa nteford , H . S., and 
Smith, J . L. , comp. Advanced concepts and techni ques in the study of snow and ice resources . ... vVashington, D.C., 
Nationa l Academy of Scien ces, 1974, p. 356- 62. ) [Preliminary results indica te tha t ra pid accura te forecas ts 
can be m ad e using a selective regression progra mme. M ethod based o n 2 I years' da il y wea ther and ava la nch e 
observa tions.] 

M URAKAM l, M . M ethod of forecas ting da te of breakup of river ice. (In [I nterna tional H ydrologica l Decade. ] 
T he role OJSIlOW and ice in hydrology. Proceedings of the Bmif!symposia, .. . 1972 . ... 1973, VoL 2, p. 123 1- 37.) 
[Based on data from H a rbin , north-east China , 19 19- 4 1.] 

PARAS HAR, S. K ., and others. Use of rad ar techniques fo r sea ice ma pp ing, [by] S. K . Pa rasha r, R . K . M oore, 
A. \'V. Biggs. (In Santeford , H. S., and Smith , j. L. , camp. Advanced concepts alld techniques ill the stud), of snow 
alld ice resources . . . . Washington, D .C., Na tiona l Academy of Sciences, 1974, p. 381 - 90. ) [Radar sca ttering 
da ta from sea ice at 400 MHz a nd 13.3 G Hz were a nalysed for a n April Right near Po int Ba rrow, Alaska , 
a nd seven ca tegories of ice were identified on a ir p hotographs. ] 

P ATERSON, W . S. B. , and KO ERNE R, R . M . R ad io echo sound ing on four ice caps in Arcti c Canad a. Arctic, Vo!. 27, 
No. 3, 1974, p. 225- 33 . [Techniques a nd resul ts d escribed of measuring ice th ickness b y means of sledge
mounted SC R 718 rada r a ltime ter on parts of ice caps on Devon, Ell esm ere, Meighen a nd M elv ille isla nds.] 

P ECK, E. L. , and others. Lake On ta rio snowfall observational network fo r calibra ting rad a r m easurements, [by] 
E. L. P eck, L. W. Larson, j . VV. Wilson. (In Sa nteford , H. S., and S m ith, J. L. , coml) . A dvanced concepts alld 
techniques in. the study of snow and ice resources. . . . vVashington, D. C., N a tional Academ y of Sciences, 1974, 
p.4 12- 2 1. [St resses importa nce of correc t siting of gauges; specia ll y insta lled ne twork used for comparison 
with rad a r gave better results tha n usual cl imate stat ions in same a rea. ] 

POULlN, A. O. H yd rologic ch a racteristi cs of snow-covered terra in from therma l infrared imagery. (In Santeford , 
H . S., and Smith, J. L. , camp . A dvanced cOllcel)ts and techniques ill the study oJ snow and ice resources . ... vVashington, 
D .C., National Academy of Sciences, 1974, p . 494- 503 .) [Differing su b -surface therma l regimes of streams, 
frozen la kes a nd areas of d eep er snow often produce surface tempera ture differences tha t a re sufficient for the 
prod uction of thermal images of those features . M ethod considered in d e ta iL] 

PRANTL, F . A. , and others. Alpine g lacier studies w ith nuclear method s, [by] F . A. Pra ntl , "v. Ambach and H . 
E isner . (In [Interna tiona l H ydrological Decad e .] The role of snow and ice in hydrology. Proceedings or the Ba/if[ 
sYIl1I)~sia, ... 1972 . ... 1973, VoL I, p . 435- 44.) [Method desc ri bed for ide ntifying a nd da ting annua l 
hori zons a nd net accumula tio ns by varia tions of fi ssion product ac ti vities. Discussion, p . 443- 44. ] 

PR ANTL, F. A ., and others. Nuclear techniques for snow a nd ice studies in Canad ian subpola r regions (Devo n 
Isla nd ), [by] F. A. Pra ntl , R . M . K oerner , E . Robertson. (In Sa nteford , H . S., alld Smith, J. L. , camp. 
Advanced concej)ts and techniques in the study of snow alld ice resources. . .. W ashington, D. C ., Na tional Academ y 
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of Sciences, '974, p. 632- 41. ) [Shows potentialities and limitations of isotope techniques in identifying origin 
and seasonal patterns of recent snow deposi ts, dating annual layers a nd determining net accumulation 
dates.] 

PROSKURYAKOV, B. V., and BERDENN'Kov, V. P. Hydraulic method for evaluation of ice-gorges on rivers. (Ill 
[International Hydrological Decade.] The role oJ mow and ice in hydrolog. Proceedings oJ the Banff symposia, .. . 
1972 . ... '973, Vol. I , p. 547- 56. ) [Describes method used for evaluation of thickness of ice jams in rivers 
in the U.S.S.R. Discussion, p. 556.] 

QUICK, M. C., and PIPES, A. Daily and seasonal runoff forecasting with a water budget model. (In [International 
Hydrological Decade.] The role of snow and ice inlzydrology. Proceedings oJ the Banff symposia, ... 1972 . ... '973, 
Vol. 2, p. 1017-34.) [Describes method for calculating stream flow run-off arising from both snow melt and 
rainfall. Discussion, p. 1033-34.] 

RECHARD, P. A., and others. Measuring snowfall, a critical factor for snow resource management, [by] P . A. 
Rechard, R. E. Brewer, A. Sullivan. (In Santeford, H . S. , and Smith, j . L. , comp. Advanced concepts and 
techniques in the study oJ mow and ice resources . ... Washington, D .C., National Academy of Sciences, '974, 
p. 706- 15.) [Suggests that in windy areas existing snow gauges should be calibrated against a gauge within 
a shield.] 

ROCKWOOD, D. M. New techniques in forecas ting runoff from snow. (In (Internationa l Hydrological Decad e. ] 
The role oJ snow and ice in hydrology . Proceedings oJ the BO/if! symposia, ... 1972 .... 1973, Vol. 2, p. 1058-61. ) 
[Discusses philosophy of design of hydrologic models to be used in forecasting basin response in operational 
hydrology, as developed from experience in the Columbia River basin.] 

SAVCHENKOVA, E. 1. Atmospheric circulation and forecasting of dates of ice formation in rivers. (In [International 
Hydrological Decade.] The role of snow and ice in hydrology. Proceedings oJ the Banff symposia, .. . 1972 .... 1973, 
Vol. 2, p. 1196-1201. ) [Describes method for long-range forecasting, based on atmospheric circulation 
analysis for period preceding event to be predicted in region where river basin is located.] 

SCHERTLER, R. J., and others. Application of thermal imagery to the development of a Great Lakes ice information 
system, [by] R. j . Schertler, C. A. Raquet, R. A. Svehla. (In Santeford, H. S. , and Smith, j. L., comp. 
Advanced concepts and techniques in the study oJ mow and ice resources . ... Washington, D.C., National Academy of 
Sciences, '974, p. 5'3- 22. ) [Reviews preliminary findings. Relative thicknesses of ice may be delineated 
and new ice differentiated from open water and thicker ice.] 

SHREVE, D. C., and BROWN, A. j . Development and field testing of a remote radioisotopic snow gage. (Ill 
Santeford, H. S., and Smith, j. L. , comp. Advanced concepts and techniques in the study oJ snow and ice resources . . .. 
Washington, D.C. , National Academy of Sciences, 1974, p. 66'-73. ) 

SOUTHARD, R. B. , and MAcDoNALD, W. R. ERTS-, imagery applications in polar regions. Antarctic J ournal oJ the 
United States, Vol. 9, No. 3, '974, p. 6, - 67. [Describes glaciological applications.] 

SUKHANOV, L. A. Izmereniye moshchnosti gornykh lednikov radiolokatsionnym metodom [The measurement of 
glacier thickness in mountains by the radio-echo sounding method] . Materialy Glyatsiologicheskikh lssledovaniy. 
Khronika. Obsuzhdeniya, Vyp. 22, '973, p. 58- 65. [Describes drawbacks of standard technique and proposes 
simpler method. English summary, p. 65.] 

SUKHANOV, L. A. , and others. Portativnyye ledovyye termoelektrobury [Portable ice thermoelectric drills]. [By] 
L . A. Sukhanov, V. A. Morev, I. A. Zotikov. Materialy Glyatsiologicheskikh Issledovaniy. Khronika. Obsuz h
deniya, Vyp. 23, '974, p. 234- 38. [Describes construction and use, and how the internal structure of the ice 
may be studied by measuring drilling speed. English summary, p. 238.] 

TSANG, G. Conceptual design of a multipurpose instrument for winter stream metering. (In Santeford, H . S. , 
and Smith, j. L., comp. Advanced concepts and techniques in the study oJ snow and ice resources . ... Washington, D.C., 
National Academy of Sciences, '974, p . 688- 98. ) [Proposes theoretical design for instrument for measuring 
flow velocity at a point in a stream and concentration and velocity offrazil ice a t this point.] 

T suR'Kov, V. L. K voprosu 0 temperature zemerzaniya morskoy vody [The freez ing temperature of sea water]. 
Okeanologiya, Tom '4, Vyp. 2, '974, p. 263- 68. [Reviews various m ethods. English summary, p. 268.] 

V'CKERS, R . S., and ROSE, G. C. High resolution m easurements of snowpack stratigraphy using a short pulse 
radar. Proceedings of the eighth International Symposium on Remote Sensing oJ Environment . .. 1972 . ... Ann Arbor, 
Willow Run Laboratories, Environmental R esearch Institute of Michigan, Vol. " ['973] , p. 26'-77. 
[Shows tha t short-pulse radar technique may be used for remote sensing of depth or density of snow-pack, 
and water equivalent may also be measured as long as significant qua ntities of free water are not presen t.] 

V'CKERS, R . S., and others. Airborne profiling of ice thickness using a short pulse radar, [by] R. S. Vickers, j. E. 
H eighway, R. T. Gedney. (In Santeford, H. S. , and Smith, j. L. , comp. Advanced concepts and techniques in the 
stutfy oJ mow and ice resources . ... Washington, D.C. , National Academy of Sciences, '974, p. 422- 3 ', ) 
[Demonstrates that system , operating at 2.7 GHz, can make accurate measurem ents of simple smooth sea 
ice sheets up to 10 cm thick and can give an indication of structure of rough-surfaced or broken ice.] 

V'CKERS, W. W., and others. Polar region snow stra tigraphy techniques applied to commercial problems, [by] 
W. W. Vickers, M. E. Lopez, j . Branch. (In Santeford, H . S., and Smith, J. L., comp. Advanced concepts and 
techniques in the study oJ snow and ice resources . ... Washington, D.C., National Academy of Sciences, '974, 
P.30- 38. ) [Technique was used to measure small quantities of precipitation associated with weather modifi
cation experiments and in studying snow erosion in proposed ski slope area.] 

W ASH'CHEK, j . N. Collection of atmospheric da ta fo r Project Skywater. (In [Interna tional Hydrological Decad e.] 
The role oJ snow and ice in Izydrology. Proceedings oJ the Ba/if! symposia, .. . 1972. . .. '973, Vol. " p. 644-55' ) 
[Describes techniques used to collect snow data on projects in Colorado and New Mexico, and summarizes 
results. Discussion, p. 655.] 

W'ESNET, D. R. The role of satellites in snow a nd ice measurements. (In Santeford, H. S ., and Smith, J. L. , comp. 
Advanced concepts and techniques in the study oJ snow and ice resources . ... Washington, D.C. , National Academy 
of Sciences, '974, p. 447- 56. ) [Suggests that more use should be made of satellites.] 
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W ILLlAMS, P. J. , and BURT, T. P. Measurement of hydraulic conductivity of frozen soils. Canadian Geotec/mical 

Joumal, Vol. 11 , No. 4,1974, p. 647- 50. [Describes experimental technique.] 
W ILSON,]. W. Measurement of snowfall by radar. (In Santeford, H. S., and Smith, j . L., comp. Advanced concepts 

and techniques in the study of snow and ice resources . ... Washington, D.C. , National Academy of Sciences, 1974, 
p. 391-401.) [Measurements obtained by radar compared to those obtained by snow gauges. Advantages 
and limitations discussed.] 

YOUNG, G. J. A d ata collection and reduction system for snow accumulation studies. (In Santeford, H. S., and 
Smith, J . L., comp. Advanced concepts and techniques in the study of snow and ice resources . ... Washington, D.C. , 
National Academy of Sciences, 1974, p. 304- 13. ) [Describes method for providing maps of snow accumula
tion from irregula rly spaced point sampling loca tions.] 

ZAGORODNIKOV, A. A., and others. Two-dimensional statistical analys is of radar imagery of sea ice, [by] A. A. 
Zagorodnikov, V. S. Loshchilov, K . B. Chelyshev. Proceedings rif the eighth Intemational Symposium on Remotf 
Sensing of Environment . .. [972. . .. Ann Arbor, W illow Run Laboratories, Environmental Research 
Institute of Michigan, Vol. I , [1973] , p. 279- 90. [Technique based on two-dimensional Fourier transforma
tion of small-scale SLAR images of ice cover by means of optical image fi ltering.] 

PHYSICS OF ICE 

BILGRAM, j . H. Phase equilibria and point defects in ice. Physics of Condensed Matter, Vol. 18, No. 4, 1974, 
p . 263- 73. [General theory of point defects in crysta ls derived using chemical potentia ls and applied to 
Bjerrum defects in ice.] 

BILGRAM, ]. H. , and GRANICHER, H. D efect equilibria and conduction mechanisms in ice. Physics of Condensed 
Matter, Vol. 18, No. 4, 1974, p. 275- 9 1. [Data on electrical properties of ice reinterpreted. The two types 
of defect involved are Bjerrum d efects and Bjerrum-ion aggregates.] 

Bozzo, A. T., and others. The properties of the hydra tes of chlorine and ca rbon dioxide, [by] A. T. Bozzo, H.-S. 
Chen, J. R . Kass and A. J. Ba rduhn. (In European Federation of Chemical Engineering. Working Party 
on Fresh Water from the Sea. 4th Intemational Symposium on Fresh Water from the Sea , Heidelberg, fr l 4 September 
1973, Vol. 3, p. 437- 51. ) [Determination of phase diagrams.] 

BURTON, W. R. , and LLOYD, A. I. Design features of secondary refrigerant freezing plan ts. (In European Federa
tion of Chemical Engineering. Working Party on Fresh "Vater from the Sea. 4th i nternational Symposium Oil 

Fresh Water from the Sea, Heidelberg, fr 14 September 1973, Vol. 3, p. 281 - 90. ) [Describes process for desalination 
by freezing that has been developed to large sca le and can give estimate of commercial cost.] 

CH EN, E. C. , and others. Spreading of crude oil on a n ice surface, [by] E. C . Chen, ]. C. K . Overall and C. R . 
Phillips. Canadian J oumal of Chemical Engineering, Vol. 52, No. I, 1974, p. 71 - 74. [Results of labora tory 
studies.] 

D ENToN, W. H. , and others. Experimental studies on washing and melting ice crystals in the immiscible refrigerant 
freezing process, [by] W. H . D enton, M . j . S. Smith, J. T. Klaschka, R. Forgan, H. R . Diffey, C. H . Rumary 
and R . W . Dawson. Desalination, Vol. 14, No. 3, 1974, p. 263- 90. [Description of large-scale experimenta l 
study. Also published in : European Federation of Chemical Engineering. Working Party on Fresh Water 
from the Sea. 4th i ntemational Symposium on Fresh Water from the Sea, Heidelberg, 9- 14 September 1973, Vol. 3, 
P·29 1- 3 1 I.] 

EVANs, T. \'V. , and others. Models of secondary nucleation attributable to crysta l-crystalli zer and crysta l-crysta l 
collisions, [by] T. W. Evans, A. F. Sarofim and G. Margolis. A.l.Ch.E. JollTlZal, Vol. 20, No. 5, 1974, p. 959- 66. 
[Theory of process of generation of secondary nuclei du ring freez ing of water.] 

Foss, S. D., and FAN, S. S. T. Approximate solution to the freezing of the ice-water system with constant hea t 
flux in the water phase. Water R esources Research, Vol. 10, TO. 3, 1974, p. 5 11 - 13. [Obtained by utilizing 
assumption of quasi -steady-sta te profi le for solu tion to Stefan problem, and applies to two h ypotheti cal 
cases.] 

FOURNIER,]. , and others. Water desa li nat ion by natural freezing, [by] j . Fournier, J. L. Grange and S. Vergara. 
Desalination, Vol. 15, No. 2, 1974, p. 167- 75' [Salt water can be frozen by being exposed to the night sky in 
northern Chile, a nd this can give fresh water in the Atacame desert. A lso published as " D essa lement de 
l'eau par conge la tion naturelle" in : European Federation of Chemical Engineering. Working Party on 
Fresh Water from the Sea. 4th International Symposium on Fresh Water from the Sea , Heidelberg, 9 - 14 September 
1973, Vol. 3, p. 321 - 29.] 

FRAsER, j . H. , and OLSSON, T. A. An economic analysis of the Avco crysta llization process. (In E uropean Federa
tion of Chem ical Engineering. Working Party on Fresh Water from the Sea. 4th intemational Symposium OIL 

Fresh Water from the Sea, Heidelberg , fr l 4 September [973, Vol. 3, p. 33 1- 42. ) [Costs a promising method for 
freez ing desalination.] 

GANGWANI, G. S., and KOTHARI, L. S . Incomplete neutron thermaliza tion in light water ice at 77, 21 and 4 K. 
Nuclear Science and Engineering, Vol. 55, No. 2, 1974, p . 242- 43. [Cooling an ice modera tor below 40 K does 
not change neutron energy. A theoretica l model is used to show this would not occur if a bsorption in ice 
were less. ] 

GERARD, N. , and P ERNOLET, R. A study of the process of formation of ethylene and ethane clathrate hydrate by 
thermogravimetry and X-ray diffraction. (In European Federation o f Chemical Engineering. Working 
Party on Fresh Water from the Sea. 4th i nternational Symposium on Fresh Water from the Sea, H eidelberg, 9- 14 
September 1973, Vol. 3, p. 453- 60. ) [Formation process studied and crys ta l st ructure determined.] 

GERBER, H. E. Freezing water with sized AgI par ticles. Dissertation Abstracts Ill temational, B, Vol. 34, No. 9, 
1974, p. 4566-B. [Experiments on effecti veness as ice nuclei of pa r ticles of various sizes and comparison 
with theory. Abstract ofPh.D . thesis, Colorado State University. University Microfi lms order no. 74-5421.] 
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GIBSON, W. , and others. Spray freezer and pressurized counterwasher for freeze d esa lina tion, [by] W. Gibson, 
D . Emmermann, G. Grossman, R. Johnson, A. Modica and A. Pallone. Desalination, Vo!. 14, No. 3, 1974, 
p. 249- 62. [Description of method of freezing a spray of water using an immiscible refrigerant. This gives 
ice pla telets without d endrites . Also published in: European Federation of Chemical Engineering. W o rking 
Party on Fresh "" a ter from the Sea. 4th International Symposium on Fresh Water Jrom the Sea, Heidelberg, 9-14 
September 1973, Vo!. 3, p. 343- 55'] 

HAlDA, 0 ., and others. Calo rimetric study of the glassy state. X. Enthalpy relaxa tion at the glass-tra nsition 
tempera ture of hexagonal ice, [by] O. Haida, T. Matsuo, H. Suga and S. Seki . Journal of Chemical Thermo
dynamics, Vo!. 6, No. 9, 1974, p. 8 15- 25. [Anomaly in hea t capacity of ice Ih found at c. 100 K. Spontaneous 
tempera ture changes during annealing near 100 K followed. R esults interpreted in terms of proton ordering 
and thermal parameters deduced .] 

HIGASHI, A. Growth and perfection of ice crystals. J ournal of Crystal Growth, Vols. 24- 25, 1974, p. 102-07. [Study 
of dislocations in ice crystals shows Bridgma n method can give dislocation d ensities as low as 10 2 cm - ' 
whereas Czochralski m ethod gives 104 cm- '. ] 

HOBSON, M . D. , and M cGRATH, L. Desalination by means of continuous column crystallizers. (In Euro pean 
Federation of Chemical Engineering. Working Party on Fresh Water from the Sea. 4th International Sy mposium 
on Fresh Water from the Sea, Heidelberg, 9 - 14 September 1973, Vo!. 3, p. 357- 69. ) [Description of experiments.] 

Hsu , K .-S. Spectral evolution of ice ripples. Dissertation Abstracts International, B, Vo!. 35, No. I, 1974, p . 247-B. 
[Heat ba lance of interface between ice and a turbulently flowing liquid studied theoretically and experi
m e nta ll y. Abstract of Ph.D. thesis, Unive rsity of Iowa, 1973. University Microfilms order no. 74-16641.] 

I NCHACKAL, J . J. Dielec tric properties of pure and KF doped hexagonal ice. Dissertation Abstracts i ntemational, B, 
Vo!. 35, No. 5, 1974, p . 2374-B. [Measurem ents down to - 900 C and from 50 to 20000 Hz. Abstract of 
Ph.D. thes is, Saint Louis University, 1973. University Microfilms order no. 74-24099.] 

INouE, K. , and others. Slow neutron spectra in cold moderators, [by] K. Inoue, N. Otomo, H . Iwasa a nd Y. 
Kiyanagi. J ournal oJ Nuclear Science and T echnology, Vo!. I I, No. 5, 1974, p. 228- 29. [Includes spectra in ice.] 

jACKSON, K . A. The pr:!sent sta te of the theory of crystal growth from the melt . J ournal cif Crystal Growth , 
Vols. 24- 25, 1974, p . 130- 36. [Recent advance3 in our understa nding of this reviewed.] 

jOHARI, G . P. , and others. Dielectric properties of ice VII and VIII and the phase bounda ry between ice VI a nd 
VII, [by] G. P. johari, A. Lavergne and E . Whalley. Journal of Chemical Physics, Vo!. 61 , No. 10, 19 74, 
P.4292- 300. [Dielec tri c properti es of ice VII give correla tion p a rameter on ha lf that for ice I ; this suggests 
dipoles are more anti pa rallel than ra ndomness would dicta te and entropy of tra nsition from ice VI to ice VII 
and ice VIII confirms this.] 

jOHNSON, W., and others. Freeze desalting. A new a pproach, [by] W . j ohnson, A. P a llone and R . F. Probstein. 
(In European Federa tion of Chemical Engineering. Working Party on Fresh Water from the Sea. 4th 
International Symposium on Fresh Water from the Sea, Heidelberg, 9- 14 September 1973, Vo!. 3, p. 371- 82. ) [Des
cription of new method of desalination based on droplet evaporation .] 

KAWASAKI , S. Studies o n crystalliza tion of ice by butane gas agitation in freezing d esalination process. (In 
European Federation of Chemical Engineering. Working Party on Fresh Water from the Sea. 4th Illter
national Symposium on Fresh Water from the Sea, Heidelberg, 9- 14 September [973, Vo!. 3, p. 383- 93. ) [Uses 
butane to improve stirring during freezing d esalination.] 

KHORGUANI, V. G., and others. L'doobrazuyushchaya aktivnost' aerozoley AgI i PbI. poluchennykh pri vz ryve 
[Ice-forming acti vity of silver iodide a nd lead iodide aerosols obtained by explos ion] . [By] V. G. Khorguani, 
A . S. Zhikharev, G. B. Myakon'kiy. h uestiya Akademii Nauk SSSR. Fizika Atmoifera i Okealla, T o m 10, 
No. I, 1974, p. 100- 04. [Description of tests .] 

KROH , J., and others. On e lect ron tunnelling in y-irradiated frozen matrices, [by] J . Kroh, C. Stradowski a nd 
W. Bartczak. Chemical Physics Letters, Vo!. 2 7, No. 3, 1974, p . 387- 88. [Discussion of paper by J. R. Miller, 
ibid. , Vo!. 22, No. I , 1973, p. 180- 82, on tunnelling of trapped electrons in y- irradiated alkaline ice in 
presence of scavengers.] 

KVLIVIDZE, V. I. , and others . The mobile water phase on ice surfaces, [by] V. I. Kvlivid ze, V . F. Kiselev, A. B. 
Kurzayev and L. A. Usha kova. Suiface Science, Vo!. 44, No. J, 1974, p. 60- 68. [Nuclear magneti c resonance 
of finely dispersed ice has narrow central signa l attributable to surface-mobile water.] 

LAMB, D., and SCOTT, W . D. Mechanism of ice crystal growth a nd ha bit formation. Journal of the Atmospheric 
Sciences, Vo!. 3 I, No. 2, 1974, p. 570- 80. [Remarkable temperature dependence o f a ll growth variables on 
faces of ice crysta l attributed to formation of multiple layers of adsorbed water molecules .] 

LANGHAM, E. J. Network geometry of veins in polycrystall ine ice. Canadiall Journal oJ Earth Sciences, Vo!. I I, 
No. 9, 1974, p. 1274- 79. [Geometrical cons traints are discussed a nd a model proposed.] 

LENTZ, B. R. , alld others. Vibrational frequencies of water clusters, [by] B. R. Lentz, A. T. Hagler a nd H. A. 
Scheraga. Journal oJ Physical Chemistry, Vo!. 78, No. 18, 1974, p. 1844- 47. [Theore tical studies which lead to 
interpretation of interna l normal mode frequency spec trum of ice 1.] 

LEVI, L. , alld others. Structure of ice grown from droplet accretion and solidification processes, [by] L. Levi, E. M. 
d e Achava l and L. Luba rt. Journal of Crystal Growth, Vo!. 22, No. 4, 1974, p. 303- 10. [Study of c-axis orienta
tion rela ti ve to growth direction for various a mbient and d eposition temperatures.] 

NAG LE, J . F. Dielectri c constant of ice. Journal of Chemical Physics, Vo!. 6 1, No. 3, 1974, p. 883- 88. [Theory of 
dielec tric permittivity of ice on Bernal- Fowler- Pauling model relaxed to allow Bje rrum faults. ] 

OM RAN, A. M. , and KING, C. J . Kineti cs of ice crystallization in sugar solutions and fruit juices. A.l.Ch.E. J ournal, 
Vo!. 20, No. 4, 1974, p . 795- 8°3. [Secondary nucleation kineti cs derived from experiments with various 
solutes, supersaturations, and supercoolings. ] 

PASSARELLI, R . E., jr. , and others. Ice nuclea tion by Miersite, [by] R. E. Passarelli, Jr., H. Chessin and B. Vonnegut. 
Journal of Applied M eteorology, Vo!. 13, No. 5, 1974, p. 610- 12 . [This naturally occurring AgI- Cul mineral 
can nucleate ice in supercooled water at - 1.42 0 C.] 
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PENNINO, U. DEL, and others. Pola rization phenomena induced by cracks in Ih ice crystals, by U. del Pennino, 
A. Loria, S. Mantovani and E. Mazzega. N uovo Cimento delta Societa Italiana di Fisica , Ser. I I, Vo!. 24B, 
No. I , 1974, p. 108--20. [Large potentials observed when ice cracked mechanica lly on prismatic pla nes. 
Decay observed consistent with L-defect mechanism. Italian and Russian abstracts, p. 120.] 

PERRY, J. W. Complex refractive index of ice fog at a radio wavelength of 3 mm. Dissertation A bstracts International, 
B, Vo!. 34, No. 9, 1974, p. 4381 -B. [Measurem ents in resonant cavity used to measure this, a lso measurements 
on ice sla bs at 97 GHz. Abstract of Ph.D. thesis, University of T exas a t Austin, 1973. University Microfilms 
order no. 74-5310.] 

PINTO, A. C. DI, and others. Study of the projec t and operation parameters in a freezing pilot pla nt with secondary 
refrigerant, [by] A. C. di Pinto, G. Lacava, R. Pass ino, A. Rozzi , M. Santori and L. Spinosa. (In Europea n 
Federation of Chemical Engineering. Working Party on Fresh Water from the Sea. 4th International Sym
posium on Fresh Water from the Sea, Heidelberg, 9- [ 4 September [973, Vo!. 3, p . 313- 20. ) [Description of testing 
of pilot plant.] 

RAUTEN BACH, R ., and PENNINGS, P. Untersuchungen zur vVaschung von H ydrat- und Eiskrista llen nach d em 
Gegenstrom-Prinzip. (In European Federation of Chemical Engineering. Working Party on Fresh Wa ter 
from the Sea. 4th International Symposium on Fresh Water from the Sea, H eidelberg, !)- [ 4 September 1973, Vo!. 3, 
p. 471 - 76. ) [Method of separating and washing ice and hydrate crystals forming in brine.] 

ROHATGI, P . K ., and others. Effect of magnetic and elec trical fields on d endritic freezing of aqueous solutions of 
sodium chloride, [by] P. K. Rohatgi, S. M. Jain, C. M. Adams, Jr. Materials Science and Engineering, Vo!. 15, 
Nos. 2- 3, 1974, p. 283- 90. [Experiments on both droplet and bulk freezing. Magnetic fi elds give change in 
dendrite structure; electric fields do not.] 

SANTRY, D . P. Molecular orbita l studies on ice-II. Chemical Physics L etters, Vo!. 27, No. 4, 1974, p. 464- 66. 
[Theoretica l ca lculation of structural parameters of ice Il gives good agreement with experimental data.] 

SHEN, J. HAI-I MA. Water adsorption and ice nuclea tion on silicas and silica tes. Dissertation Abstracts International, 
B, Vo!. 35, No. 4, 1974, p . 1602-B. [Study of m echanism of ice nuclea tion in water in process of adsorption . 
Abstract of Ph.D. thesis, Lehigh University, 1974. University Microfilms order no. 74-21440.] 

SIMPSON, H . C. , and others. Evaporation of butane drops in brine, [by] H. C. Simpson, G. C. Beggs and M. Nazir. 
(/11. European Federation of Chemical Engineering. Working Party on Fresh Water from the Sea. 4th 
International Symposium on Fresh Water from the Sea, H eidelberg , 9- [4 September [973, Vo!. 3, p. 409- 20. ) [C ine 
film study of bubble velocity and growth rate. ] 

SIMPSON, H. C. , and othen. The growth of ice crystals, [by] H. C. Simpson , G. C. Beggs, J. Deans and J. Nakamura. 
Desalination. Vo!. 14, No. 3, 1974, p. 34 1- 57. [Study of a- and c-ax is growth rates of ice in water and brine. 
Also published in : European Federation of C hemi cal Engineering. Working Party on Fresh Water from the 
Sea. 4th International Symposium on Fresh Water from the Sea, Heidelberg, !}- [ 4 September [973, Vo!. 3, p. 395- 407.] 

SOUTHERN, E. The fri ction of rubber on ice. Chemistry and Industry (London), 1974, No. 7, p. 286- 88. [Experi
ments on fri ction of tyres on ice. High coeffici ents of fri ction can be achieved.] 

STEPAKOFF, G . L. , and others. Development ofa eu tectic freez ing process for brine disposal, [by] G. L. Stepakoff, 
D . Siegelman, R . J ohnson a nd 'N . Gibson. D esalination, Vo!. 15, No. I , 1974, p. 25- 38. [Laboratory study 
of the process of freezing brine at the eu tectic shows that ice a nd salt crystals form two distinct phases which 
can subsequently be separated. Also published in European Fed eration of Chemical Engineering. Working 
Party on Fresh Wa ter from the Sea. 4th International Symposium on Fresh Water from the Sea, Heidelberg, !}- [ 4 
September [973, Vo!. 3, p. 42 1- 33.] 

VANT, M . R ., and others. Dielectric properties of fresh a nd sea ice at 10 and 35 GHz, [by] M. R. Vant, R. B. 
Gray, R . O. Ramseier, V. Makios. J ournal of Applied Physics, Vo!. 45, No. 11 , 1974, p . 4712- 17. [Results 
presented and interpreted on dielectric model for sea ice.] 

VLAHAKIS, J . G., and BARDUHN, A . .1 . Growth rate of a n ice crystal in flowing water and sa lt solutions. A.l.Ch.E. 
Journal, Vo!. 20, No. 3,1974, p. 58 1- 91. [Measurements to test theory of Fernandez a nd Barduhn. Agree
ment good for pure water, giving ice- water surface energy 33 ± 6 erg cm- 2 • Growth rates much higher than 
predic ted in sa lt solutions.] 

WEY, J. S. , and ESTRIN, .1. The growth and nuclea tion of ice in a batch Couette flow crystallizer. Desalilwtion, 
Vo!. 14, No. I, 1974, p. 103- 20. [Experimental study of ice-crys ta l size distribution when formed in flowing 
brine.] 

WI-IALLEY, E. The O- H distance in ice. M olecular Physics, Vo!. 28, No. 4, 1974, p. 1105- 08. [Evidence that the 
O- H distance in ice is nearer to the vapour value tha n to 1.01 A as often quoted.] 

WILMS, D . A. , and HAUTE, A. A. VAN. Determination of the composition of a gas hydrate by the melhod of Miller 
and Strong, applying the so lid solution theory. (In European Fed eration of Chemica l Engineering. Working 
Party on Fresh Water from the Sea. 4th International SYlllposium on Fresh Water from the Sea , Heidelberg, 9- [4 
September 1973, Vo!. 3, p. 477- 84. ) [Corrects an error in the theory of this method of d e termining clathrate 
composition.] 

LAND ICE. GLACIERS. ICE SHELVES 

ALlVERTI, G ., alld others. Sopra un "surge" di acqua accaduto sui ghiacciaio del Lys (Monte R osa), [by] G . 
Aliverti , P. Colombino e A. d e Maio. Boltettino del Comitato Glaciologico Italiano, Ser. 2, No. 2 I, 1973, p. 7- 18. 
[Describes water surge on this Italian glacier, first observed in December 1971.] 

ARAPOV, P. P. Pryamyye izmereniya ispareniya , taya niya i teplopoto kov na lednikakh [Direc t measurements 
of evaporation, melting and hea t fluxes on glaciers]. M aterialy Glyatsiologicheskikh l ssledovoll iy. Khronika. 
Obsuz hdeniya, Vyp. 22, 1973, p. 117- 22. [English summary, p. 121 - 22.] 

[ARCTIC: EXPEDITIONS .] Cambridge Arctic Norway Expedition 1973. Cambridge Expeditiolls J ournal, 1974, 
p. 13- 14. [Study of subglacia l drainage and of characteristics of outwash streams of Strupbreen, Lyngen 
peninsula. ] 
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AUFDEMBERGE, T. P. Energy-balance studies over glacier and tundra surfaces, Chitistone Pass, Alaska, summer 
1969. (In Bushnell , V. C., and Marcus, M. G., ed. Icefield Ranges R esearch Project. Scientific results. Vol. 4. 
New York, American Geographical Society; Montreal, Arctic Institute of North America, 1974, p. 63- 79. ) 
[Compares results of simulta neous studies over Capps Glacier ice surface and over near-by tundra.] 

BARKOV, N . I. R ezul ' ta ty issledovaniya skvazhiny i ledyanogo kern a na stantsii Vostok v 1970- 1972 gg. [Results 
of the investigation of the bore hole and ice core at "Vostok" in 1970- 72] . M aterialy Glyatsiologicheskikh 
Issledovaniy. Khronika. Obsuzhdeniya, Vyp. 22, 1973, p. 77- 81. [500 m hole and core, Antarctica. English 
summary, p. 81.] 

BARNETT, A. P . Hydrological studies of the Slims River, Yukon, June- August 1970. (In Bushnell, V. C. , and 
Marcus, M. G. , ed. Icefield Ranges R esearch Project. Scientific results. Vol. 4. New York, American Geographical 
Society; Montreal, Arctic Institute of North America, 1974, p . 143- 50. ) [Shifts of Kaskawulsh Glacier m elt
water drainage from the Slims to the Kaskawulsh R iver was m ajor factor in intraseasonal variations of 
drainage. Otherwise, draina ge varied diurnally a nd seasonally in accordance with climatological and 
physiographic factors.] 

BAZHEVA, V . YA. , and PSAREVA, T. V. Strukturno-tektonicheskoye stroyeniye tipichnogo dolinnogo lednika 
Kavkaza [Structural and tec tonic patterns of a typical Caucasian valley glacier]. Materialy Glyatsiologi
cheskikh I ssledovaniy. Khronika. Obsuzhdeniya, Vyp. 22, 1973, p. 163- 68. [Detailed study of Lednik Marukh. 
English summary, p. 168.] 

BOBIN, N. YE., and FISEN KO, V. F . Opyt termobureniya skvazhin s otborom kerna v pokhodnykh usloviyakh 
[Drilling and core sampling in traverse conditions] . Informatsiollnyy Byulleten' Sovetskoy Antarkticheskoy 
Ekspeditsii, No. 88, 1974, p. 74- 76. [Drilling and coring ice along the profile from Mirny to the 170 km 
mark.] 

BUSHNELL, V. C., and MARCUS, M. G ., ed. Icefield Ranges Research Project. Scientific results. Vol. 4. New York, 
American Geographical Society; Montreal, Arctic Institute of North America, 1974. xi, 385 p. [Some 
articles have been published previously; the others, where glaciological in content, are listed separately.] 

CAILLEUX, A ., alld LAGAREC, D. Nombre, surface e t volume des glaciers du Globe. Comptes Rendus Hebdomadaires 
des Seances de l'Academie des Sciences (Paris), Ser. D , Tom. 279, No. 3, 1974, p . 243- 45. [In addition to the 
Antarctic a nd Greenland ice sheets, there are 141 glaciers greater tha n 1 000 km2 (total surface area 663 000 
km2, volume 175000 km3) and 10 000 glaciers greater than 1 km2 (surface area 865000 km2, volume 
200000 km3). Total number of glaciers on Earth is between 70000 and 200000.] 

CHIZHOV, O . P . Sovremennye glyatsioklimaticheskiye usloviya severnoy polyarnoy oblasti i ikh izmeneniya za 
istoricheskoye vremya [Present-day glacioclima tic conditions of the northern polar regions and their change, 
during historic times]. Materialy Glyatsiologicheskikh Issledovaniy. Khronika. Obsuzhdeniya, Vyp. 23, 1974, 
p. 93- 99· [English summary, p. 99·] 

DAVIDOVICH, N. V. 0 temperaturnykh razlichiyakh bliz fronta gornogo lednika [On temperature differences 
near the end of a mountain glacier] . Materialy Glyatsiologicheskikh Issledovaniy. Khronika. Obsuzhdeniya, 
Vyp. 23, 1974, p. 34-40. [Presents air tempera ture measurem ents taken over terminus and mora ines of 
Lednik Igan, Polyarnyy Ura!' English summary, p . 40.] 

DOLGUSHlN, L. D., alld O SIPOVA, G. B. Ocherednaya podvizhka lednika M edvezh'yego v 1973 g . [The current 
surge of Lednik M edvezhiy in 1973] . Materialy Glyatsiologicheskikh Issledovalliy. Khrollika . Obsuzhdmiya , 
Vyp. 22, 1973, p. 37- 38. 

DOLGUSHIN, L. D., and OSIPOVA, G. B. Regime of a surging glacier between advances. (In [International Hydro
logical Decade.] The role of snow and ice in hy drology. Proceedings of the Banff symposia, .. . 1972 . ... 1973, 
Vo!. 2, p . 1150- 59. ) [Presents observations on L ednik Medvezhiy. Discussion, p. 1171.] 

DUSHKIN, M . A. Basseyn r. Chuya [Basin of the river Chuya]. Katalog lednikov SSSR [Catalogue of glaciers of the 
U.S.S.R .], Tom 15, Vyp. I , Chast' 6,1974, [60] p. [Part ofI.H.D. ca talogue giving d eta ils of what is known 
of glaciers in this part of the Altay mountains a nd upper Irtysh . The Tom and Vyp. numbers correspond 
with those of Resursy poverkhnostnykh vod SSSR [Swiace water resources of the U.S.S.R.].] 

DYURGEROV, M . B., and FREYDLIN, V. S. Raschet p overkhnostnoy a blya tsii gorno-lednikogo basseyna [Calcula
tion of surface ablation of a mountain glacier basin] . M aterialy Glyatsiologicheskikh Issledovaniy. Khronika. 
Obsuzhdeniya, Vyp. 22, 1973, p. 112- 17. [Presents method for calculating surface ablation at any point on 
the glacier, and applies to Lednik Dzhankuat, Caucasus. English summary, p. I 17.] 

ENGLAND, J . Advance of the Greenland ice sheet on to north-eastern Ellesmere Island . Nature, Vo!. 252, No. 
5482 , 1974, p. 373- 75· [Reviews and discusses evidence, which seems inconclusive.] 

EscRITT, E. A. North Iceland glacier inventory. Manualfor the use of field survey parties. [Castleton] , Young Explorers' 
Trust, [1974] . [v], 60 p . [Prepared for the use o f groups in the Trollaskagi distri ct, north-west of Akureyri.] 

GOBEDZHISHVILI, R. G. Dinamika lednikov Tsentra l'nogo Kavkaza po mikrostadial 'nym morenam [Dynamics 
of glaciers of the central Caucasus from microstadial moraines]. lzvestiya Akademii Nauk SSSR. Seriya Geo
graficheskaya, 1973, No. 6, p . 76- 82. [Study of glacier flow.] 

GOLUBEV, G. N., and others. Vodnyy balans reprezenta tivnogo gorno-lednikovogo basseyna MGD Dzha nkuat i 
metody yego izmereniya i rascheta [Water bala nce of the Dzhankuat I.H.D. glacier basin and methods of 
its measurement and calculation]. [By] G. N. Golubev, M. B. Dyurgerov, V. S. Freydlin. Materialy Glyatsio
logicheskikh Issledovaniy. Khronika. Obsuzhdeniya, Vyp. 22, 1973, p . 130- 37. [Balance negative for 1968- 69, 
1969- 70, 1970- 71. English summary, p. 137.] 

GUS'KOV, A. S. I ssledovaniya v reprezentativnom gorno-lednikovom basseyne r. Bol 'shaya Khadata na Polyarnom 
Urale v 1971- 72 balansovom gody [Studies of representative mounta in glacier basin of the river Khada ta in 
Polyarnyy U ral in the 1971 - 72 balance year]. Materialy Glyatsiologicheskikh Issledovaniy. Khrollika. Obsuz h
deniya, Vyp. 23, 1974, p. 193- 97. [Meteorological factors studied . English summa ry, p. 197.] 

HOFFMANN, J. W. , alld CLARKE, G. K. C. Periodic temperature instabilities in sub-polar glaciers. (In [Inter
national Hydrological Decad e .] The role of snow and ice in hydrology. Proceedings of the Ba,!/! symposia, . .. 1972. 
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. .. 1973, Vo\. I , p. 445- 53. ) [Could account for known periodicity of certain surging glaciers, and sugges ts 
promising surge mechanism. Discussion , p. 452- 53.] 

HUGHEs, T . J . Ice cra ter closure studies on Deception Island. Antarctic Joumal of the United States , Vo!. 9, No. 4, 
1974, p. 172- 74. [Final measurements of the glaciological regime resulting from an ice cra ter blasted through 
the snou t of Bynon Hill glacier during an August 1970 volcanic eruption were com pleted in 1973- 74.] 

HUGHEs, T. J. Is the west Antarctic ice sheet disin tegrating? ISCA P Builetill (Ohio State University), No. 2 , 

1973, v !., 163 p. [Ice Stability Coord inated Antarctic Program (lSCAP) is study of apparent insta bilities 
in the Antarctic ice sheet a nd how th is affects global climatic stability. The sc ience p la n is here presented.] 

[IRAN: GLACIERS.] Former small glacier on Ustarinan Kuh, Zagros M ountains, Iran. Geographical Journal , 
Vo!. 140, Pt. 2, 1974, p . 352. [No trace left of glacier observed in 1969.] 

JACOBS, J. D., alld others. Glaciological and meteorological studies on the Boas G lacier, Baffin Island, for two 
contrasting seasons (1969- 70 and 1970- 71 ), [by] J . D. Jacobs, J. T. Andrews, R . G . Barry, R . S. Bradley, 
R . W eaver and L. D. Williams. (In [International Hydrological Decade.] The role of snow alld ice in hydrology. 
Proceedillgs of the Bariff symposia, ... 1972 . . .. 1973, Vo!. I, p . 371- 82 .) [For 1969- 70, net winter balance 
was 0.4 m H 2 0 and net balance for year was + 0.37 m H 2 0. For 1970- 71, corresponding figures were 
0.26 m H 2 0 and - 0 .2 m H 20. Discussion, p. 382.] 

JENSEN, H. , and LANG, H . Forecasting discha rge from a glaciated basin in the Swiss Alps. (In [International 
Hydrological Decad e.] The role of snow and ice in hydrology. Proceedings of the Banff symposia, . .. 1972 . ... 1973, 
Vo!. 2, p. 1047-54.) [Study of run-off from glaciated region in catchment area of hydroelec tric power plant 
in attempt to establish short-range fo recasts of the d ischarge.] 

KAMALOV, B. A. Sovremennoye oledeneniye i stok s lednikov v basseyne Syrdar'i [Presen t-day glac ia tion and 
discharge from glaciers in the Syr-Dar'ya basin]. Srednea z iatskiy R egiollal'IlYY N auchno-Issledovatel'skiy Gidro
meteorologicheskiy I llstitltt. Trudy, Vyp. 12 (93), 1974, 80 p. [Surveys glaciers of region and describes m ethods 
of m easuring run-off and its contribution to river water.] 

KEMMERIKH, A. O. R ezhim stoka lednikovykh rek Vanch i Abdukagor [Regime of run-off of the glacia l ri vers 
Vanch and Abdukagor]. Materialy Glyatsiologicheskikh Issledovaniy. Khrollika. Obsuzhdeniya, Vyp. 23, 1974, 
p. 198- 203. [Pamir. English summary, p. 203.] 

KNIZHNIKOV, Vu. F. , and RUMYANTSEV, D. G. 0 vozmozhnosti ispol'zovaniya tsifrovykh fotogrammetricheskikh 
modelei dlya izucheniya izmeneniya prostrans tvennogo polozhe niya lednikov [Utilization of digit photo
grammetrical models for the study of glacier dynamics] . Materialy Glyatsiologicheskikh I ssledovalliy. Khronika . 
Obslt z lzdeniva, Vyp. 22, 1973, p. 88- 90. [English summary, p. 90.] 

KOERNER, R. M. , and PATERSON, W. S. B. Analysis ofa core through the Meighen I ce Cap, Arctic Canada, a nd 
its paleoclimatic implications. Quaternary R esearch , Vo\. 4, No. 3, 1974, p . 253- 63. [Suggests outline of ice 
cap's history from a nalyses of crystal size, bubble content, oxygen isotope ratio, electrical conductivity, and 
distribution of firn and dirt layers in 121.2 m long core from surface to bedrock.] 

KOTLYAKOV, V. M ., and DOLGUSH IN, L. D. Possibili ty of artificial augmentation of melting by surface dusting of 
glaciers (results of Soviet inves tigations) . (In [International Hydrological Decade.] The role of snow and ice 
in hydrology. Proceedings of the Ballff symposia, ... 1972 . . . . 1973, Vo!. 2, p. 1421 - 26. ) [C rushed coal and slag 
or sand and coal gave good results if applied It to 2 months before natural melting. Dusting rates of 200- 400 
g/m 2 w ill lower surface a lbedo to o. I 5- 0.20.] 

KOVACS, A. , and ABELE, G. Crevasse detection using an impulse radar system. Alltarctic Journal of the United States, 
Vo!. 9, TO. 4, 1974, p . 177- 78. [System detected crevasses or cracks at least 3 m a h ead or to the side of the 
antenna . Suggests how this may be extended.] 

KRAUS, H. Energy exchange at air- ice interface. (Ill [International Hydrological Decad e. ] The role of snow and 
ice in hydrology. Proceedings of the Ba/iff s)'mposia, ... 1972. . .. 1973, Vo\. I , p. 128- 64. ) [Presents two energy 
exchange models, one regarding only the processes in the Prandtl layer, the other considering the whole 
planetary boundary layer. Discussion, p. 162- 64.] 

KRENK E, A. N., and KHOVANSKIY, G. S. R aschyet protyazhennosti zon l'doobrazovaniya na lednikakh v nes tat
sionarnykh usloviyakh [Calculation of dura tion of glacier formation zones on glaciers under non-steady 
conditions]. Materialy Glyatsiologicheskikh I ;sledovaniy. Khronika. Obsuzlzdeniya, Vyp. 23, 1974, p. 25- 34· 
[Deals with transformation of firn into ice. English summary, p. 34.] 

KRENKE, A. N. , and ROTOTAYEV, K. P. A surge of the Kolka glacier a nd its hydrometeorological consequences. 
(I ll [International Hydrological Decade. ] The role of snow ond ice ill hydrology. Proceedings of the Banff symposia, 
. . . 1972 .... 1973, Vo!. 2, p . 11 60- 71. ) [Describes 1969 surge. Discussion, p. 1171.] 

KRIMMEL, R . M. , and others. Water flow through a temperate g lacier, [by] R. M. Krimmel , W. V. Tangborn 
and M. F. Meier. (In [Interna tional Hydrological Decade.] The role of snow and ice in hydrology. Proceedings 
of the BGliffsymposia, ... 1972 . ... 1973, Vo!. I , p. 401 - 16. ) [Velocities in snow-pack were 0 .1 mth, from snow 
surface to terminus 6-27 m /h, a nd from moulins and marginal streams 266- 2450 m /h . Speed affec ted by 
snow depth and season.] 

KUDRYASHOV, B. B. , and others. Opyt bureniya ledyanogo pokrova Antarktidy [Drilling of the Antarcti c ice sheet]. 
[By] B. B. Kudrashov, V. F. Fisenko, G. K . Stepanov, N. Ye. Bobin. Alltarktika. Doklady Komissii, Vyp . 12 , 
1973, p. 145- 52. 

K UHN, NI. Anisotropic reflection from sastrugi fields . Antarctic Journal of the United States, Vo\. 9, TO. 4, 1974, 
p. 123- 25. [Classifica tion of parameters causing variations in a lbedo of the inland ice at the South 
Pole.] 

LEBEDEVA, 1. M. Ablyatsiya gornykh lednikov v usloviyakh kontinental'nogo klimata [Ablation of mountain 
glaciers in continental climatic conditions] . Materialy Glyatsiologicheskikh l ssledovaniy . Khronika. Obsll zhdeniya, 
Vyp. 22, 1973, p. 101 - 07. [Main factor affecting ablation in continental areas is solar rad iation; this and 
other factors are discussed . English summary, p. 107.] 

LIEBERT, J ., and LEONHARDT, G. Astronomicheskiye nablyudeniya s tsel'yu opredeleniya dvizheniya lednikovogo 
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pokrova v rayone stan tsii Vostok [Astronomical observations to determine ice-sheet movement in the "Vostok" 
area]. Informatsiomzyy Byulleten' Sovetskoy Antarkticheskov Ekspeditsii, No. 88, 1974, p. 68- 70. 

LLIBOUTRY, L. A. Lois de frottement d 'un glacier sur son lit. Comptes Rendus H ebdomadaires des Siances de [,Academie 
des Sciences (P a ris), Ser. D, Tom. 279, No. 5, 1974, p. 389- 9 1. [Discusses laws of fri ction of a glacier on its 
bed .] 

MACHERET, Vu. Y A., and LUCHININOV, V. S. Interpre tatsiya rezul' tatov konta ktnoy radioloka tsionnoy s"yemki 
teplykh gornykh lednikov [Interpretation of the results of rad io-echo sounding of temperate glaciers]. 
Materialy Glyatsiologicheskikh Issledovaniy. Khronika. Obsuzhdeniya, Vyp. 22 , 1973, p. 45- 57. [Describes method 
of interpretation which has been a pplied to data from Lednik Bezengi , Caucasus. English summa ry, p. 57.] 

MACHERET, Vu. Y A., and others. Ob interpretatsii rezul 'tatov gravimetri cheskikh izmereniy na gornykh lednikakh 
[On the interpretation of the results obtained by gravimetric mea,urement of mountain glaciers]. [By] 
Vu. Ya. M acheret, S. A. Usha kov, O . G . Sheremet. Materialy Glyatsiologicheskikh Issled1vaniy. Khronika. 
Obsllzhdeniya, Vyp. 22, 1973, p . 65- 70. [Discusses difficulty of obtaining accura te results . English summary, 
p . 70 .] 

MCSAVENEY, M . J. Buckling of the M eserve Glacier surface. Antarctic Journal of the United Sta tes, Vol. 9, No. 4, 
1974, p. 164- 66. [Results of re-measuring abla tio n a nd stra in network (first measured in January 1972 ) in 
fi eld study of formation of surface-wave ogives on g lacier in Wright Valley, Anta rctica.] 

MCSAVENEY, M. J . A 3. I-meter recession of Meserve G lacier, Wright Va lley. Antarctic .Journal of the United States, 
Vol. 9, No. 4, 1974, p. 166- 67. [1 974 measurement shows retrea t of ice cliff margin since J anuary 1966.] 

MAKAREVICH, K. G. Gryazekamennyy potok s lednika Tuyuksu [Mud flow from Lednik Tuyuksu]. Materialy 
Glyatsiologicl,eskikh Issledovaniy. Khronika . Obsuzhdeniya, Vyp. 22, 1973, p. 197- 98. [In Zailiyski y Alatau , 
K azakhskaya A.S.S.R.] 

MEIER, M. F. H ydra uli cs and hydrology of glaciers. (In [International H ydrological Decade.] The role of snow 
and ice in hy drology . Proceedings of the Banff symposia, .. . [972 .... 1973 , Vol. I , p. 353- 70. ) [Review of current 
knowled ge. Discussion, p. 369-70.] 

MEIER, S. Abschluss der Feldarbeiten am H ays-G letscher, Enderby-Land, Antarktis. Petermanns Geographische 
Mitteilungen, J ahrg. 117, Quarta lsht. 4, 1973, p. 267. [Presents briefl y som e results from 1972- 73 season of 
field work at Hays Glacier, Enderby Land, Antarctica.] 

MEIER, S. Uber K ovarianzfunktion d er Eisbewegung. PolarforschUl'g, J ahrg. 44, Nr. I , 1974, p. 35- 46. [Mathe
matical analys is of movement of typical ice m asses such as ou tlet glacier, shore ice, ice shelf, ice shee!. ] 

MILLER, M . M., and ANDERsoN, J . H . Alaskan Glacier Commemorative Proj ect, phase IV : Pleistocene-Holocene 
sequences in the Alaska-Canad a Boundary R ange. National Geographic Society Research R eports, 1967 projects, 
1974, p. 197- 223. [Deals with problem of out-of-phase glacio-c1 imatic fluctuations in the maritime versus 
continenta l sectors of this cordilleran region , within framework of secular trends over past I I 000 years.] 

NAKAwo, M. I ce fabri c studies on a 75 m-long core drill ed a t Mizuho camp, east Antarctica . Nanky oku Shiryo : 
Antarctic R ecord, No. 50, 1974, p . 29- 34. [Density increased with depth and average grain size was almost 
constant down to 35 m, when it began to increase sharply. At depths less than 35 m, direc tions of c-ax is 
were a lmost vertical, while fa bric patterns for deeper samples showed a girdle pattern.] 

NEKRAsov, I. A., and others . Glyats iologicheskiye issledova niya v khrebte U lakhan-Chi tayskiy (gornaya sistema 
Cherskogo) [G laciological studies of Khrebet U la khan-Chistay (Khrebet Cherskogo region)]. [By] 1. A. 
Nekrasov, 1. V. Klimovski y, V. S . Sheynkman. Materialy Glyatsiologicheskikh Issledovaniy. Khronika. Obsuzh
deniya, Vyp. 22, 1973, p. 174- 80. [Describes app eara nce and regime of glaciers in this sou thern part of 
Yakutskaya A.S.S.R. English summary, p. 180.] 

NICOL, G. First steps on a glacier. Geographical Maga z ine, Vol. 47, No. 2, 1974, p. 89- 90. [Vi, it as tourist to 
0sterdalsisen, north Norway.] 

OM \1 ANNEY, C. S. L. The I.H.D . world glacier inven to ry. (In S1nteford , H. S., and Smith, J. L. , comp. Advanced 
concepts and techniques in the study of snow and ice resources . ... Washington, D .C. , National Academy of Sciences, 
' 974, p. 204- 12. ) [Progress reviewed and aspects requiring new or improved techniques discussed.] 

0STREM, G. Runoff forecas ts for highly glacierized basins. (In [International H ydrological D ecad e.] The role 
of snow and ice in Izydrology. Proceedings of the Ba/if[ symposia, . .. [972 .... 1973, Vol. 2, p. I I I 1- 32. ) [Review 
of presen t situa tion, de3cribing models tha t give reliable results I to 3 days in advance. Discussion, 
p. 11 3 0 - 32 .] 

PANOV, V. D . V liyaniye degrada tsii o ledeneniya na stok rek Severnogo K avkaza [Effect of glacier shrinkage on 
ri ver run-off in the northern Caucasus]. Materialy Glyatsiologicheskikh lssledovalliy. Khronika. Obsuzhdeniya, 
Vyp. 22, 1973, p . 126- 30. [S ince 188" the glacierized area of the no rth Caucasus within the Kuban' and 
T erek ri ver basi ns has decreased by over 36%, resulting in considerably d ecreased run-off. English summary, 
p. 129- 30 .] 

PANOV, V. D. , andPsAREvA, T . V. Basseyn r. Chegem, [by] V. D. Panov.- Basseyn r. Cherek, [by] V. D. Pa nov, 
T. V. Psareva [Basin of the river Chegem, [by] V . D. Pa nov.- Bas in of the ri ver Cherek, [by] V. D. Pa nov, 
T . V. Psareva]. Katalog lednikov SSSR [Catalogue of glaciers of the U.S.S. R .] , Tom 8, Chast' 6- 7, 1973, [96] p. 
[Part of I.H.D . catalogue giving d etails of what is known of glaciers in this part of northern Caucasia. The 
Tom and Vyp. numbers correspond with those of R esursy poverkhnostnykh vod SSSR [Surface water resources of 
the U.S.s. R.].] 

PANTALEO, M. Bibliografia analitica d ei ghiaccia i ita lia ni nelle pubblicazioni del C.G. I. Bollettino del Comitato 
Glaciologico Italiano, Ser. 2, No. 2 I, Supplemento, 1973, 127 p. [Bibliograph y of Italian glaciers m entioned in 
the publica tions of the Comitato G laciologico Ita lia no from 1914 to 1972 .] 

POGGI, A. Bilan thermique du glacier Ampere a K erguelen. Etude preliminaire. (Ill [International H ydro
logical D ecade.] The role of snow and ice in Izydrology . Proceedings of the Bmif[ symposia, . .. [972 . .. . ' 973, 
Vol. I, p. 187- 200. ) [Measured a bla tion was 6 ± 2 cm in 24 h a nd calculated ablation was 5.9 ± 0.5 cm. 
Discllssion, p. 200.] 
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PROKOPOVA, N. P., and FATEYEV, V. P. Basseyn r. Atbashi [Basin of the river Atbashi]. Katalog lednikov SSSR 

[Catalogue oJ glaciers oJ the U.S.S. R.J, T om 14, Vyp. I , Chast' 6, 1973, 48 p. [Part of I.H.D. ca ta logue giving 
d eta ils of what is known of glaciers in this p a rt of Central Asia (Syr-Dar'ya). The Tom and Vyp. numbers 
correspond with th ose of R esursy poverkhnostny kh vod SSSR [Suiface water resources oJ the U.S.s.R.].] 

R ElD, I. A. Glacier surveys by the Water Survey of Canada. (In [International Hydrological Decad e.] The 
role oJ snow and ice in hy drology. Proceedings oJ the BarifJ symposia, .. . 1972 . ... 1973, Vol. 2, p. 1133- 43. ) [Traces 
survey work from its inception in 1945, a nd summarizes results of two method s fo r determining average 
contribution of a glacier to stream flow.] 

R EVYAKIN, V. S., and others. Opyt kompleksnogo raschleneniya sn ezhno-firnovoy tolsh chi lednika [A stratigraphic 
study of a snow-firn layer in a glacier]. [By] V . S. R evyakin , V. G. Ivanov, R . P . M eshcheryakov, Ye. S. 
Solodovnikov, V. P. Tyryshkanov, P . A. Udodov. Materialy Glyatsiologicheskikh Issledovaniy. Khronika. Obsuzh
deniya, Vyp. 22, 1973, p . 82- 87. [Pollen, iso topic and hydroch emica l methods used o n Lednik T om ich , A ltay . 
English summary, p . 87 .] 

ROBIN, G. DE Q . l ee sh elves a nd ice fl ow. Nature, Vol. 253, No. 5488, 1975, p. 168- 72. [Rad ic-echo m easure
m ents over Ro,s I ce Shelf used to deduce ice velocity and h ence momentum of ice streams feeding iL] 

R UND LE, A . S. Glaciology of the M alT ice piedm ont, Anvers I sland, Antarctica. Ohio State Vnirersity. Institute oJ 
Polar Studies. Report No. 47, 1973, xvi , 237 p. [Presents results of a comprehensive three-yea r study of the 
features of the piedmonL] 

SCHAEFER, T . G. R adio echo sounding in western Dronning M a ud Land, 1971 . South AJrican Journal oJ Antarctic 
R esearch , No. 3, 1973, p . 45- 52. [Presents resul ts of first yea r 's work. Scott Polar R esearch Institu te Mark 1I 
ech o sounder used.] 

SCHWARTZ, K. Advance and retreat of a lpine glaciers. AlpineJournal, Vol. 79, No. 323, 1974, p. 74-86. [European 
Alps. Outlines factors affecting behaviour of g laciers, a nd some of the results of these fluctuations. ] 

SERGlN, V. YA. , and STRUKOV, B. S. Pered a tochnyye funktsii lednikovykh pokrovov [Transfer functions of ice 
sh eets]. Materialy Glyatsiologicheskikh Issledovaniy. Khronika . Obsuzhdeniya, Vyp. 23, 1974, p. 78- 83. [Study 
based on axisymmetrica l equations of motion of a viscous incompressible liq uid under conditions of sticking 
a nd sliding a long the bed. English summa ry, p. 83.] 

SHUL'TS, V. L. , and SusLov, V. F. , ed. Glya tsio logiya Sredney Azii. L edniki [G laciology of Central Asia. G laciers] . 
Sredneaziatskiy Regional'nyy Nauc/1II0-1ssledovatel'skiy Gidrometeorologicheskiy Institut. Tmdy , Vyp. 14 (95), 1974, 
158 p. [Includes a rticles on present-day g laciation of Central Asia, problems of flu ctua tion a nd movem e nt of 
g laciers, and mass a nd energy ba lance o f glaciers.] 

STRETEN, N. A., and others. Some observa tions of the local wind regime on an Alaska n A rct ic glacier, [by] N. A. 
Streten, N. lshikawa and G. Wendler. Archiv Jur M eteorologie, Geophysik lInd Bioklilllatologie, Ser. B, Vol. 22, 
No. 4, 1974, p. 338- 50. [Presents conclusions drawn from study of down-slope winds on M cCall Glacier, 
m ean slope 70

. ] 

SYSEN KO, V. I. , and others. Basseyny pravykh pritokov r . Naryna o t ust'ya r. Kyekyemere na do ust' ya r. Malogo 
Naryna 0 [Basins of right-bank tributa ri es of the ri ver Naryn from the mouth of th e ri ver Kyekyemeren to 
th e mouth of the ri ver Malyy Naryn]. [By] V. 1. Sysenko, Vu . P . Barbat, L. G. C h erkasov. Kalalog lednikov 
SSSR [Catalogue oJ glaciers oJ the V.S.S. R .J, Tom 14, Vyp. I, C h ast' 4, 1973, [59] p. [Part of l.H.D. ca ta logue 
giving d etails of what is known of glaciers in th is part of Centra l As ia (Syr-Dar'ya). T he Tom and Vyp . 
numbers corresp ond with those of Resursy poverkllllostll),kh vod SSSR [Swiace water resources oJ the V.S.S.R.].] 

SYTlNSKIY, A. D. , and OBORINA, S. F. 0 godovom khode in tensivnos ti dinamicheskikh protsessov v krayevoy zone 
lednikovogo pokrova Antarktidy po seysmicheskim nablyudeniyam v Mirnom [Annual variations of the 
intensity of dynamic processes in the edge zone of the Antarct ic ice sheet as shown by seismic data at Mirny]. 
Antarktika. Doklady Komissii, Vyp. 12, 1973, p . 140-44. 

T EWA RI, A. P . R ecent ch a nges in the position of the snout of the Pindari glacier (Kumaon Himalaya), Almora 
district, Utta r Pradesh, India. (In [International H ydrological D ecade.] The role oJ snow and ice in hydrology. 
Proceedings oJ the Ball./! symjJosia, .. . 1972. . .. 1973, Vo l. 2, p. 1 144- 49. ) [Further retreat of glacier observed 
in 1966 since last survey in 1958.] 

THoMPsoN, R. D., and K ELLS, B. K. Mass balance studies on the vVhakapapanui G lacier, New Zea land . (In 
[International H ydro logica l Decade.] The role oJ snow and ice in hydrology. Proceedings oJ the BwifJ symposia . 
. . . 1972 .... 1973, Vol. I, p. 383- 93. ) [Net ga in offirn in 1968- 69 for the first time in 20 years. Discuss ion, 
p. 393·] 

TRONOV, M. V. Novyye teoreti cheskiye rezu l'taty lednikovykh iss ledovani y na Altaye [New theoretica l results 
o f g lac ier studies in the Altay] . NIaterialy Glyatsiologicheskikh l ssledovaniy. Khronika. Obsllzhdeniya, Vyp. 22, 
1973. p . 96- 101. [G enera l theoretical discussion based on data from Altay. English summa ry, p. 100- 0 1.] 

TRoNov, M . V., and others. G lyatsiogidrom eteoro logiya reprezenta tivnogo gorno-Iednikovogo basseyna A ktru . 
ltog i i perspektivy [G laciohydrometeorology of the representative mountain glacier basin Aktru. R esults 
and prospects]. [By] M . V. Tronov [and 6 others]. Materialy Glyatsiologicheskikh Issledovan!y . Khronika . 
Obsllzhdeniya, Vyp. 22, 1973, p. 137- 42. [Genera l description o f Aktru glacier basin, A ltayskiy Kray. English 
summary, p. 142.] 

UVAROV, N . N., and PUTlKOV, O. F. Zadachi geofizicheskikh m etodov iss ledovaniy v skvazhinakh v lednikovom 
pokrove Antarktidy [Problems of geoph ysical research in bore holes in the Anta rc t ic ice shee l]. Antarktika. 
D oklady Komissii, V yp. 13, 1974, p. 157-60. [Physical properties a nd' dynamics of ice studied at Vostok.] 

VANESYAN, V. K. Ledniki m assiva Araga ts i snezhniki Zangezurskogo khrebta ka k reguliruyushchiye fa ktory 
vnutrigodovogo rasp redeleniya stoka [G laciers of the Aragats mountain region and snow-patches of the 
Zangezurskiy Khreb et as regulators of the annual distribution of run-off J. Materialy Glyatsiologicheskikh 
l ssledovaniy. Khronika . Obsllzhdeniya, Vyp. 22, 1973, p. 168- 74. [Describes glaciers and snow-patches of th is 
reg ion of the Caucasus, a nd discusses their role in seasona l run-off. English summa ry, p. 174.] 

VILENSKIY, V. D. , and KOROLEVA, N. 1. Soderzhaniye khlorida v lednikovom pokrove Antarkt idy [C h lor ide 
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content in the Antarctic ice sheet]. Antarktika. Doklady Komissii , Vyp. 13, 1974, p. 147- 56 . [Variations 
between coastal and interior regions.] 

VINOGRADOV, O. N., and GARELIK, 1. S. Skorosti dvizheniya i deformatsii l'da lednikov Kavkaza [Velocities of 
movement and strain rates of Caucasian glaciers]. Materialy Clyatsiologicheskikh Issledovaniy. Khronika. ObsuZoh
deniya, Vyp. 22, 1973, p. 152- 63. [English summary, p. 162- 63.] 

VOLOSHINA, A. P., and others. Osnovnyye polozheniya po organizatsii i provedeniyu nablyudeniy za kolebaniyami 
lednikov [Basic premises of organizing observations of glaciers variations]. [By] A. P. Voloshina [and 6 
others] . Materialy Clyatsiologicheskikh Issledovaniv. Khronika. ObsuZohdeniya, Vyp. 22, 1973, p. 199- 222. 
[Numerous factors considered and discussed.] 

VYALOV, S. S. Reologiya l'da [Rheology of ice]. Materialy Clyatsiologicheskikh Issledovaniy . Khronika. ObsuZohdeniya, 
Vyp. 22, 1973, p. 39- 44. [Discusses factors affecting flow of ice and presents formulae describing processes. 
English summary, p. 44.] 

WEERTMAN, J. Stability of Antarctic ice. Nature, Vo!. 253, No. 5488, 1975, p. 159. [Discusses stability of west 
Antarctic ice sheet in light of present knowledge and new data, also problem of why ice streams form.] 

WENDLER, G ., and others. Hydrology ofa partly glacier-covered Arctic watershed, [by] G. Wendler, D. C. Trabant 
and C. S. Benson. (In [International Hydrological Decade.] The role of snow and ice in hydrology. Proceedings 
of the Banff symposia, . .. 1972. . .. 1973, Vo!. I, p. 417- 34.) [Some of the hydrological characteristics of 
McCall Glacier watershed, Alaska, and the combined water and ice balance for two periods in summers 
1969 and 1970 are compared. Discussion, p. 434.] 

WHILLANS,1. M., and THoMPsoN, L. G . Glaciological studies along Byrd station strain network. Antarctic Journal 
if the United States, Vo!. 9, No. 4, 1974, p. 167- 68. [Presents results on ice regime of upper Marie Byrd Land 
and on effect of climatic variations on the ice sheet at present and during the recent tens of thousands of 
years.] 

ZOTIKOV, 1. A., and MOISEYEVA, G. P. A theoretical study of ice surface dusting influence on melting intensity. 
(In [International Hydrological Decade.] The role of snow and ice in hydrology. Proceedings of the Banff symposia, 
... 1972 .... 1973, Vo\. 2, p . 1410- 20.) [Theory and experiments show agreement. Discussion, p . 1420.] 

ZYL, R. B. VAN. Radio echo sounding in western Dronning Maud Land, 1972. South African Journal of Antarctic 
Research, No. 3, 1974, p. 53- 59. [Results presented.] 

ICEBERGS. SEA, RIVER AND LAKE ICE 

AIRAKSINEN, K. Free beam tells and friction tests at Pond Inlet, N.W.T. Polarforschung, Jahrg. 44, Nr. I, 1974, 
p. 71 - 75. [Measurement of flexural strength of sea ice cover and friction coefficient of ice surface against 
steel in order to obtain information on resistance to ice of ships' hulls.] 

ANTONOV, V. S., and IVANov, V . V ., ed. Raschety gidrologicheskogo rezhima ust'yev rek arkticheskoy zony 
Sibiri [Calculation of the hydrological regime of river mouths of the Siberian Arctic zone]. Trudy Arkti
cheskogo i Antarkticheskogo Nauchno-Issledovatel'skogo Instituta, Tom 308, 1974, [192] p. [Articles on forecasting 
water and ice regimes of these rivers.] 

ANTONOV, V. S., and others. Types of break up of rivers in Siberian Arctic and sub-Arctic zones, [by] V. S. Antonov, 
V. V. Ivanov and Yu. V. Nalimov. (In [International Hydrological Decade .] The role of snow and ice in 
hydrology. Proceedings of the Banff symposia, ... 1972 .... 1973, Vo!. I, p . 541 - 46. ) [Four types of break-up 
are described, with examples from Siberia.] . 

ApPEL' 1. L., and GUDKOVICH, Z. M . Uchet vzaimodeystviya ledyanykh poley v gidrodinamicheskoy model! 
dreyfa l'da [Consideration of the interaction between ice fields in hydrodynamic models of ice drift]. Problemy 
Arktiki i Antarktiki, Vyp. 43- 44, 1974, p. 92- 98. [Based on study of Arctic sea ice.] 

ARDEN, R . S., and WIGLE, T. E. Dynamics of ice formation in the upper Niagara River. (In [International 
Hydrological Decade.] The role of snow and ice in hydrology. Proceedings of the Banff symposia, ... 1972 . . .. 1973, 
Vo\. 2, p. 1296- 13 I 3. ) [Describes characteristics of ice formation in this river from observations over five 
winters . Discussion, p. 1313.] 

ASVALL, R. P. Changes in ice conditions in regulated river basins. (In [International Hydrological Decade.] The 
role of snow and ice in hydrology. Proceedings of the BO/if[ symposia, ... 1972. . .. 1973, Vo!. 2, p. 1283- 95. ) [Des
cribes factors to be considered in predicting changes in ice conditions in a river basin caused by water power 
development. Discussion, p. 1294- 95.] 

BARNES, J . c., and others. Application of satellite visible and infrared data to mapping sea ice, [by] J. C. Barnfs, 
C. J. Bowley, D. T. Chang, J. H. Willand. (In Santeford, H. S., and Smith, J. L., comp. Advanced concepts and 
techniques in the study of snow and ice resources . ... Washington, D.C. , National Academy of Sciences, 1974, 
P.467- 76.) [Discusses ice features mapped in eastern Beaufort Sea and Bering Sea in spring 1973.] 

BELYAKOV, L. N. Gidromekhanicheskiye osobennosti podlednogo sloya (po eksperimental'nym dannym) [Hydro
mechanical features of the sub-ice layer (from experimental data)]. Problemy Arktiki i Antarktiki, Vyp. 43- 44, 
1974, p. 147- 52. [Based on research in Arctic Ocean.] 

BOTNIKOV, V. N., and KOROTKEVICH, YE. S. Osobennosti raspredeleniya l'da v Ballenskom ledyanom massive v 
yanvare-aprele 1972 g. [Peculiarities of ice distribution in the Balleny ice cluster in January- April 1972]. 
Informatsionnyy Byulleten' Sovetsk~y Antarkticheskoy Ekspeditsii, No. 88, 1974, p. 42- 46. [Sea ice affecting approach 
to "Leningradskaya".] 

BOTNIKOV, V . N ., and KOROTKEVICH, YE. S. Raspredeleniye morskikh l'dov v rayone poberezh'ya Z emli Meri 
Byrd v yanvare-marte 1972 g. [Sea ice distribution along the Marie Byrd Land coastal region in January
March 1972]. Informatsionnyy i3.yulleten' Sovetskoy Antarkticheskoy Ekspeditsii, No. 88, 1974, p. 37- 41. 

BROWMAN, L. G. Channels in ice. (In Santeford, H. S., and Smith, J. L., comp. Advanced concepts and techniques in 
the study of snow and ice resources. . .. Washington, D.C .. National Academy of Scif'nces, 1974, p. 224-34. ) 
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[Study of fresh-wa ter mounta in la ke shows tha t formation of slush between ice cover a nd overlying dry snow 
is due to minute channels in the ice, and this is a temperature-dependent phenomenon.] 

BUKATOV, A. YE., and CHERKESOV, L. V . Vliyaniye ledya nogo pokrova na vnutrenniye volny, generiruyemyye 
a tmosfernyyi vozmushcheniya mi v nepreryvno stra tifitsirovannom m o re [Influence of ice cover on interna l 
waves generated by atmospheric disturbances in a continuously stra tifi ed sea]. Problemy Arktiki i Antarktiki, 
Vyp . 43- 44, [974, p. 106- [ I. 

CAMPBELL, K . J ., and O RANGE, A . S. The electrical a nisotropy of sea ice in the horizonta l pla ne. J ournal of 
Geopnysical R esearch, Vo!. 79, No. 33, [974, p . 5059-63. [Discusses this phenomenon, presenting results from 
first-year and multi-year ice of thickness 2 cm to 2 m in several areas of the Canadia n Arctic.] 

DARBY, D. A ., and others. Airborne dust on the Arctic pack ice, its compositio n and fallout rate, [by] D . A. Darby, 
L. H. Burckle a nd D. L. Cl a rk. E arth and Planetary Science Letters, Vo!. 24, No. 2, [974, p . [66- 72. [Fall-ou t 
ra tes show m a rked decrease in a tmospheric dust from area off Ellesm ere Island to sampling sta tions north 
of Point Ba rrow, Alaska, [ 400 km west. Cause discussed.] 

DONCHEN KO, R . V . Peculiarities of ice cover forma tion on reservoirs. (In [International H ydrological Decade.] 
The role of snow and ice in hy drology. Proceedings of the B anff symposia, .. . 1972 . ... [973, Vo!. [, p. 564- 74. ) 
[Discusses freeze-up on reservo irs with reference to exa mples in the U.S .S.R . Discussion, p. 574.] 

DORON[N, Yu. P . Vliyaniye ledya nogo pokrova na teploobmen atmosfery s okeanom [Influence of ice cover on 
heat excha nge of atmosphere and ocean]. Problemy Arktiki i Antarktiki, Vyp. 43- 44, [974, p. 52- 60. [Stud ies 
of Arctic O cean.] 

DORON[N, Yu. P ., and SYCHEV, V. I. Formirovaniye ledya nogo pokrova ka k produkta vza imod eystviya a tmosfery 
i okeana [Ice cover forma tion as a product of the interaction between a tmosphere a nd ocean] . Problemy 
Arkliki i Antarktiki, Vyp. 43- 44, [974, p. [8- 27. [Calcula tions based on studies of Arctic sea ice.] 

EHRLlCH, N . A., and WELSH, J. P. I ce a nd icebreakers. (In Santeford , H . S ., and Smith, J. L. , comp. Advanced 
concepts and teclllliques in the study of snow and ice resources. . .. Washington , D .C., National Acad em y of Sciences, 
[974, p. 235- 43· ) [Describes research activities of U .S. Coast Guard .] 

E NGMANN, J. E. 0 ., and KELLERHALS, R . Transverse mixing in an ice-covered river. Water R esources Research, 
Vo!. [0, N o. 4, [974, p. 775- 84. [Measures tra nsverse exchange coeffi cient under ice free and ice cover 
conditions a nd determines whether ice cover exerts influence on mixing, which it appears to do.] 

ETTLE, R. E. Sta tistical analysis of observed iceberg drift. Arctic, Vo!. 27, No. 2, [974, p. [2 [- 27. [At low wind 
speeds, effec ts of permanent currents, older wind-driven currents a nd tida l currents pred omina te over wind 
drag a nd new wind-driven currents, whereas at wind speeds over [0 knots, wind has a significant effec t on 
drift.] 

FERGUSON, H . L. , and CORK, H . F . R egression equatio ns relating ice condi t ions in the upper Niagara Ri ver to 
meteorological variables. (In [International H ydrological Decad e.] The role of m ow and ice in h) 'drology. 
Proceedings of the Ban.f1 symposia, . . . 1972 . . . . [973, Vo!. 2 , p. [3[4- 27. ) [Depending on number of vari ables 
employed , as much as 85% o f ice flow varia nce a t control dam can be explained. Second se t of equa tions 
expla ins as much as 80% of va ria nce in stream fl ow re ta rdation resulting from anchor ice formation. Discus
sion, p. [ <127.] 

FOU LDS, D. M . M odification of ice covers and subsequent runoff by m a n-made structures. (Ill [Interna tional 
Hydrological Decade.] The role of snow and ice in hy drology. Proceedings of the Banff symposia, . .. 1972 . ... 
1973, Vo!. 2, p . [43G -4[. ) [Case histories of som e Ca nadian rivers used to illustrate influence of dams, 
ice booms a nd hydro-electri c power generation on ice cover formation a nd control of ice m ovement. Dis
cussion, p. [441.] 

F UJ[ NO, K ., and others. Correction [to " The freezing point of seawater a t pressures up to 100 bars"] , [by] K . 
Fujino, E . L. Lewis and R . G . Perkin . J ournal of Geophysical Research, V o!. 79, 0. 30, [974, p . 4558. [Notes 
sign error in equation (see ibid. , Vo!. 79, No. [ 2, [974, p . '792- 97) .] 

GILF[L1AN, R. E ., and others. I ce fo rma tion in a sma ll Alaskan stream, [by] R. E. Gilfilia n, W . L. Kline, T . E . 
Osterkamp a nd C. S. Benson. (Ill [Interna tional H ydrological Decad e. ] The role of snow alld ice in hy drology . 
Proceedings of the Banffsymposia, . . . [972 . . . . [973, Vo!. [ , p. 505- [3. ) [Describes observatio ns a nd measure
ments performed during freeze-up of Goldstream C reek, near Fa irba nks, Alaska. Discussio n, p. 513.] 

G[NSBERG, B. M. M easurement a nd forecasting specific to river and la ke ice. (Ill [Interna tio nal H ydrological 
Decade.] The role of snow alld ice ill hydrology. Proceedings of the Banff symposia, .. . 1972 . .. . [973, Vo!. 2, 
p. 1186- 95. ) [Reviews recent progress. Discuss ion , p . 1 [95.] 

G ROTH UES-SPORK, H . Aufmessung d er Striimungen unter d em Eis des E cl ipse Sound (Ba ffin Isla nd) und Bes timm
ung von R eibungskoeffizienten zwischen Stahl und Eis. Polarforsclllmg , Jahrg. 44, NI". [ , [974, p. 76- 82. 
[Presents resul ts of measurem ents of velocity a nd direction of current under sea ice in sound a nd of deter
mina tion of fri ction coeffi cients of ice against stee!.] 

GYUL' , K . K. , and others, ed. Issledovalliya l'dov yuzllllykh morey SSSR [Ice research of the southern seas of the V.S.S. R .] . 
[Edited by] K. K. Gyul', S. I . K an, V. L. T surikou. M oscow, Izda tel's tvo " Nauka", [973. [28 p . [Articles 
on ice regime, ice forecas ting, a pplied ice research , a nd influence of ice conditions on hydrology.] 

H ATTENDORFF, H.-G . Beobachtungen del' Eisunterflache und im Eis mit Hilfe einer U nterwasser-Fernsehkamera 
wahrend d es Canadian Arcti c C ha nnel Project [972. Polarforschung, J a hrg. 44, N r. I, [974, p. 83- 88. [Using 
an underwa ter television camera , observations and m agnetic tape record ings were mad e in and under the 
ice of Eclipse Sound. Studies m ad e included ice cr ystals on wall of drill hole and undersurface ridges.] 

H ENGEVE LD, H. G . R emote sensing applica tions in Cana dia n ice reconna issance. (In Santeford , H. S. , and Smith, 
J . L. , comp. A dvanced concepts and techniques in the study of snow alld ice resources . ... Washing ton, D .C., Na tiona l 
Academy of Sciences, 1974, p . 504- [2. ) [Summa ry of problems rela ting to remote sensing of sea ice in 
Canadian wa ters. ] 

HIBLER, W . D. , Ill , alld MOCK, S. J. C lassification of sea ice ridging a nd surface roughness in the Arctic bas in. 
(Ill Santefo rd , H. S., alld Smith, J . L. , comp. Advanced cOllcepts alld techniques ill the study of snow and ice resources. 
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... Washington, D.C. , National Academy of Sciences, 1974, p. 244- 54- ) [Reviews one- and two-parameter 
classification schemes, and examines relationship between ridging intensity and surface roughness spectral 
characteristics. ] 

HUTTER, K . On the significance of Po is son's ratio for floating sea ice. Mitteilungen der VersuchsanstaltJilr Wasserbau, 
Hydrologie und Glaziologie an der Eidgenossischen Technischen Hochschule (Zurich), Nr. I I, 1974, iii, 78 p. [Investi
gates influence of temperature profile in ice plates on plate characteristic coefficients for a dynamical theory 
of flexible plates that accounts for such effects as the variation of Poisson's ratio across the plate thickness.] 

IBcHENKo, V. 0., and KHEYSIN, D. YE. Opredeleniye vnutrennikh napryazheniy v ledyanom pokrove, vozni
kayushchikh pri dreyfa I'da [Measurement of internal strains in ice cover occurring during ice drift]. Problemy 
Arktiki i Antarktiki, Vyp. 43- 44, 1974, p . 84-91. [Based on study of Arctic sea ice.] 

KESTER, D. R . Comparison of recent seawater freezing point data. Journal oJGeophysical Research , Vol. 79, No. 30, 
1974, p. 4555- 56. [Compares recent investigations and suggests that the effect of pressure should b e taken 
into account.] 

KOVACS, G. Discussion on "Experiences relatives au regime des glaces, acquises en Hongrie" by W. Laszl6ffy. 
(In [International Hydrological Decade.] The role oJ snow and ice in hydrology. Proceedings of the Banff symposia, 
... 1972 .... 1973, Vol. I, p . 490- 95. ) 

Kozo, T. L., and TucKER, W . B. Sea ice bottomside features in the Denmark Strait. Journal of Geophysical R esearch, 
Vo!. 79, No. 30, 1974, p. 4505- 11. [Analogue under-ice profile data collected during nuclear submarine 
transits in Denmark Strait were digitized and analysed in attempt to discover systematic changes in overhead 
ice character with increasing distance inside seaward ice edge.] 

KRUCHIN[N, Yu. A. Prirodnaya differentsiatsiya antarkticheskikh shel'fovykh lednikov i yeye faktory [Natural 
differentiation of Antarctic ice shelves and its factors]. Materialy Glyatsiologicheskikh Issledovaniy. Khronika. 
Obsuz hdeniya, Vyp. 22, 1973, p. 180- 85. [Discusses classification of Antarctic ice shelves. English summary, 
p. 185.] 

LASZLOFFY, W. Experiences relatives au regime d es glaces, acquises en Hongrie. (In [International Hydrological 
Decade.] The role of snow and ice in I~ydrology. Proceedings of the BO/if! symposia, ... 1972 .... 1973, Vo!. [, 
P.482- 89. ) [Discusses formation and behaviour of ice observed on Lake Balaton and on rivers in Hungary.] 

LEONT'YEV, YE. B. Ledovyye usloviya v zalive Pryuds (dekabr' 1971 g.-fevral' 1972 g. ) [Ice conditions in Prydz 
Bay (D ecember 1971 - February 1972)]. Informatsiom!}y Byulleten' Sovetskoy Antarkticheskoy Ekspeditsii, No. 88, 
1974, p. 47- 49· 

LEvKov, N. P., and CHERKESOV, L. V. 0 vliyanii ledyanogo pokrova na elementy dlinnykh voln v dvukhsloynoy 
vyazkoy zhidkosti [Influence of ice cover on the elements of long waves in a two-layered viscous fluid] . 
Problemy Arktiki i Antarktiki, Vyp. 43- 44, 1974, p. 112- 18. 

LIST, R. , and BARRIE, L. A. H eat losses and synoptic patterns relating to frazil ice production in the Niagara 
River. (In [International Hydrological Decade.] The role of snow and ice in hydrology. Proceedings if the Banff 
symposia, ... 1972 . ... 1973, Vo!. 2, p . 1328- 38.) [Presents results of investiga tion into factors affecting 
frazil ice formation. Discussion, p. 1337- 38.] 

MARKHAM, W . E. Modern demands on the Canadian ice advisory service. (In Santeford , H. S. , and Smith, j . L., 
comp. Advanced concepts and techniques in the study of snow and ice resources . ... Washington, D.C. , National 
Academy of Sciences, 1974, p. 370- 75. ) [Discusses new developments in sea ice reconnaissance and fore
casting.] 

MARTIN, S., and KAUFFMAN, P. The evolution of under-ice melt ponds, or double diffusion at the freezing point. 
Journal of Fluid Mechanics, Vo!. 64, Pt. 3, 1974, p. 507- 27. [Describes experimental and theoretical study, 
modelling phenomenon observed in summer Arctic, where fresh-water layer at 0° C floats both over sea
water layer at its freezing point and under an ice layer.] 

MEDCOF, j . C., and THOMAS, M. L. H. Surfacing on ice of frozen-in marine bottom materia ls. Journal of the 
Fisheries R esearch Board of Canada, Vo!. 31 , No. 7, 1974, p . 1195- 1200. [Benthic material observed in patches 
on surface of thick fast ice paralleling the shores of estuaries in Canada, particularly the southern Gulf of St. 
Lawrence. Compares phenomena, and conditions favouring occurrence, here and in Antarctica.] 

MENELEY, W. A. Blackstrap Lake ice cover parking lot. Canadian Geotechnical Journal , Vo!. I I, No. 4, 1974, 
p . 490- 508. [Describes geotechnical measurements made to ensure safety of parking area on which over 
4000 cars were accommodated.] 

MICHEL, B. Properties and processes of river and lake ice. (In [International Hydrological Decade.] The role 
of snow and ice in hydrolagy. Proceedings of the Banff symposia, ... 1972 ... . 1973, Vol. I, p. 454- 81.) [Deals 
with various mechanisms of formation of river and lake ice, effect of ice cover, and various mechanisms of 
break-up as they influence hydrological phenomena. Discussion, p. 479- 81.] 

M[CHEL, B., alld BERENGER, D. L 'hiver glaciologique le long du Fleu ve St-Laurent. (Ill [International Hydro
logical Decade.] The role of snow and ice in hydrology. Proceedings of the Banff symposia, .. . 1972 . ... 1973, 
Vo!. 2, p. 125[-82 .) [Deals with glaciological characteristics of the Canadian winter in the Gulf of St. 
Lawrence and its valley and especially with ice freeze-up and break-up.] 

MrcHEL, B., and others. Ice bridges of the James Bay project, [by] B. Michel and M. Drouin, L. M. Lefebvre, 
P. Rosenberg and R . Murray. Calladiall Geotechnical Journal , Vol. I I , No. 4, 1974, p. 599- 619. [Reports on 
bearing capacity theory, design, site selection, construction and testing of ice bridges, which spanned eight 
rivers. ] 

ORADOVSKIY, S. G. Issledovaniye kimicheskogo sostava morskikh antarkticheskikh I'dov [Study of the chemical 
composition of Antarctic sea ice]. Okeanologiya, Tom 14, Vyp. I, r 974, p . 64- 70. [Concentrations of various 
radicals, salinity and pH of various layers measured. Chlorophyll analysis.] 

ORVIG, S. K probleme transformatsii vozdushnoy massy nad polyn'yami [The problem of transformation of the 
air mass over polynyas]. Problen~y Arktiki i Antarktiki, Vyp. 43- 44, 1974, p. 161 - 65. [Based on research in 
waters of the Canadian Arctic.] 
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PAULSON, C. A. , and UNTERSTEINER, N . Comment on " On wind profiles over sea ice" by M . P. L a ngleben. 

Geophysical R esearch L etters, Vo!. I, No . 7, 1974, p. 3 13- 14. [C riticism of paper, ibid ., Vo!. I, N o . 2, 1974, 
p. 82- 85, with repl y by La ngleben, p . 3 15.] 

PELLETlER, B. R. , and SHEARER, J. M . Sea bottom scouring in th e Beaufort Sea of the Arctic O cean . Collected 
Contributions of the B edford i llslilule of Oceanography, Vo!. 5, 1972, p. 154- 64. [Discusses churning a nd scouring 
by ice isla nds and pressure ridges under sea ice as they scra pe the ocean bottom.] 

PIOTROVICH, V. V ., and D ERVUC IN, A. G . Computation of crys ta l and snow ice accretion in reservoirs from 
meteorologica l d a ta . (In [Interna tiona l H ydrological Deca d e .] The role of snow and ice in hy drology. Proceedings 
of the Bmif!symposia, .. . 1972 . . .. 19 73, Vo!. 2, p. 1202- 1 I. ) [Presents formul ae for computing ice accretion 
on the lower surface of the ice, taking into account va rious pa rameters. ] 

Q UINN, F. H . Ice information collec tion, dissemination a nd uses on the Great L a kes. (Ill Santeford , H. S. , alld 
Smith, J. L. , comp. A dvanced concepts and techniques in the study of snow alld ice resources . . . . Washington, D. C., 
Na tional Academ y of Sciences, 1974, p. 363- 69. ) [Genera l d escription of a cti vities carri ed out by, m a inly, 
U.S. government a gencies.] 

RODEwALD, M. Die Trend-Umkehr der Eisberg-Haufigkeit bei N eufundland. W etterlotse, J ahrg. 26, N r . 329- 30, 
1974, p. 93- 96 . [Va ria tions in number of icebergs cross ing la titude 48° N. in North Atlantic O cean east of 
N ewfoundland during this century. ] 

R ussELL, B. E. Ice fo rmation in La ke Erie a nd the Niagara River, its effec ts a nd contro!' (in [International 
H ydrological Decad e.] T he role of snow and ice ill hy drology. P roceedings of the BQ/if{ symposia, . .. 1972 ... . 1973, 
Vo!. 2, p. 1442- 63. ) [Discusses opera tion of ice boom, effi cacy in inhibiting ice movement out of la ke a nd 
studies of eflects of boom on ice accumula tion and diss ipa tion in lake. Discuss ion, p. 1463 .] 

SADLER, H. E. On a polyn ya in Makinson Inlet. Arctic, Vo!. 27, No. 2, 1974, p. 15 7- 59. [Observations m a de in 
M ay 1973, Ellesm ere Island, N. W.T.] 

SHORT, A. D. , and WISEMA N, W. J .,jr. Freezeup processes on Arcti c beaches. Arctic, V o!. 27, No. 3, 1974, p. 2 15- 24. 
[Sequence of events noted, also effec ts of waves, winds a nd storms.] 

SMETANNIKOVA, A. V ., and T EvTEL' BA uM, K. A. Ispol'zovaniye chislennoy skhemy rascheta dlya modelirova niya 
osenne-zimnikh led ovykh yavleniy v A rkti che,kikh moryakh [Use of a numeri cal scheme of calcula tion for 
modelling of autumn- winter ice phen 9m ena in Arcti c seas]. Problemy Arktiki i Antarktiki, Vyp. 43- 44, 1974, 
p . 99- 105 . [Ice m ovement.] 

STRILAEFF, P. VV. M easurement of discha rge under ice cover. (Ill [Interna tiona l H ydrological D ecad e.] T he 
role ofsTloW and ice in hy drology. Proceedings of the Bmif!symposia, . . . 1972 . ... 1973, Vo!. I, p. 797- 81 3.) [Dis
cusses problems involved in this measurement, with reference to experi ences in n orthern Canada . Discussion, 
p.81 2- 13·J 

T CBERNIA, P. Etude d e la deri ve anta rc tique Est-Oues t a u moyen d ' icebergs suivis par le sa tellite E ole. Comptes 
Rendus Hebdomadaires des Siances de I'Acadbnie des Sciences (Paris), Ser. B, T om. 2 78, No. 14, 1974, p. 667- 70. 
[Eas t- wes t drift of ta bular icebergs in Anta rcti c wa ters tracked by means of satellite for 300 d ays over a 
dista nce of 2000 mil es .] 

TIMOKHOV, L. A., ed. Dina mika ledyanogo pokrova [Dyna mics of Roating ice]. Trudy Arkticheskogo i Antarkti
cheskogo Nauchno-Issledovatel'skogo IlIstitll ta, T om 316, 1974, 218 p. [Articles d ealing with Arcti c sea ice a nd 
with mathema tical theory of Roa ting ice.] 

T SANG, G. , alld Szucs, L. Field experiments of winter Row in na tural rivers. (In [International H ydrological 
Decade.] The role of snow and ice ill hyirolog),. Proceedings of the Bmif! SJ'mposia, . . . 1972 . .. . 1973, Vo!. I, 
p. 772- 96.) [Describes reactions of na tura l wa tercourse to effec ts of ice cover form a tion, growth a nd d eteriora
tion , determining pa rameters a ffecting rivers in cold weather. Discussion, p. 796 .] 

T SU RIKOV, V. L. Sta tisti cheskiye kha ra kteristiki solevogo sostava morskogo l'da [Sta tistica l charac te ristics of 
sa lt composition of sea ice]. Okeallologiya , T om 14, Vyp. 3, 1974, p. 439- 47. [English summa ry, 
p. 447 ·] 

TVWONIUK, N., and FOWLER, J. L. Winter m easurements of suspended sediments. (Ill [International H ydrological 
Decade. ] The Tole of snow alld ice in hy drology. Proceedings of the Bmif! SJ'mposia , .. . 1972 . . . . 19 73, V o!. I, 
p . 814- 27. ) [Reviews measurement techniques used on C a nadian prairie wa tercourses, diffi culties rela ted 
to presence of ice cover in winter, a nd m ethods of overcoming these. Discuss io n, p. 826- 27.] 

VILENSKlY, V. D., and KOROLEVA, N. I. Sod erzhaniye sul ' fa ta v lednikovom pokrove Antarktidy [Sulpha te 
content of the Anta rcti c ice shee t]. A lltaTktika. Doklady K omissii, Vyp. 12, 1973, p. 94- lo r. 

WALKER, H. J . Salinity changes in the Colville Ri ver delta, Alaska, during breakup. (in [Internationa l H ydro
logical Decade.] The role of snow and ice in hydrology. Proceedillgs of the Ba/if{ symj)osia, . . . 1972. . . . 1973, 
Vo!. I, p. 5 14- 27. ) [Replacement of sea wa ter by fresh wa ter occurs with littl e mixing and interface is well 
delinea ted . Volume of sea wa ter replaced can thus be d e termined. Discussio n, p . 527.] 

VVEEKS, W. F. , alld DINGMAN, S. L. Therma l modifi ca tion of river ice covers: progress a nd problems. (Ill [Inter
na tional Hydrologica l Decade.] The role of snow and ice in hydrology. Proceedings of the Bmif! symposia, ... 1972 . 
. . . 1973, Vo!. 2, p . 1427- 35. ) [Poss ibl e to es tima te wa ter temperatures belo w thermal pollution sites, but 
prediction of time d ependent behaviour of ice cover below a rtifi cially induced ice-free reaches is poor.] 

W EEKS, W. F., and others. Sea ice: scales, problems and requirem ents, [by] W. F. W eeks, W. D. Hibler III , S. F. 
Ackley. (Ill Sa ntefo rd, H. S., alld Smith, J . L., camp. Advanced concepts and tec/miqlles ill the study of snow alld ice 
resources . .. . Washington, D.C., Natio na l Academy of Scie nces, 1974, p. 255- 6 7.) [Discusses some of the 
problems confronting investigators concerned with the study of sea ice.] 

WILLlAMS, G. P. A case history of forecas ting frazil ice. (In [International Hydrological Decade.] The role of 
snow alld ice in hJ'drology. Proceedings of the Bmif! symposia, ... 1972 . . . . 1973, Vo!. 2, p. 1212- 23. ) [Twenty 
years' records of blockage of intake racks by fraz il ice a t power plants on the Otta wa River were exa mined 
to define weather conditions and heat losses under which fraz il ice occurred . Discussion, p. 1222- 23.] 

YEFREMOVA, N. D. Short-ra nge forecas ting of Roating ice on ri vers, lakes, a nd reservoirs. (Ill [International 
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H ydrological D ecade.] The role oJ snow alld ice in hy drology. Proceedings of the Bariff symposia, .. . 19 72 . • •• 1973, 
Vo!. 2, p . 1238- 42.) [Based on Shulia kovskiy's method.] 

YESKIN, 1. 1. 0 dreyfa l'da v more K osmonavtov [Ice drift in the " Sea of Cosmona uts"] . Informa tsionnyy By ulleten' 
Sovetskoy Antarkticheskoy Ekspeditsii, No. 88, 1974, p. 50- 51. [Near " Molodezhnaya".] 

ZHDANOV, 1. A. Isp ol'zovaniye sputnikovoy informa tsii dlya a naliza ledovoy obstanovki v Anta rktike [Use of 
satellite information in the analysis of ice conditions in the Antarctic] . Alltarktika. Doklady Komissii, V yp. 12, 
1973, p. 102- 19 . [Sea ice.] 

GLACIAL GEOLOGY 

ALFORD, D. 1. Cirque glaciers of the Colorado Front R ange : m esoscale aspects of a glacier environment. D isserta
tion Abstracts International, B, Vo!. 34, No. 7, 1974, p . 3341-B. [Mass balance studies on 13 small cirque glaciers 
leads to concept of "orientation gradient" analogous to "energy of glacierization" oflarger glaciers. Abstract 
of Ph.D. thesis, University of Colorado, 1973. U niversity Microfilms order no. 73-32503'] 

ALLARD, M. Geomorphologie des esken abitibiens. Cahiers de Geographie de OJlibec, Vo!. 18, 0. 44, 1974, p . 271 - 96. 
[De3cribes and discusses forma tion of eskers in Abitibi region of north-western Quebec, Canada.] 

ALLEY, N. F., and HARRIS, S. A. Pleistocene glacial lake sequences in the Foothills, southwestern Alberta. Canadian 
Journal of Earth Sciences, Vo!. 11 , No. 9, 1974, p . 1220- 35. [Describes sequence and extent of la kes, relates 
lacustrine and fluvio-lacustrine features to sequence, a nd substantia tes stratigraphic evidence for non
synchroneity of L a urentide and Cordillera n ice maxima in south-wes tern Alberta.] 

ASEYEv, A. A. Problemy geomorfologii oblastey drevnikh ma terikovykh oledeneniy i ikh znacheniye d lya glya tsio
logii [Geomorphological problems of areas of former continental glaciers and their role for glaciology]. 
Materialy Glyatsiologiclzeskiklz Issledovaniy. Khronika. Obsuz lzdeniya, Vyp. 23, 1974, p . 83- 86. [English summary, 
p.86.] 

BALKWILL, H . R. , and others. Glacial features and pingos, Amund Ringnes Island, Arctic Archipelago, [by] H. R . 
Balkwill, K. J. R oy, W . S. H opkins a nd W. V. Sliter. Canadian J ournal oJ E arth Sciences, Vo!. I I , No. 9, 
1974, p. 13 I 9 - 25. [Evidence of Pleistocene glacia tion includes striations and grooves in bedrock, striated 
erratics, and p ossible eskers and ka m es. Comments upon unusual cluster of pingos.] 

BEHLING, R . E., and otlzers. Soil and glacial history studies in Wright Valley (revisited ), [by] R. E. Behling and 
J . P. Reger, P . E . Calkin. Alltarctic J ournal of the United States, Vo!. 9, No. 4 , 1974, p. 148- 49. [Re-examines 
evidence on a lpine glaciations in this region of Anta rc tica, based on 1973- 74 field observa tions. ] 

BELLONI, S. Ricerch e lichenometriche in Valfurva e nella V alle di Solda. B olleltino del Comitato Glaciologico 
Italiano, Ser. 2, No. 2 I, 1973, p. 19- 33 . [Lichenometric m easurements a t snout of Solda glac ier, Ita ly, enable 
position during last 500 years to be d e termined.] 

BLACK, R . F. La te-Qua ternary sea level changes, Umna k I sla nd, Aleutians- their effects on a ncient Aleuts and 
their causes. Qjw ternary Research, Vo!. 4, No. 3, 1974, p. 264- 81. [Discusses post-glacial radiocarbon-dated 
ash sequence and describes geologic evidence for sea-level changes. Reviews causes of rela ti ve sea-level 
changes on isla nd (eustati c, tectonic, volcanic, and glacia l a nd water isostatic effects). Discusses effects of 
late Quaterna ry sea-level changes on migration a nd environment of ancient Aleuts.] 

CURL, J. E. , and T ENBRINK, N. W. G laciology and glacia l ch ronology in the South Shetland Islands. Antarctic 
J ournal of the U nited States, Vo!. 9, No. 4, 1974, p . 168- 7 I. [Analysis of ice cores should result in complete 
chronology of glacier and sea-level fluctuations.] 

CURREY, D. R. Proba ble pre-neoglacial age of the type T emple Lake moraine, W yoming. Arctic and Alpine 
R esearch, Vo!. 6, No. 3, 1974, p. 293- 300. [Evidence includes minimum limiting da te of 6 500 ± 230 I, C 
years B.P. from base of bog on type moraine.] 

DANI LOV, 1. D. Pro blemy razvitiya polyarnogo shel ' fa Yevraz ii i yego poberezhiy v kaynozoye [Problems of the 
development of Eurasia's pola r shelf and its coasts in Cainozoic times]. Vestnik M oskovskogo Universiteta. 
Seriya Geograjiya, 1974, No. 1, p. 3 1- 37. [English summa ry, p. 37.] 

D EMEK, J. Die Klimamorphologie des vulkanischen Gebie tes von Changba i-san in der Koreanische n Volks
demokI"a tischen R epublik. Zeitsclzrift Jur Geomorplzologie, Neue Folge, Supplem entbd. 17, 1973, p . 58- 71. 
[» resents evidence of Pleistocene glacia tion in Korea, including observa tions on corries and mora ines. ] 

DENTO:-.l, G. H. Qua ternary glacia tions of the White River valley, Alaska, with a regiona l synthesis for the northern 
St. Elias Mounta ins, Alaska and Yukon T erri tory. Geological Society oJ America. Bulletin, V o!. 85, No. 6, 
1974, p. 871 - 92. [Discusses Qua ternary stratigraphy a nd chronology of a rea, and suggests clima tic impli
cations.] 

D ENTON, G. H ., and Ba RNS, H . VV., Jr. Former grounded ice sheets in the R oss Sea . Antarctic J ournal oJ the United 
States, Vo!. 9, No . 4, 1974, p . 167. [Reports work on m a pping and da ting mora ines and eros iona l features 
a;sociated with the ice sheet grounded within the las t 1.2 million years.] 

DIK, I. P. Drevneye oledeneniye Tokinskogo Stanovika (Yuzh naya Yakutiya) [A ncient glacia tion of T okinskiy 
Sta novik (southern Yakutiya)]. lzvestiya Akademii Nauk SSSR . Seriya Geograjiclzeskaya, 1974, No. I , p. 96- 100. 
[Qua terna ry glacia tion.] 

E NGLAND, J. A note on the Holocene history of a portion o f nor thernmost Ellesm ere Island . Arctic, Vo!. 27, 
No. 2, 1974, p . 154- 57. [Comments on a rticle by J . B. L yons and]. E. Mielke, ibid., Vo!. 26, No. 4, 1973, 
p . 3 14- 2 3.] 

EVANs,1. S., and Co x , N . Geomorphometry and the opera tiona l definition of cirques. Area (Cambridge), Vo!. 6, 
No. 2, 1974, p . 150- 53. [Discusses h ow to define and m easure a cirque in the light of recen t confusion.] 

FLIRI, F. Beitrage zur Geschichte der alpinen Wiirmvereisung : Forschungen am Banderton von Baumkirchen 
(Inntal, Nordtirol) . Zeitschrift J ur Geomorplzologie, Nene F olge, Supplementbd. 16, 1973, p. 1- 14. [Discusses 
dating of Wiirm glaciation of the Inn valley, Austria.] 
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G RosvAL'n, M. G . Pokrovnyye ledniki morey i ikh rol ' v glyatsial'nom morfolitogeneze [Tee sheets of the sea 
a nd thei r r ole in glacial morpholi thogenesis] . Materialy Glyatsiologiclzeskiklz Issledovaniy. K lzronika. Obsuzlz
deniya, Vyp. 23, 1974, p. 68- 77. [During the Cainozoic, nearly ha lf the ice existed as ice shelves or as ice 
sheets grounded below sea-level. English summa ry, p . 77.] 

GUSTAVSON, T. C. Fluvial and lacustrine sedimentation in the proglacial environment, Malaspina Glacier 
foreland, Alaska. Dissertation Abstracts In ternational, B, Vol. 34, No. 6, 1973, p. 2714-B. [Description of these 
varved sediments currently being formed. Abstract of Ph.D. thesis, University of M assachusetts, 1973. 
University Microfilms order no. 73-22801.] 

HASTENRATH, S. G laziale und periglaziale Formbildung in Hoch-Semyen, Nord-Athiopien . Erdkunde, Bd. 28, 
Ht. 3, 1974, p. 176-86. [Presents observations on a ltitudinal zonation of periglacial phenomena and on 
moraines and cirques in this mountainous region of Ethiopia.] 

H EUSSER, C. J. Quaternary vege ta tion, climate, a nd glaciation of the H oh River valley, Washington. Geological 
Society of America. Bulletin, Vol. 85, No. 10, 1974, p . 1547- 60. [Takes into account palynologic and rela ted 
studies having to do with recognition and chronology of glacial events, as well as vegetational and climatic 
changes in valley.] 

IVANOVSKIY, L. N. Rayony drevnego oledeneniya i ob"yem I'da pozdnepleystotsenovykh lednikov Altaya [Areas 
of former glaciation and volume of ice in late Pleistocene glaciers of the Altay]. Materialy Glyatsiologicheskiklz 
Issledovaniv. Klzronika . Obsuzlzdeniya, Vyp. 23, 1974, p . 130- 35. [Presents reconstruction of events. English 
summary, p . 135.] 

KADAR, L. On Cenozoic and older g lacia tions. Geoforwn (Oxford), [No.] 15, 1973, p. 7- 13. [Ma inta ins that it is 
incorrect to speak of glacial and interglacial periods in a global sense, since polar wandering and alterations 
in intensity of solar radiation and in atmospheric processes influence climatic zones a nd cause a lternation of 
periglacial and interperiglacia l periods in belts round polar ice caps. ] 

K ARCZEWSKI, A. Structural features of kame forms as an expression of the dynamics of morphogenetic environ
ment. Quaestiones Geographicae (Poznail ), [No.] I , 1974, p. 53-63 . [Discusses formation of kames.] 

K IDSON, C ., and otlzers. The Burtle Beds of Somerset- glacial or marine? [By] C. Kidson, J. R. H aynes, A. 
H eyworth. Nature, Vol. 251 , No. 5472, 1974, p . 2 11- 13. [Presents evidence suggesting marine origin.] 

K OROTUN, 1. N. R ekonstruktsiya pozdnepleystotsenoyykh i golotsenovykh lednikov v basseyne reki Baksan 
(Kavkaz) [On the reconstruction of the la te Pleistocene and Holocene glaciers in the river Baksan basin 
(Caucasus)]. Materialy Glyatsiologiclzeskikh Issledovaniy. Khronika. Obsuz lzdeniya, Vyp. 23, 1974, p. 123- 30. 
[Geomorphological, lichenometrical and dendrochronological studies. English summary, p. 130.] 

K URIMO, H. Virtaviivaiset muodot jaan liikuntojen kuvas taj ina Posion-Kuusamon alueella [Stream-line features 
as indica tions of ice movement in the Posio-Kuusamo a rea]. T erra , Vol. 86, No. 2,1974, p. 52- 6 1. [North
east Finland. Features include d rumlins and fluted surfaces. English abstract, p . 52.] 

LAvRov, A. S. Drevneye oledeneniye severo-vostoka russkoy ravniny [Ancient glaciat ion of the north-east 
Russian pla in]. h vestiya Akademii Nauk SSSR . Seriya GeograJicheskaya, 19 73 , No. 6, p. 29- 38. [Study of deposits 
and rel ief of region as indica tors of effects of glaciation.] 

MAYEWSKI, P. A. Glacial geology a nd late-Cenozoic history of the Trans-A ntarctic Mountains, An tarctica. 
Dissertation Abstracts International, B, Vol. 34, No. 8 , 1974, p. 3859-B- 60-B. [Study of glacial history of 
Antarctica and estimates of ice volumes at glacia l maxima. Abstract of Ph.D. thesis, Ohio State University, 
1973. University Microfilms order no. 74-3248.] 

METz, B. , and NOLZEN, H. Neue Ergebnisse aus dem Vorfeld des Grunauferners (Stuba ier Alpen/Tirol ). Ein 
Beitrag zur Datierung postglazialer G letscherhochstande. Zeitschriftfur Geomorphologie, Neue Folge, Supple
mentbd. 16, 1973, p. 73- 89. [Attempt to find evidence for ex tent of Grunauferner, Austria, during pos t
Pleistocene read vance. ] 

MICKELSON, D . M ., and BERKsON, J. M. T ill ridges presently forming along a bove and below sea level in Wachusett 
Inlet, G lacier Bay, Alaska. GeograJiska Annaler, Vol. 56A, Nos. 1- 2, 1974, p. I I 1- 19. [Describes appearance 
and composition of till ridges forming along calving margin of Pla teau G lacier.] 

MILLER, C. D. , and BIRKELAND, P . W. Probable pre-neoglacial age of the type T emple Lake moraine, Wyoming: 
discussion a nd additional relative-age data. Arctic and Alpine Research, Vol. 6, No. 3, 1974, p . 301 - 06. [Com
ments on D . R. Currey 's article, ibid ., p. 293- 300.] 

MVAGKov, S. M . I storiya oledeneniya dolin Ray ta , Teylora i Ferrara (Zemlya Viktorii , Antarktida) [History 
of the glaciation of the Wright, Taylor and Ferrar va lleys (Victoria La nd, Antarctica)]. Antarktika. Doklady 
Komissii, Vyp. 13, 1974, p . 5- 1 I. 

PATZE LT, G. Die postglazialen G letscher- und Klimaschwankungen in der Venedigergruppe (H ohe Tauern, 
Ostalpen ). Zeitschriftfilr GeomorpllOlogie, Neue Folge, Supplementbd. 16, 1973, p. 25- 72. [Age of post
glacial m oraines of valley glaciers in this region of Austria studied in order to correlate glacial a nd climatic 
history of region.] 

R EINHARD, H . G enese des Nordseera umes im Q ua rta r . Fennia, 129, 19 74 , 96 p. [Developm ent of North Sea 
a rea during Quaternary glaciations.] 

ROTNICKI, K . S lope development of Riss glacia tion end moraines during the Wurm; its m orphological and 
geological consequences. Quaestiones Geographicae (Poznan), [No.] I, 1974, p. 109- 39. [Slope evolution in 
Poland.] 

R UDBERG, S. G lac ial erosion forms of medium size- a discussion based on four Swedish case studies. Zeitschrift 
fur Geomorphologie, Neue Folge, Supplementbd. 17, 1973, p. 33- 48. [Examples of Pleistocene erosion from 
west a nd north-central Sweden.] 

SAARNISTO, M . T he deglaciation history of the La ke Superior region and its climatic implications. Quatemary 
Research , Vol. 4, No. 3, 1974, p . 3 16- 39. [Investigation of end moraines a nd pollen stra tigraphy.] 

SCHERMERHORN, L. J. G. Late Precambrian mixtites : glacial and /OI' nonglacial ? American Journal of Science, 
Vol. 274, No. 7, 1974, p . 673- 82. [Widespread distribution of mixtites has led to concept of Precambrian 
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ice age of such severity tha t ice caps existed in the present tropics. Theory examined and concluded to be 
unlikely.] 

SCHERMERHORN, L. j . G. No evidence for glacial origin of late Precambria n tilloids in Angola. Nature, Vol. 252, 
No. 5479, 1974, p. 11 4- 15. [Questions validity of A. Kroner a nd H . Correia's a rguments, Nature, Physical 
Science, Vol. 246, No. 155, 1973, p. 115- 17. R eply by Kroner, p . 115- 16.] 

SCOTT, R. W. Success ional patterns on moraines and outwash of the Frederika Glacier, Alaska. (In Bushnell, 
V. C., and Marcus, M. G., ed. Icefield Ranges R esearch Project. Scientific results. Vol. 4. New York, American 
Geographical Society; Montreal, Arctic Institute of North America, 1974, p . 3 19- 29. ) [Vegetation 
patterns.] 

SELLEVOLL, M . A. , and SUNDVOR, E. The origin of the Norwegia n C hannel- a discussion based on seismic 
measurements. Canadian J ournal of Earth Sciences, Vol. I I, No. 2, 1974, p. 224- 31 . [Results of survey between 
59 0 5' and 630 N. show that channel is mainly result of sedimentation and glacial erosion during Q uaternary.] 

SEMMEL, A. Periglaziale U mlagerungszonen auf Moranen und Schotterterrassen der letzten Eiszeit im deutschen 
A1penvorland. Zeitschrift fur Geomorphologie, Neue Folge, Suppl em entbd. 17, 1973, p . 11 8- 32. [Describes 
debris bla nkets and zones of debri , displacement from areas formerly covered by Rhine- and Ammersee
gletscher. Probably o rig inated under periglacia l climatic conditions in late glac ia l period.] 

SHNITNIKOV, A. V. Degradatsiya poslednego oledeneniya v kotlovine ozera Chatyrkel ' (Tyan'-Shan' ) [Degrada
tion of the last glacia tion in the basin of Ozero Chatyrkel' (Tyan'-Shan')) . Materialy Glyatsiologicheskikh 
l ssledovaniy. Khronika. Obsuzhdeniya, Vyp. 23, 1974, p. I I 7- 23. [Study of mora ines shows how glacier in 
Kirgizskaya S.S.R. ret reated, leaving behi nd present lake. English summary, p. 123.] 

SIGAFOOS, R . S. , and H ENDRICKS, E. L. R ecent acti vity of glaciers o f Mount Rainier, Washington. Botanical 
evidence of glacier activity. An inves tigation of the chronology of terminal and lateral moraines of eight 
glaciers at Moun t R a inier, Washington. V.S. Geological Survey. Professional Paper 387-B, 1972, vi, 24 p. 
[Determines ages of young moraines, d eposited recently in historical times, by d etermining ages of trees 
growing on them.] 

SISSONS, j. B. A late-glacial ice cap in the central G rampians, Scotland. Institute of British Geographers. Tralls
actions, No. 62, 1974, p . 95- 114. [Evidence obtained to show existence of ice cap of area 300 km', volum e 
32 km" and average thickness 110 m. Former firn li nes determined a nd inferences made a bout contemporary 
temperatures and distribution of precipi tation.] 

SOYUZ, D . Studien zur Geomorphologie und zum letz tglaz ialen Eisriickzug in den Gebirgen SUd-Lapplands, 
Schweden. Geografiska Amzoler, Vol. 56A, os. 1- 2, 1974, p. 1- 7 I . [Geomorphology a nd retrea t of ice during 
late glacia l period in southern Lapland mounta ins .] 

SUROVA, T. G. , and others. R azvitiye oledeneniya Polyarnogo U ra la v pozdnem pleystotsene i golotsene (v svyazi S 
izucheniyem otlozheniy lednikovo-podprudnykh ozer) [On the d evelopment of the g lacia tion of Polyarnyy 
Ural during the late Pleistocene and Holocene (in connection w ith the study of glacia l la ke depos its)]. [By] 
T. G . Surova, L. S. T roitskiy, Ya.-M. K . Punn ing. Materialy Glyatsiologicheskikh Issledovtllliy. Khronika. 
Obsuzhdeniya, Vyp. 23, 19 74, p. 6 1- 68. [Study of glacial lakes and moraine, formed during the Q uaternary 
ena bles development of climate, vegetation and glacia tion to be fo ll owed . English summa ry, p. 68.] 

TE RASMAE, j . Deglacia tion of Port H ood Isla nd, Nova Scotia. Canadian J ournal of Earth Sciences, Vol. I I , No. 10, 
1974, p. 1357- 65. [Concludes deglacia tio n occurred more than I 1000 years B.P. No evidence of more 
recent ice advance found on western Cape BI'e ton Island.] 

TROITSKIY, L. S. Voprosy glyatsial' nogo morfogeneza (po issledovaniyam na Shpitsbergene, Novoy Zemle i 
Polyarnom Ura le) [Problems of glacial morphogenes is (based o n studies in Svalba rd , Novaya Zem lya a nd 
P olya rnyy U ral)]. M aterialy Glyatsiologicheskikh I ssledovmziy. Khronika. Obsuzhdelliya, Vyp. 23 , 1974, p. 105- 09. 
[English summary, p. 109.] 

VELlCHKO, A. A. , and LEBEDEVA, I. M . Opyt paleoglya tsiologicheskoy rekonstruktsii dlya vos tochnogo Pamira 
[An attempt a t a palaeoglaciological r econstruction of the eastern Pamir). Materialy Glyatsiologicheskikh 
Issledovaniy. Khronika . Obsuz/zdeniya, Vyp. 23, 1974, p. 109- 17. [Deals with type, age a nd cl imatic conditions 
of the last glacia tion in Tadzhikskaya S.S.R . E nglish summa ry, p. 117.] 

VELlCHKO, A. A., and LEBEDEVA, 1. M. Reconstruction of the upper Pleis tocene glaciation of eas t Pamir. Geoforum 
(Oxford), [No.] 16, 19 73, p. 67- 74. [Discusses age, type a nd climatic conditions of glaciation. Sugges ts 
maximum occurred 14000- 15 000 yea rs B.P.] 

VINOGRADOV, O. N. , and K ONOVALOVA, G. 1. Problemy glyats iomorfologicheskogo rayon irovaniya (na primere 
Tyan ' -Shanya) [Proble ms of defining glaciomorphological regions (with reference to Tyan' -Shan' )]. 
Materialy Glyatsiologicheskikh Issledovaniy. Khrollika. Obsllzhdelliya, Vyp. 22, 1973, p. 186- 96. [Use of K atalog 
lednikov SSSR to distinguish types of glaciers. English summary, p . 196.] 

VVEIDICK, A. I nvestigations on the Quaternary d eposits in the F isken resset region, southern west Greenla nd. 
Grolllallds Geologiske Vlldersogelse. Rapport NI'. 65, 1974, p. 65. 

YEVTEYEV, S. A. 0 glyats iogeomorfologii Antarktidy [On the glaciogeomorphology of the Anta rctic]. Materialy 
Glyatsiologicheskikh I ssledovGlliy. Khrollika. Obsuzhdeniya, Vyp. 23, 1974, p. 87- 93. [Review. English summary, 
P·93·] 

FROST ACTION ON ROCKS AND SOIL. FROZEN GROUND. PERMAFROST 

AFANASENKO, V. YE., and others. Gigantskiye naledi v basseyne r. Selennyakh [Gigantic na leds in the Selen nyakh 
river basin] . [By] V . Ye. Afanasenko, M. M . K oreysha, N. N . R omanovskiy. M aterialy Glyatsiologicheskikh 
Issledovaniy. Khronika . Obsuzhdenrya, Vyp. 23, 1974, p. 210- 14. [Regime of this naled studied and results 
compared with those obtained in 1939. Yakutskaya A.S.S.R. E nglish summary, p. 2 14.] 

ALEKSEYEV, V. R . Causes and factors of ground-ice forma tion. Soviet Geography: Review alld Trallslatioll , Vol. 15, 
No. 7, 1974, p. 395- 407. [Discusses cause3 a nd factors in ligh t of new definition of ground ice as pro::luct of 
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layer-by-layer freezing of water of any origin. Translation of Doklady Instituta Geografii Sibiri i Dal'llego 
Vostoka, 1973, No. 39, p. 12- 23.] 

BANIN, A., and ANDERSON, D. M. Effects of salt concentration changes during freezing on unfrozen water content 
of porous materials. Water Resources Research, Vo!. 10, No. I, 1974, p. 124- 28. [Develops and tests experi 
mentally equations necessary to calculate unfrozen water content in porous bodies containing solutes .] 

BLEICH, K . E. Zur Entstehung del' Pingos im Mackenzie Delta, N.W .T. Polarforschung, Jahrg. 44, NI'. I , 1974, 
p. 60- 66. [Describes formation of pingos in this region of Canada.] 

CZUDEK, T. Zur klimatischen Talasymmctrie dcs W cstte iles del' Tschechoslowakei. Zeitschriftfur GeomorpllOlogie, 
Neue Folge, Supplementbd. 17, 1973, p. 49- 57. [Asymmetry of valley sides in western Czechoslovakia is 
largely due to periglacial climatic conditions during Wurm glaciation.] 

FROLOV, A. D. 0 temperaturnoy dispersii dielektricheskikh svoystv I'da i merzlykh gruntov [On the temperature 
dispersion of the dielectric properties of ice and frozen ground] . Materialy Glyatsiologicheskikh Issledovaniy. 
Khronika. Obsuzhdeniya, Vyp. 23, 1974, p. 56- 61. [Dielectric properties well approximated by curves 
analogous to Cole- Cole diagrams for frequency d ispersion, confirming dependence of relaxation charac
teristics of dielectric propertie3 on temperature of cryogenic formation studied. English summary, p. 60-6 1.] 

FURRER, G., and FREUND, R. Beobachtungen zum subnivalen Formenschatz am Kilimandjaro. Zeitschrift fur 
Geomorphologie, Neue Folge, Supplementbd. 16, 1973, p. 180- 203. [Discusses needle ice formation and soli
Auction on Mt Kilimanjaro, East Africa .] 

GAVRILOVA, M. K. Radiation and heat balances, thermal regime of an icing. (In [International Hydrological 
Decade.] The role of snow and ice in hydrology. Proceedings of the Ba/if[ symposia, ... 1972 .... 1973, Vo!. I, 
p. 496- 504.) [Reports observations on the icing formed annually from freez ing of underground fresh water, 
which forces its way to the surface, in the Ulakhan-Taryn valley, central Yakutiya.] 

GUVMON, G. L., and LUTHIN, J. N. A coupled heat and moisture transport model for Arctic soils. Water Resources 
Research, Vo!. 10, No. 5,1974, p . 995- 1001. [Describes development of model of processes in these soils where 
moisture movement and storage is complicated by water undergoing a phase change during freezing and 
thawing and by presence of ice-rich permafrost.] 

HARLAN, R. L. Ground conditioning and the ground water response to surface freezing. (In [International 
Hydrological Decade.] The role of snow and ice in hydrology. Proceedings of the Banif symposia, ... 1972 . ... 1973, 
Vo!. I, p. 326- 41. ) [Presents mathematica l model which provides for finite difference solution to one
dimensional , coupled heat-Auid Row problem with freezing and thawing in homogeneous, rigid (non
deforming) porous medium. Discussion, p. 34 1.] 

HASTENRATH, S. Observations on the periglacia l morphology of Mts. Kenya and Kilimanjaro, East Africa. 
Z eitschrift fiir Geomorphologie, Neue Folge, Supplem entbd. 16, 1973, p. 161 - 79. [Includes descriptions of 
pipkrake, s tone stripes and polygons.] 

H EGINBOTTOM, J. A. Some effects of surface disturbance on the permafrost active layer at Inuvik, N. , ,y.T. Canada . 
Task Force on Northern Oil D evelopment. Environmental-Social Committee, Northern Pipelines. R eport No. 73-1 6, 
1973, [70] p. [Considers effects of forest fires , removal of trees, and removal of surface vegetation and 
soil, which has a particula rly se rious effect, esp ecia lly in summer. ] 

TOFFE, D. YA. 0 proiskhozhdenii Samarovskogo " lednikovogo ottorzhentsa" [On the origin of the Samarovskiy 
erratic block]. Materialy Glyatsiologicheskikh Issledovaniy. Khronika. Obsllzhdelliya, Vyp. 23, 1974, p. 214- 18. 
[vVest Siberian lowland. English summary, p. 218.] 

JOH NSON, P. G. ]\Irass movement of a blation complexes a nd their relationship to rock glaciers. Geografiska Annaler, 
Vo!. 56A, Nos. 1- 2, 1974, p. 93- 101. [Field eviclence in Yukon and literature survey suggests that a wide 
range of forms which have been identifi ed as rock g laciers should be inves tigated according to their processes 
of movement rather than their morphological form.] 

JUDGE, A. S. The thermal regime of the Mackenzie valley: observations of the natural state . Canada. Task Force 
on Northern Oil Development. Environment-Social Committee, Northern Pipelines. R eport No. 73-38, 1973, vii , 117 p. 
[Presents results of precise measurements at va rious sites.] 

J UM IKIS, A. R. Thermo-osmotic so il moisture transfer upon freezing. (In Santeford , H . S. , and Smith, J. L. , comp. 
Advanced concepts and techniques in the study of snow and ice resources . ... Washington, D.C. , National Academy 
of Sciences, 1974, p. 119- 34.] [Discussion and mathematical analysis of phenomenon.] 

J UMIKIS, A. R ., and SLUSARCHUK, vV. A. Electrical parameters of some frost-prone so ils. (In Santeford, H. S. , and 
Smith, ]. L. , comp. Advanced concepts and techniques in the study of snow and ice resources . . .. vVashington, D .C. , 
National Academy of Sciences, 1974, p. 765- 8 1.) [Describes experimenta l stud y of elect rical parameters of 
dry and moist soils as fun ction of soil type, porosity, moisture content, frequency, and temperalure.] 

KANE, D. L. , and SLAUGHTER, C. W. Seasonal regime and hydrological significance of st ream icings in central 
Alaska. (In [International Hydrological D ecade.] The role of snow alld ice in hydrology. Proceedings of the Banff 
symposia, . .. 1972 . ... 1973, Vo!. I, p. 528- 40. ) [Describes and discusses formation and behaviour oficings 
(naleds) . Discussion, p. 540.] 

KONSTANINOVA, G . S. , and TVRTIKOV, A. P. Ovrazhno-termoerozionnyy landshaft morskoy tundrovoy ravniny 
i yego dinamika [Ravine-type thermo-er03ional landscape of the coastal tundra plain and its dynamics]. 
Vestnik Moskovskogo Universiteta. Seriya Geografiya, 1974, No. I, p. 81 - 87. [Thcrmokarst areas a long Soviet 
Arctic shores. English summary, p. 87.] 

KOZARSKI, S. Evidences of late-Wurm permafrost occurrence in north-west Poland. Q}1aestiones Geographicae 
(poznan ), [No.] I, 1974, p. 65- 86. [Describes fossil remains of permafrost feature3, including ice-wedge 
casts and sand-wedge polygons. ] 

LADANVI, B., and JOHNSTON, G. H . Behavior of circular footings and plate anchors embeclded in permafrost. 
Canadian Geotechnical Journal , Vo!. 11 , No. 4, 1974, p. 531 - 53. [Develops method for predicting creep settle
ment and bearing capacity of frozen soils under deep circular loads.] 
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LANDRY, B. S. Numerical simulation of geophysical hea t transfer in permafrost a reas. Dissertation Abstracts 
International, B, Vo!. 34, No. 8, 1974, p. 3807-B. [Appraises effects of hea t additions to permafrost layers. 
Abstract ofPh.D. thesis, University of H ouston, 1973 . University Microfilms order no. 74-2845.] 

MACKAY, J. R . Ice-wedge cracks, Garry Island, Northwest Territories. Canadian J ournal of Earth Sciences, Vo!. I I, 
No. 10, 1974, p. 1366-83 . [Discusses time and geometry of winter ice-wedge cracks during 1967-73. About 
40% of ice wedges crack in any given yeaL] 

M c RoBERTs, E. C. , and MORGENSTERN, N . R . Stability of slopes in frozen soil, Macke nzie Valley, N.W.T. 
Canadian Geotechnical Journal, Vo!. 11 , No. 4, 1974, p. 554- 73. [Describes character istic morphology and soil 
and permafrost conditions at block a nd multiple retrogress ive la ndslides associated with shear failure in 
frozen soil.] 

M c RoBERTS, E. C. , and MORGENSTERN, N. R. The stability of thawing slopes. Canadian Geoteclmical J ournal, 
Vo!. 11 , No. 4, 1974, p . 447- 69. [Describes common thaw-dominated landslide forms, a nd considers a thaw 
consolida tion model and a n abla tion model.] 

PE-wE, T. L. Ice wedge casts and past permafrost distribution in North America . Geoforum (Oxford ), [No.] 15, 
1973, p. 15- 25. [Describes how presence of ice-wedge casts shows ex tent of Quaternary permafrost.] 

P REUSSER, H . H ypsometrischer Formenwandel d er Polygone in Isla nd. ZeitschriftJur Geomorplwlogie, Neue Folge, 
Supplementbd. 16, 1973, p . 155- 60. [Describes types, development and distribution of polygons in Icela nd .] 

ROMANOVSKIY, N. N. Naledeobrazovaniye v prilednikovoy zone pokrovnykh oledeneniy Yevropy rOn the forma
tion of icing in periglacial zones of Europe] . M aterialy Glyatsiologicheskikh lssledovaniy. Khronika . Obsuzh
deniya, Vyp. 23, 1974, p. 100-04. [Discusses icing. English summary, p. 104.] 

SCOTT, R . W. Soils and p atterned ground in th e Chitistone Pass region of Alaska. (I n Bushnell , V. C., and 
Marcus, M. G ., ed. Icefield R anges Research Project. Scientific results. Vol. 4. New York, American Geograph ica l 
Society ; Montrea l, Arc ti c Institute of North America, 1974, p. 279- 82. ) [Presents preliminary classification 
of soils a nd describes patterned ground observed during a lpine vegetation studies. ] 

S HARBATY AN, A. A. Ekstremal'nyye otsenki v geotermii i geokriologii [Extreme values in geothermy and geocryology]. Moscow, 
l zdatel'stvo "Nauka", 1974. 122 p . [Includes calcula tions of therma l properties of froze n ground in northern 
part of Western Siberia.] 

SMITH , M. W. Factors affecting the distribution of permafrost, Mackenzie Delta. Dissertation Abstracts inter
national, B, Vo!. 34, No. 12 , Pt. I, 1974, p. 6063-B. [Va ria tions in ground temperature regime a nd permafrost 
distribution studied near Inuvik, N.W.T. Abstract ofPh.D. thes is, University of British Columbia. Micro
film copies from Nationa l Library of Canada, Ottawa.] 

THlE, J. Distribution a nd thawing of permafrost in the southern part of the discontinuous permafrost zone in 
Manitoba. Arctic, Vo!. 27, No. 3, 1974, p. 189- 200. [25% of once occurring permafrost is still present. 
Periphera l collapse noticed around very small permafrost bodies, central co llapse in la rger ones. Amount 
of collapse varied from 0 to 30 m horizontally in 20 years.] 

TOLSTIKHIN, O. N. , and SOKOLOV, B. L. Icing mounds as a factor of forma tion of river and underground runoff 
in eastern Siberia. (In [International H ydrological Decade.] The role of snow and ice in hy drology. Proceedings 
of the Bariff symposia, ... 1972 . . . . 1973, Vo!. I, p. 557- 63.) [Presents methods for computing icing alimenta
tion and fl ow, a nd evaluates influence of icing process on formation of surface and ground water resources.] 

TROLL, C. R asenabschalung (turf exfoliation) a ls periglaziales Pha nomen d er subpolaren Zonen und der Hochge
birge . ZeitschriftJiir Geomorphologie, Neue Folge, Supplementbd. 17, 1973, p. 1- 32. [Discusses process of turf 
exfoliation, caused by freezing and frost-heaving of soil with nightly formation of needle ice, based on obser
vations in I celand, lIes K erguelen, and high mountains of various climatic zones. ] 

TYRTIKov, A. P. Dinamika rastitel'nogo pokrova i ra zvitiye vechlzoy merzloty v Zapadnoy Sibiri [Dynamics of the vegetation 
cover and development of permafrost in Western Siberia). Moscow, I zdatel'stvo Moskovskogo Universiteta, 19 74. 
198 p . 

U.S. NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL. Priorities for basic research Oil permafrost. Ad hoc Study Group on Permafrost, 
Committee on Polar R esearch . Washington. D .C., National Academy of Sciences, 1974. ix, 54 p. [Survey of 
problems and suggestions for priorities.] 

WHITE, P . G. Rock glaciers in the San Juan Mounta ins, Colorado. Dissertation Abstracts International, B, Vo!. 34, 
No. 10, 1974, p. 5025-B. [Study of relation between rock glaciers and true glaciers sh ows only connection is 
that they have occupied the same topography. R ock glaciers are essentia lly a periglacia l and wasting pheno
m enon. Abs tract of Ph.D. thesis, U niversity of Denver, 1973. University Microfilms order no. 74-9234.] 

WICK, P. Fossiles Rieseneiskeilsystem in spatglaz ia len Schottern im vorderen Pra ttiga u (Gra ubunden/Schweiz) . 
Zeitschrift fur Geomorphologie, Neue Folge, Supplem entbd. 16, 1973, p. 15- 24. [Giant fossil ice wedges found 
in gravel pit, Landquartberg, Prattigau, Switzerland.] 

WORSLEY, P. , and HARRIS, C . Evidence for neoglacial solifluction a t Okstindan, north Norway. Arctic, Vol. 27, 
No. 2, 1974, p . 128- 44. [Radiocarbon dates from buried soils beneath solifluction lobes reveal evidence of 
soil movement extending over 3 000 years to the present. Sugges ts movement is linked to la te sub-boreal 
climatic deteriora tion and neo-glacial glacier expansion which induced development of late-lying snow 
patch.] 

METEOROLOGICAL AND CLIMATOLOGICAL GLACIOLOGY 

BORISENKOV, YE. P. Nekotoryye problemy chislennogo eksperimen tirovaniya vzaimod eystviya atmosfery i 
okeana s uchetom polyarnykh l'dov [Some problems of numerical experimenta tion on interaction of atmos
phere a nd ocean ta king in to account polar ice). Problemy Arktiki i Antarktiki, Vyp . 43- 44, 1974, p. 6- 17. 

DROZDOV, O . A., alld MOSOLOVA, G. 1. Korrclyatsii v prost ranstve, vo vremeni i v godovom khode, vozmozhnost' 
ikh ispol'zovaniya v klima tologii i glyatsiokl imatologii [Correla tions in space, time and annual movement 
and their use in climatology a nd glacioclimatology]. Materialy Glyatsiologiclteskikh I ssledovalZiy. Khronika . 
Obsuz hdelZiya, Vyp. 22 , 1973, p. 91- 95. [English summary, p. 95.] 
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HOBBs, P. V. High concentrations of ice particles in a layer cloud. Nature, Vo!. 251, No. 5477, 1974, p. 694- 96. 
[Letter. Concentrations greatly in excess of ice nucleus measurements found in non-convective cloud layer.] 

KRY, P. R. Aerodynamics of rotating oblate spheroidal hailstone models. Dissertation Abstracts IntematiOlwl, B, 
Vo!. 35, No. I, 1974, p . 419-B. [Wind tunnel measurements used to assist theory of free fall of hailstones. 
Abstract of Ph.D. thesis, University of Toronto, 1973. Microfilm copies from National Library of Canada, 
Ottawa.] 

LAGERCRANTz, c.-L. Kilpisjarvitraktens klimat, tjale och postglaciala klimatutveckling: observationer gjorda 
1938- 39. Terra , Vo!. 86, No. 2, 1974, p. 62- 67. [Climate, frozen ground and post-glacial climate develop
ment at Kilpisjiirvi: observations made in Finnish Lapland, 1938- 39. English abstract, p. 62 .] 

VOLOSHINA, A. P. Metod rascheta klimaticheskikh kharakteristik teplovogo balansa lednikovoy poverkhnosti 
[Technique of computing the climatic characteristics of the heat balance of a glacier surface]. Materialy 
Glyatsiologicheskikh Issledovaniy. Khronika. Obsuzhdeniya, Vyp. 22, 1973, p. 108- 1 I. [Mean values of heat 
exchange components were calculated for anticyclonic, frontal, and convective with and without precipita
tion types of weather. English summary, p. Ill.] 

WENDLER, G., and others. The climate of the McCall Glacier, Brooks Range, Alaska, in relation to its geographical 
setting, [by] G. Wendler, N. Ishikawa and N. [A.] Streten. Arctic and Alpine Research, Vo!. 6, No. 3, 1974, 
P.307-18. [Data from automatic weather station at altitude 2 275 m differed from those obtained at nearest 
permanent meteorological stations, particularly in very high precipitation recorded and verified by snow 
stratigraphy measurements.] 

SNOW 

ALEKSEYEV, G. A., and others. Infiltration of snowmelt water into frozen soil, [by] G. A. Alexeyev [sic] , I. L. 
Kaljuzhny, V. Ya. Kulik, K . K. Pavlova and V. V. Romanov. (In [International Hydrological Decade.] 
The role of snow and ice in hydrology. Proceedings of the Banff symposia, ... 1972 .... 1973, Vo!. I, p. 313- 25. ) 
[Presents formulae which are compared with results of field experiments.] 

ARMSTRONG, R. L. Avalanche hazard evaluation and prediction in the San Juan Mountains of southwestern 
Colorado. (In Santeford, H. S., and Smith, J. L., camp. Advanced concepts and techniques in the study of snow 
and ice resources . ... Washington, D.C., National Academy of Sciences, 1974, p. 346- 55. ) [Discusses current 

. research in thi s area.] . 
ARNASON, B., and others. Movement of water through snow pack traced by deuterium and tritium, [by] B. Arnason, 

T. Buason, J. Martinec and P . Theod6rsson. (In [International Hydrological Decade.] The role of mow 
and ice in hydrology. Proceedings of the Banff symposia, ... 1972. . .. 1973, Vo!. I, p. 299- 312.) [Isotope concen
trations in precipitation, snow-pack and melt water measured to trace movement of water, recrystallization 
and isotopic exchange in the snow-pack. Field results agreed with theory. Discussion, p. 312 .] 

BARTOS, L. R., and RECHARD, P. A. Ablation characteristics of an alpine snowfield in summer. (In Santeford, 
H. S., and Smith, J . L., camp. Advanced concepts and techniques in the study of snow and ice resources . ... Washington. 
D.C., National Academy of Sciences, 1974, p. 90- 98.) [Total change in volume of water was determined 
by two techniques. Mean summer ablation rate was 6.00 ± 0.5 cm/day.] 

BELEN'KIY, B. M., and others. Kolichestvennaya kharakteristika meteley v Khibinakh po mnogoletnim instru
mental'nym nablyudeniyam [Quantitative characteristics of snowdrifts on Khibiny according to perennial 
observations]. [By] B. M. Belen 'kiy, L. Ya. Ivanova, N. F. Nechayev, B. N. Rzhevskiy, S. M. Talalayev. 
Materialy Glyatsiologicheskikh Issledovaniy. Khronika. Obsuzlzdeniya, Vyp. 23, 1974, p. 141- 46. [Study based 
on observations of snow-storms, 1936-72, on mountains in Murmanskaya Oblast'. English summary, 
p. 146.] 

BENSON, C. S., and TRABANT, D. C. Field measurements on the flux of water vapour through dry snow. (In 
[International Hydrological Decade.] The role of snow and ice in hydrology. Proceedings of the Banff symposia, ... 
1972 .... 1973, Vo!. I, p. 291 - 98.) [Measured upward vapour fluxes in shallow seasonal snow-packs 
averaged 0.025 g cm- Z day- I, an order of magnitude greater than vapour fluxes calculated from pure 
diffusion models.] 

BILELLO, M. A. Surface measurements of snow and ice for correlation with data collected by remote systems. 
(In Santeford, H. S. , and Smith, J. L. , camp. Advanced concepts and techniques in the study of snow and ice resources . 
. . . Washington, D.C., National Academy of Sciences, 1974, p. 283- 93. ) [Describes network of stations in 
North America where observations on properties of snow and ice thickness are being made. Remote sensing 
data should be checked against these.] 

BILELLO, M. A., and others. Mesoscale measurement of snow-cover properties, [by] M. A. Bilello, R. E. Bates and 
J. Riley. (In [International Hydrological Decade.] The role of mow and ice in hydrology. Proceedings of the 
Banff symposia, ... 1972 .... 1973, Vo!. I , p. 624- 43' ) [Presents analysis of information obtained from Fort 
Greely, Alaska, 1966-67.] 

BLAGOVESCHENSKIY, V. P. Opredeleniye maksimal'nykh dal'nostey vybrosa lavin metodom statisticheskogo 
analiza vidimykh granits [Estimate of maximum outburst of avalanches by means of statistical analysis of 
visible boundaries]. Materialy Glyatsiologicheskikh Issledouaniy. Khronika. Obsllzhdeniya, Vyp. 23, 1974, p. 222- 27 
[English summary, p. 227.] 

BOHREN, C. F. Theory of radiation heat transfer between forest canopy and snowpacks. (In [International 
Hydrological Decade.] The role of snow and ice in hydrology . Proceedings of the Banff symposia, ... 1972. . .. 1973, 
Vo!. I , p . 165- 75. ) [Study concerned with solution of equations of transfer for model canopy which preserves 
many essential physical characteristics of an actual canopy and its environment. Discussion, p. 175.] 

BOHREN, C. F. , and BARKSTROM, B. R. Theory of the optical properties of snow. Joumal of Geophysical Research, 
Vo!. 79, No. 30, 1974, p. 4527- 35. [Relates optical quantities to mechanical properties: asymptotic flux 
extinction coefficient and albedo under diffuse illumination to snow-pack density and grain size.] 
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BREDELL, j. H . Ten-metre snow studies a t Grunehogna base, wes tern Dronning M a ud Land. South African 
Journal of Antarctic R esearch, No. 3, 1973, p. 16- 2 I. [Presents results of determination of mean annua l accumu
lation and of inves tiga tion of influence of surface temperatures on snow tempe ratures at va rious d epths.] 

BRowN, A. J. Long-ra nge goal and informa tion needs of the coordinated snow survey program in California. 
(In Sa nteford , H . S. , and Smith, j . L. , camp . Advanced concepts and techniques in the study of mow and ice resources . 
. . . Washington , D. C., National Academy of Sciences, 1974, p. 47- 54.) [Discusses current tre nds and 
needs, especia lly in forecasting water supply.] 

CARLSON, R. , and others. Modelling snowmelt runoff in an Arctic coastal basin, [by] R. Carlson, W . Norton a nd 
R. Britch. (In [International H ydrological Decade.] The role q{ snow and ice in hydrology. Proceedings of the 
Banff symposia, .. . I972 . ... 1973, Vo!. 2, p . 1004- 16.) [First part of model simulation is snow melt hydro
graph generation programme which uses a four componen t energy transfer computation to tra nsform 
clima tological data into snow melt; the second part uses a two parameter linear storage model to transform 
snow melt hydrograph into run-off hydrograph. Discussion, p . 1015- 16.] 

CHEMERENKO, E. P. Areal averaging of snow cover characteristics. (In [Internatio nal H ydrological D ecade.] 
The role of snow and ice in hydrology. Proceedings of the Banff symposia, . .. 1972 .... 1973, Vol. I, p. 656--63.) 
[Discusses problem of accuracy.] 

COLBECK, S. C. On predicting water runoff from a snow cover. (In Santeford , H. S. , and Smith, ]. L. , comp. 
Advanced concepts and techniques in the study of snow and ice resources . ... Washington, D .C., Nationa l Academy 
of Sciences, 1974, p. 55- 66.) [Evalua tes existing theory.] 

COLBECK, S. C. Water flow through snow overlying an impermeable boundary. Water R esources Research, Vo!. 10, 
No. I, 1974, p . 119- 23. [Presents two-dimensional model to assist in forecasting run-off and d escribing 
water flow in glacial ice and snow. Consists of vertical flow through unsaturated layer a nd flow along 
boundary in saturated layer.] 

COLBECK, S. C., and DAVIDSON, G. Water percolation through homogeneous snow. (In [International Hydro
logica l Decade.] The role of snow and ice in hydrology. Proceedings of the Banff symposia, ... 1972. . .. 1973, 
Vo!. I, p . 242- 57. ) [Discusses gravity-flow theory of water percolation. Discuss ion, p. 257.] 

DELEuR, M. S. , and others. Ispol'zovaniye korrelya tsionnogo a naliza dlya issledovaniya prostranstvenno-vremennoy 
izmenchivosti snegotayaniya v basseyne r . Kolymy [Use of correlation analysis for the study of variability 
in time and space of snow melting in the Kolyma river basin]. [By] M. S. D eleur, A. A. Ivanova, V. A. 
Rumyantsev. Materialy Glyatsiologicheskikh Issledovaniy. Khronika. Obsu;:hdeniya, Vyp. 23, 1974, p. 180-85. 
[Forecasting stream flow in Yakutskaya A.S.S.R. English summary, p. 185.] 

DE:>1ENT'YEV, A. A. V liyaniye geograficheskikh usloviy K ol'skogo poluostrova n a raspredeleniye snezhnogo 
pokrova i lavin [The effect of geogra phi cal conditions of Kol'skiy Poluostrov on the spreading of snow cover 
a nd avalanches). M aterialy Glyatsiologicheskikh Issledovaniy. Khronika. Obsu;:hdeniya, Vyp. 23, 1974, p. 146- 53. 
[Study of effect of climate, elevation and vegetation on snow drifting and avalanches in Murmanskaya 
Oblast'. English summary, p. 152- 53.] 

DETWYLER, T . R. Snowmelt along the environmental tra nsect at Chitistone Pass, Alaska during the summers 
of 1967, 1968, and 1969. (In Bushnell , V. C. , and Ma rcus, M . G ., ed. Icejield Ranges R esearch Project. Scientific 
results. Vol . 4. N ew York, American Geographical Society; Montreal, Arctic Institute of North America, 
1974, p. 207- 09. ) [Tra nsect is 1 075 m long, altitude at west end is I 794.5 m and at east end I 852.3 m. 
Highest point at I 852 .8 m and lowest at I 772 m.] 

D ETWYLER, T. R. Vegetation- snow cover relations in an alpine pass, Alaska. (In Bushnell, V. C., and Marcus, 
M. G., ed. Icejield Ranges Research Project. Scientijic results. Vol. 4. New York, American Geographical Society ; 
Montreal, Arctic Institute of North America, 1974, p. 355- 60. ) [Investigates relations between snow dura
tion and distribution of some common tundra plant species in Chitistone Pass.] 

DIETRICH, T . L. , and MEIMAN, J. R. Hydrologic effects of patch cutting of lodgepole pine. Hydrolog)! Papers 
(Colorado State University), No. 66, 1974, iv, 31 p . [Paired plot studies of soil water and snow water 
equivalent at 9 000 ft elevation. Sma ll patch cuts, 0.29 to 0.61 acre, were m ad e, a nalysis ofpre- and p ost-cut 
relationships to paired control plots was studied for average increase in water potentially available for 
stream flow.] 

DOLOV, M . A., ed. Sneg i snezhnyye laviny [Snow and snow avalanches]. Vysokogornyy Geoji;:icheskiy Institut. 
Trudy, Vyp. 18, 1972, 152 p. [Physics of snow cover, dynamics of avalanches, and methods of m easuring 
snowfall, with reference to the Caucasus mountains.] 

DYUNIN, A. K. , and MATVIYENKO, V. S . M ekhanika gornykh m eteley [On the m echanics of mountain snow
drifts] . Materialy Glyatsiologicheskikh Issledovaniy. Khronika . Obsu;:hdeniya, Vyp. 23, 1974, p. 136- 41. [Snow 
drifting studied on basis of general mecha nics of multi-component flows. M ethods described of obtaining 
data, and theoretical conclusions compared with field results. English summary, p. 141.] 

DVUNIN, A. K ., and others. Influence of snow storms on snow cover formation in mounta ins, [by] A. K. Dyunin, 
A. A. Komarov a nd E. P. Isayenko. (In [Interna tional Hydrological Decade.] The role of snow and ice in 
hydrology. Proceedings of the Banff symposia, ... 1972 . . .. 1973, Vol. I, p . 76- 81. ) [Hydrological regime of 
mountain rivers d epends on thickness and distribution of snow cover, which may be affected by wind drifting 
and avalanches.] 

ENGELEN, G. B. Soil moisture in alpine mounta in slopes of Colorado and New M exico. (In [International 
Hydrological Decade.] The role of snow and ice in hydrolog)!. Proceedings of the Banff symposia, . .. 1972. . .. 1973, 
Vol. I, p. 342-52. ) [Investigation of genera l characteristi cs of soil moisture in high-altitude mountain soils 
with regard to its effect on snow m elt. Discussion, p. 352.] 

ENGELEN, G. B. Two-year cycles in soil moisture recharge, snowpack, and streamflow in rela tion to atmospheric 
conditions (wi th special reference to the upper Colorado River basin). (In [Internationa l Hydrological 
Decade.] The role of snow and ice in hydrology. Proceedings of the Banff symposia, ... 1972 .... 1973, Vol. 2, 
p.895-914. ) [Presents model which explains observed cycles by relating regional hydrological sub-sys tems 
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of the river basin witb each other a nd with the major atmospheric circulation over the western U.S.A. 
Discussion, p. 913- 14.] 

ESCHER, H. Zur Bes timmung des Niveau 365 in den Schweizer Alpen. Z eitschriftJiir Geomorphologie, Neue Folge, 
Supplementbd. 16, 1973, p. 90- 103. [Term "niveau 365" used for climatological snow-lines d etermined 
outside a glacial a rea. Demonstrates that altitude of niveau 365 in Swiss Alps is mainly function of average 
annual temperature. ] 

GARY, H . L. Snow accumulation and snowmelt as influenced by a small clearing in a lodgepole pine forest. 
Water Resources Research, Vol. 10, No. 2, 1974, p. 348- 53. [Increased snow catch in clearing was offset by 
deficit in down-wind forest. Clearing affected areal snow distribution but not total amount of snow water 
equivalent. Melt rates in clearing were twice those in interior forest.] 

GRANT, L. 0., and RHEA, j. O . Elevation and meteorological controls on the density of new snow. (In Santeford, 
H. S., and Smith, j. L., comp. Advanced concepts and techniques in the study of snow and ice resources. . .. Washing
ton, D.C., National Academy of Sciences, 1974, p. 169- 81. ) [Discusses results from study relating newly 
fallen mountain snow density to causal factors such as loca tion and elevation, upper wind direction and 
speed, temperature regime, and weather modification.] 

GRAY, D. M. , and O'NEILL, A. D. j. Application of the energy budget for predicting snowmelt runoff. (In 
Santeford, H . S., and Smith, j. L. , comp. Advanced concepts and techniques in the study of snow and ice resources . ... 
Washington, D .C., National Academy of Sciences, 1974, p. 108-18.) [Results from Canadian pra iries 
suggest net radiation is dominant energy source for snow melt at beginning of melt, and amount of sensible 
hea t transfer increases in importance as bare ground appears.] 

GULATI, T. D. Role of snow and ice hydrology in India. (In [International Hydrological Decade.] The role of 
snow and ice in hydrolog. Proceedings oJ the Banff symposia, .. . 1972 .. .. 1973, Vol. I, p. 610- 23. ) [Presents 
data from the Himalaya.] 

HAUPT, H . F. Relation of wind exposure and forest cutting to changes in snow accumulation. (In [International 
Hydrological Decad e.] The role oJ snow and ice in hydrolog. Proceedings of the BatifJ symposia, . .. 1972. . .. 1973, 
Vol. 2, p. 1399- 1409. ) [Shows that excess snow will drift into a cornice to the lee of an open treeless ridge 
if the trees are removed down-slope on the windward slope. Discussion, p. 1409.] 

H ERRMANN, A. Variations de l'epaisseur, de la densite et de l'equivalent en eau d'une couche de neige alpine en 
hiver. (In [International Hydrological Decade.] The role oJ snow and ice in hydrolog. Proceedings oJ the Banff 
symposia, ... 1972 ... . 1973, Vol. I , p. 96- 117. ) [Effec ts of elevation, orientation and vegetation on thick
ness, density and water equivalent of snow cover may lead to results of variable statistical significance when 
data are obtained from snow samples of limited size. Discussion, p. 116- 17.] 

HORNBECK, j. W., and LIKENS, G. E. The ecosystem concept for determining the importance of chemical com
position of snow. (In Santeford, H. S., and Smith, j. L., comp. Advanced concepts and techniques in the study of 
snow and ice resources. . .. Washington, D.C., National Academy of Sciences, 1974, p. 139- 5 I .) [Importance 
of snow-pack was evaluated in relation to chemical inputs to forest ecosystem and to chemical outputs in 
stream flow.] 

HOWELL, W. E. Impact of snowpack management on snow and ice hydrology. (In [International Hydrological 
Decade.] The role oJ snow and ice in hydrolog. Proceedings oJ the Banff symposia, ... 1972 .... 1973, Vol. 2, 
p. 1464- 72. ) [Reviews situation. Discussion, p. 1472.] 

lWAI, K. On the characteristic features of snow crys tals d eveloped along c-axis. Journal of the Meteorological 
Society of Japan, Ser. 2, Vol. 51, No. 6, 1973, p. 458-66. [Presents results of m easurements of mass, bulk 
d ensity, size and riming states of snow crystals developed along c-axis on basis of observations made at 
I 600 m a.s.l.] 

jOHNSON, P., and ARCHER, D. R. The significance of snow in Britain. (In [International Hydrological Decade.] 
The role of snow and ice in hydrolog. Proceedings of the Banff symposia, ... 1972 .... 1973, Vol. 2, p. 1098- 110.) 
[Considers effect on river flood discharge and seasonal persistence during run-off cycle.] 

JOLLY, j . P. Influence of air temperature and solar radiation on snowmelt runoff from a small watershed. (In 
[International Hydrological Decad e.] The role of mow and ice in hydrolog. Proceedings of the Banff symposia, 
... 1972 .... 1973, Vol. 2, p. 1073- 77. ) [Marked effect of these factors.] 

JOYAL, R . Melting of ice and snow in the Mer Bleue sphagnum bog near Ottawa, Canada. Canadian Field
Naturalist, Vol. 88, No. 2, 1974, p . 236- 38. [Snow and ice depth records were obtained during two winters, 
affording data on ecologically significant variations between plant communities.] 

KALININ, G. P., and KVZNETZOVA, L. P. Combined solution of water balance equations of the atmosphere and 
river basins for definition of water eq uivalent of snow pack and total runoff. (In [International Hydrological 
Decade.] The role oJ snow and ice in hydrolog. Proceedings oJ the Banff symposia, ... 1972 .... 1973, Vol. I, 
p. 762- 71. ) [Presents results from the U.S.S.R . Discussion, p. 771.] 

KHAPAYEV, S. A. Indikatsionnyye metody v izuchenii lavinnykh prirodnykh kompleksov [Indica tion methods in 
studying natural avalanche complexes] . Materialy Glyatsiologicheskikh Issledovaniy. Khronika. Obsllz/ldelziya, 
Vyp. 23,1974, p. 227- 34. [Particular reference to method based on deformation of tree trunks by avalanches. 
English summary, p. 234.] 

KHAPAYEV, S. A. Rol' lavinnykh snezhnikov v dinamike gornykh prirodnykh kompleksov (po nablyudeniyam v 
basseyne r. Amanauz) [The role of avalanche snow accumulations in the dynamics of natural mounta in 
complexes (from observations in the Amanauz river basin)] . Materialy Glyatsiologicheskikh Issledovaniy. 
Khronika. Obsuzhdeniya, Vyp. 23, 1974, p. 207- 10. [Effect of avalanche-born snow fields on landforms, 
microclimate, and vegetation. Central Caucasus. English summary, p. 210.] 

KHMELEVSKOY, I. F. Nakloneniye snega na profile ot Minogo do 170-go kilometra [Snow accumulation along the 
profile from Mirny to the 170 km mark]. Informatsionnyy Byulleten' Sovetskoy Antarkticheskoy Ekspeditsii, No. 88, 
1974, p. 30- 36. 
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KHON, A. 1. 0 rezhime ustoychivogo snezhnogo pokrova na te rritorii Tadzhikistana [On the regime of stable 
snow cover in Tadzhikskaya S.S.R.]. Materialy Glyatsiologicheskikh Issledovaniy. Khronika. Obsuzhdeniya, 
Vyp. 23, 1974·, p. 204- 07. [English summary, p. 206-07.] 

KOERNER, R. M. Specific electrolytic conductivity of snow and deep core samples, Canadian Arctic Archipelago. 
(In [International Hydrological Decade.] The role of mow and ice in hydrology. Proceedings of the Banff symposia, 
. .. 1972 . . . . 1973, Vo!. I, p. 51 - 63. ) [Highest conductivity values in autumn and mid-to-late winter 
snows. Significant variation in cores from Meighen Ice Cap attributed to soluble material being blown on to 
ice cap from surrounding terrain . Discussion, p. 63.] 

KOTLYAKOV, V. M. Snow accumulation on mountain glaciers. (In [International Hydrological Decade.] The 
role of snow and ice in hydrology. Proceedings of the Banff symposia, . . . 1972 .... 1973, Vo!. I, p. 394- 400.) 
[General considerations of snow accumulation discussed with reference to research in the U.S.S.R. Discus
sion, p. 399-400.] 

KRAVTSOVA, V. I. Karta snezhnogo pokrova Norvegi i [Map of snow cover in Norway]. Materialy Glyatsiologi
cheskikh Issledovaniy. Khronika. Obsuzhdeniya, Vyp. 23, 1974, p. 41-56, map. [Presents and explains map 
(scale I : 2000000) compiled in order to estimate avalanche danger. English summary, p. 55- 56.] 

KRousE, H . R. , and SMITH, j. L. 0.8/0.6 abundance variations in Sierra Nevada seasonal snowpacks and their 
use in hydrological research. (In [International Hydrological Decade.] The role of snow and ice in hydrology. 
Proceedings of the Banff symposia, ... 1972 . . .. 1973, Vol. I , p. 24- 38. ) [Discusses measurements made on 
newly fallen snow and snow-packs at I 900 m elevation in the central Sierra Nevada, California, during 
winter storms of 1965- 68. Discussion, p. 38.] 

KUROIWA, D. , and LACHAPELLE, E. R. Preparation of artificial snow and ice surfaces for XI Olympic winter 
games, Sapporo. (In [International Hydrological Decade.] The role of snow and ice in hydrology. Proceedings 
of the Banff symposia, ... 1972 . . .. 1973, Vo!. 2, p. 1350- 69. ) [Summarizes details of construction of surfaces 
from natural snow, transported and compacted to pre-arranged hardnesses. Discussion, p. 1368- 69.] 

LABELLE, j. C. Snow studies at high elevations, Mt. Logan, Yukon. (In Bushnell, V. c., and Marcus, M. G. , ed. 
Icefield Ranges Research Project. Scientific results. Vol. 4. New York, American Geographical Society; Montreal, 
Arctic Institute of North America, 1974, p. 211-18.) [Presents results of observations on density, tempera
ture, accumulation and drifting, above 5 300 m.] 

LACHAPELLE, E . R ., and Fox, T. A real-time data network for avalanche forecasting in the Cascade Mountains 
of Washington state. (In Santeford, H. S. , and Smith, j. L., comp. Advanced concepts and techniques in the study of 
snow and ice resources . ... Washington, D.C., National Academy of Sciences, 1974, p. 339-45. ) [Describes 
system for collecting daily records of data on snow, weather and avalanche conditions together with synoptic 
weather information, and discusses results obtained by means of this system.] 

LANDALS, A. L., and GILL, D. Differences in volume of surface runoff during the snowmelt period: Yellowknife, 
Northwest Territories. (In [International Hydrological Decade.] The role of snow and ice in hydrology. Pro
ceedings of the Banff symposia, ... 1972 . .. . 1973, Vol. 2, p. 927- 42.) [Describes environmental factors that 
initiate differences in volume and timing of snow melt run-off in a sub-Arctic region.] 

LANGHAM, E. j. The occurrence and movement ofliquid water in the snowpack. (In Santeford, H. S., and Smith, 
j. L., comp . Advanced concepts and techniques in the study of Snow and ice resources . ... Washington, D.C., National 
Academy of Sciences, 1974, p. 67- 75. ) [Study of effect of a layered structure on the distribution and flow 
of water in snow-pack, using dyes. ) 

LANGHAM, E. j. Phase equilibria of veins in polycrystalline ice. Canadian Joumal of Earth Sciences, Vol. 11, No. 9, 
1974, p . 1280-87. [Permeability of ice layers in snow to melt water and rain is due to presence of veins, the 
size of which is very sensitive to changes of temperature, air pressure and dissolved air or other materia!' 
Describes experiments with dye in melt water.] 

LEMMELA, R. Measurements of evaporation-condensation and melting from a snow cover. (In [International 
Hydrological D ecade.] The role of mow and ice in hydrology. Proceedings cif the BO/if{ symposia, . .. 1972. . . . 1973, 
Vo!. I, p. 670- 79.) [Assesses effect of climatic characteristics on snow melt and evaporation from snow cover 
on basis of hydro meteorological observa tions made in Finland, 1968-72. Discussion, p. 679.] 

LOGAN, L. A. Basin-wide water equivalent estimation from snowpack depth measurements. (In [International 
Hydrological Decade.] The role of mow and ice in hydrology. Proceedings cif the Bariff symposia, ... 1972 .. .. 1973, 
Vo!. 2, p. 864- 84. ) [Presents data on snow-pack compiled for four years of observations in Ontario. Discus
sion, p. 884.] 

McANDREW, D. W. Snow load analysis and recreational uses of snow data. (In Santeford, H. S., and Smith, 
j. L., comp. Advanced concepts and techniques in the study of mow and ice resources . ... Washington, D.C., National 
Academy of Sciences, 1974, p. 11 - 21. ) [The same data that are used for forecasting stream flow provide 
information on snow loads on building structures and for evaluating winter recreation site potential.] 

McKAY, G. A., and THOMPSON, H. A. Mapping of snowfall and snow cover in North America. (In [International 
Hydrological Decade.] The role of mow and ice in hydrology. Proceedings of the Banff symposia, ... 1972. . . . 1973, 
Vo!. I, p. 598- 609. ) [Stresses importance of maps and suggests ways in which they could be improved.] 

MALE, D. H., and others. A dimensional analysis of heat and mass transfer in a snowpack, [by] D. H. Male, D. I. 
Norum and R. W. Besant. (In [International Hydrological Decade.] The role of snow and ice in hydrology. 
Proceedings of the Banff symposia, . . . 1972 ... . 1973, Vol. I, p. 258- 90. ) [Analysis yields moduli governing 
movement of radiant, convective and conductive heat fluxes in snow-pack interior, rates of phase change 
and movement of melt water and water vapour. Discussion, p. 289- 90.] 

MARCUS, M . G. A note on snow accumulation and climatic trends in the Icefield Ranges, 1969- 1970. (In 
Bushnell , V. C ., and Marcus, M. G. , ed. Icefield Ranges Research Project. Scientific results. Vol. 4. New York, 
American Geographical Society; Montreal, Arctic Institute of North America, 1974, p. 219- 23. ) [Reviews 
previously proposed altitude-precipitation relationships in the light of snow accumulation and climatic 
trends for these years.] 
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MARTINEC,]. Evaluation of air photos for snowmelt-runoff forecasts. (In [International Hydrological Decade.] 
The role of snow and ice in hydrology. Proceedings of the Banff symposia, ... [972 .... 1973, Vo!. 2, p. 915- 26. ) 
[Points out how the areal extent of snow cover may affect significantly computations of run-off forecasts, 
and how this may be evaluated by air photographs. Discussion, p. 926.] 

MART1NELLl, M. ,jr. Snow fences for influencing snow accumulation . (In [International Hydrological Decade.] 
The role of snow and ice in hydrology. Proceedings of the Banff symposia, ... [972 .... 1973, Vo!. 2, p. 1394- 98. ) 
[Summarizes investigations on collecting fences, which slow wind and a llow snow to settle. Discussion, 
p. 1398.] 

ME1MAN, .I. R. Snow surface modification. (In [International Hydrological Decade.] The role of snow and ice in 
hydrology. Proceedings of the Banff symposia, ... [972 . ... 1973, Vo!. 2, p. 1376- 81. ) [Describes treatments to 
accelerate melt and reduce evaporation. Discussion, p. 1381.] 

MEIMAN, .I. R. , and GRANT, .I. O. Snow- air interactions and management of mountain watershed snowpack. Completion 
report. OWRR project no. B-073-COLO. Fort Collins, Colorado, Colorado State University. Environmental 
Resources Center, 1974. i !., 36 I. (Completion Report Series No. 57. ) [Evaporating losses amounted 
to 60 % in open alpine country, largely due to wind transport, and to 45 % in both forested areas and areas 
with forest openings.] 

MEIMAN, .I. R. , and LEAVESLEY, G. Little South Poudre watershed climate and hydrology 1961- [97£. Synopsis . Fort 
Collins, Colorado, Colorado State University. College of Forestry and Natura l Resources, 1974. ii, 22 p . 
[272 km2 watershed on east slope of Colorado Front Range, mean elevation 2959 m, mean slope 32.8% . 
Precipitation is snow in winter and rain and hail in summer.] 

MEIMAN, .I. R. , and others. Deuterium as a tracer in snow hydrology, [by] ]. [R.] Meiman, I. Friedman and K. 
Hardcastle. (In [International Hydrological Decade.] The role of snow and ice ill hydrology. Proceedings of the 
Banff symposia, ... [.972. . .. 1973, Vo!. I, p. 39-50. ) [Study of areal variability of snow-pack deuterium 
content and of relationship between deuterium content of snow-pack and that of run-off from small water
sheds. Discussion, p. 49- 50.] 

MEIMAN, ]. R. , and others. Deuterium in Rocky Mountain snowpacks, [by] ]. R. Meiman, I. Friedman, K. 
Hardcas tle. (In Santeford, H. S. , and Smith, ]. L., comp. Advanced concepts and techniques in the study of snow 
and ice resources . . .. Washington, D.C., National Academy of Sciences, 1974, p. 152- 60. ) [Mean regional 
content ranged from - 133%0 in San Juan Mountains, Colorado, to - 183%0 in Bighorn Mountains, Wyom
ing. Suggests stable isotope composition of snow can be regionalized for studies of snow hydrologic processes.] 

MOSER, H. , and others. Measuring the isotope content in precipitation in the Andes, [by] H. Moser, C . Silva, 
W. Stichler and L. Stowhas. (In [International Hydrological Decade.] The role of snow and ice in hydrology. 
Proceedings of the Banffsymposia, ... 1972 .... 1973, Vo!. I, p. 14- 23. ) [Isotope content appears to be governed 
by the average temperature during precipitation and by the distance of the sampling point from the coast. 
Discussion, p. 23.] 

MOSKALEV, Yu. D. , and others. Ukazaniya snegolavinnykh nagruzok pri proyektirovanii sooruzheniy [Instructions for 
calculating snow avalanche loads when planning buildings]. [By] ru. D. Moskalev, A. V. Runich, V. S. Chitadze, 
A. M. El'mesov. Moscow, Moskovskoye Otdeleniye Gidrometeoizdata, 1973. 20 p. [Separate maps indicate 
snow avalanche regions of the U.S.S.R.] 

NEFED'YEVA, YE. A. Snezhnyy pokrov i prirodnyye kompleksy [Snow cover and natural complexes]. Materialy 
Glyatsiologicheskikh Issledovaniy. Khronika. Obsuzhdeniya, Vyp. 23, 1974, p. 186- 9°. [English summary, p. 190.] 

O'NEILL, A. D. ]. , and GRAY, D. M. Solar radiation penetration through snow. (In [International Hydrological 
Decade.] The role of snow and ice in hydrology. Proceedings of the Banff symposia, .. . 1.972 .... 1973, Vol. I, 
p. 227- 41. ) [Discusses results of experiments which indicate that solar rad iation penetration and the albedo 
of snow are coupled and affected by the properties of an active layer adjacent to the snow surface. Discussion. 
p. 240-41.] 

O'NEILL, A. D . ]., and GRAY, D. M. Spatial and temporal variations of the albedo of prairie snowpack. (In 
[International Hydrological Decade.] The role of snow and ice in hydrology. Proceedings of the Ba/if! symposia, . .. 
1972 .... 1973, Vol. I, p. 176- 86. ) [Study of the shallow snow-packs of the Canadian prairies. Discussion, 
p.I86.] 

PABST, A. F. Forecasting snowmelt runoff in the upper Midwest. Dissertation Abstracts International, B, Vo!. 34, 
No. I I, 1974, p. 5549-B- 50-B. [Development and test of two mathematical models. Abstract of Ph.D. 
thesis, Un iversity of Minnesota, 1973 . University Microfilms order no. 74-10560.] 

PEARSON, G. L. Snowpack and related trends in mountains of the southwestern United States. (In Santeford, 
H. S., and Smith, J. L. , comp. Advanced concepts and techniques in the study of snow and ice resources. . .. Washington, 
D.e. , National Academy of Sciences, 1974, p. 22- 29. ) [Analysis of data indicates changing climate and 
variability within relatively short geographic distances.] 

PECK, E. L. Methods of measuring snow cover, snowmelt, and streamflow under winter conditions. (In [Inter
national Hydrological Decade.] The role of snow and ice in hydrology. Proceedings of the Ba/if[ symposia, ... 1.972 . 
... 1973, Vo!. I, p. 582- 97. ) [Review of methods in use. Discussion, p. 595- 97.) 

Popov, E. G. Snowmelt runoff forecasts- theoretical problems. (In [International Hydrological Decade.] The 
role of mow and ice in hydrology. Proceedings of the Ba/if[ symposia, ... 1.972 .... 1973, Vo!. 2, p. 829- 39.) [General 
review. Discussion, p. 838- 39.] 

QUERVAIN, M. R. DE. Snow structure, heat, and mass flux through snow. (In [International Hydrological 
Decade. ] The role of snow and ice in hydrology. Proceedings of the Banff symposia, . .. 1.972 .... 1973, Vo!. I, 
P.203- 26. ) [Presents general survey of basic phenomena governing metamorphism of snow and its permea
bility to heat, vapour and water. Discussion, p. 225- 26.] 

Q UICK, M . C. Forecasting runoff: operational practices. (In [International Hydrological Decade.] The role of 
snow and ice in hydrology. Proceedings of the Bmif[ symposia, . .. [.972 ... . 1973, Vo!. 2, p. 943- 55.) [Review. 
Discussion, p. 954- 55.] 
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RANDOLPH, P. D. , alld others. A network of telemetcrcd profiling isotopic snow gauges, [by] P. D. Randolph, 
R. A. Coates, E. W. Killian, L. O. Johnson and R. L. H eath. (In [International Hydrological Decade.] 
The role of snow and ice in hydrology. Proceedings of the Banff symposia, ... 1972. ... 1973, VoL I, p. 688- 70 I. ) 
[Describes successful use of network in the U.S.A. in western mountain states. Discussion, p. 700-01.] 

RECHARD, P. A. , and RAFFELSON, C. N. Evaporation from snowdrifts under oasis conditions. (In Santeford, H . S. , 
and Smith, J . L., comp. Advanced concepts and techniques in the study of snow and ice resources . ... Washington, 
D.C., National Academy of Sciences, 1974, p. 99- 107.) [Evapo-sublimation was 20% to 30% of the water 
equivalent volume of the drift at the start of ablation.] 

REINKING, R. F. Cloud droplet accretion on snow crystals. (In Santeford , H. S., and Smith, J . L. , comp. Advanced 
concepts and techniques in the study of snow and ice resources . ... Washington, D.C., National Academy of Sciences, 
1974, p. 193- 203. ) [Describes empirically accretion on a popula tion of snow crystals. Results applicable to 
modelling of precipitation formation and densification and m e tamorphosis of newly fallen snow.] 

R EVYAKIN, V. S. , and others. Snezhnyy pokrov gornogo Altaya [Snow cover of the Altay mountains]. Materialy 
Glyatsiologicheskikh Issledovaniy. Khronika. Obsuzhdeniya, Vyp. 23, 1974, p. 160- 68. [Discusses distribution of 
snow cover in rela tion to gcographical fac tors. English summary, p. 168.] 

RH EA, J. 0., and GRANT, L. O. Topographic influences on snowfall patterns in mountainous terrain. (In 
Santeford , H . S. , and Smith, J . L., comp. Advanced concepts and techniques in the study oJ snow and ice resources . ... 
Washington, D.C., National Academy of Sciences, 1974, p. 182- 92.) [Discusses preliminary results from 
study of influence of orographic lifting, la rge-scale vertical motion, convection and up-stream barrier inter
ception on total snowfa lL] 

RICHARDS, T . L. Physics and chemistry of snowfall and snow distribution. (In [International Hydrological 
Decade.] The role oJ snow and ice in hydrology. Proceedings oJ the Banff symposia, ... 1972 . . . . 1973, VoL I, 

p. 1- 13.) [Points out that only in nucleation phase of snow formation are physics and chemistry of snow 
intimately connected . Discussion, p. 13.] 

RICHARDSON, D. Effec t of snow and ice on runoff at Mount Rainier, Washington. (In [International Hydrological 
D ecade. ] The role oJ snow and ice in hydrology. Proceedings oJ the Banff symposia, ... I972 . .. . 1973, VoL 2, 
p . 1172- 85.) [Presents results defining these effects. M elt water run-off constitutes 41 % to 53% of total 
run-off in five bas ins. Discussion, p. 1185.] 

RILEY, J. P. , and others. Som e approaches to snowmelt prediction, [by] J. P. Riley, E. K. Israelsen and K. O. 
Eggleston. (In [International H ydrological Decade. ] The role oJ snow and ice in hy drology. Proceedings oJ the 
Banffsymposia, . . . 1972 . ... 1973, Vol. 2, p . 956- 71. ) [Presents three ma thematical m odels of the snow melt 
process .] 

SCHMUGGE, T. , and others. Microwave signatures of snow and fresh water ice, [by] T. Schmugge, T . T. vYilheit 
and P. Gloersen, M. F. M eier and D. Frank, l. Dirmhirn. (In Santeford , H. S. , and Smith, J . L. , comp. 
Advanced concepts and techniques in the study oJ snow and ice resources . .. . vVashington, D. C ., National Academ y 
of Sciences, 1974, p. 551 - 62.) [Results indica te effects of volume sca ttering in dry snow and firn become 
noticeable for free space wave-lengths shorter than 3 cm, a nd when liquid water is present the effective loss 
tangent for snow increases to wash out effects of volume scattering.] 

SCOTT, R. W. The effec t of snow duration on a lpine plant community composition and distribution. (In Bushnell, 
V. C ., and Marcus, M. G. , ed. lcejield R anges ReJearch Project. Scientific results. Vol . 4. New York, American 
Geographica l Society; Montreal, Arctic Institute of orth America, 1974, p. 307- 18. ) [Snow d epth a nd 
dura tion were found to be importa nt agents affect ing composition of vegetation.] 

SCR IVEN, R . A. Airborne m ercury fall out on snow around fi ve Swedish chlor-a lkali pla nts. Atmospheric Environ
ment, Vol. 8, No. 1, 1974, p. 89- 90. [Discuss ion of paper by A. J ernel6v and T. vYa llin, ibid. , Vol. 7, No. 2, 
1973, p. 209- 14.] 

SLAUGHTER, C. VV. , and CROOK, A. G. The Arctic a nd subarcti c seasonal snowpack: research and ma nagem ent 
a pproaches in Alaska. (In Sa nteford , H . S., and Smith, J . L. , comp. Advanced concepts and techniques in the study 
oJ snow and ice resources . . .. Washington, D. C. , Na tional Academy of Sciences, 1974, p. 273-82. ) [Genera l 
discussion of present research and problems.] 

SMITH , J. L. H ydrology of warm snowpacks and their effects upon water delivery ... some new concepts. 
(In Sa nteford , H. S., and Smi th, J. L. , camp. Advanced concepts and techniques in the study oJsnow and ice resources . ... 
Washington, D. C., National Academy of Sciences, 1974, p. 76-89.) [Density layering and differential 
m a tura tion affect water movemen t.] 

SOLOMON, S. I. , and QURESHI, A. S. Application of a parametric m odel for estimating snow accumulation a nd 
fl ow forecas ting. (In [International Hydrological Decade. ] The role of snow and ice in hydrology. Proceedings 
oJthe Banffsymposia, .. . 1972 ... . 1973, Vol. 2, p. 98 1- 91. ) [Presents preliminary results of tes ts with model, 
which requires precipitation and temperature as the only input da ta. Discussion, p. 991.] 

STEPHENSON, G. R. , and FREEZE, R . A. Mathematical simulation of subsurface flow contributions to snowmeJt 
runoff, Reynolds Creek watershed, Idaho. Water Resources R esearch, VoL 10, No. 2, 1974, p. 284- 94. [HA 
mathematica l model tha t has previously experienced only the coddled simplicity of carefully devised hypo
theti ca l cases is here introduced to the p erils of the real world. " R eports firs t a ttempt to apply model to 
simula te transient saturated- unsa turated sub-surface contributions to stream flow at a field site.] 

STEPPUHN, H ., and DYCK, G. E. Estimating true basin snowcover. (In Santeford, H. S., and Smith, J . L. , camp. 
Advanced concepts and techniques in the study oJ snow and ice resources. . . . Washington, D .C., National Academy 
of Sciences, 1974, p. 314- 28. ) [Constant similarities in the areal variations of snow covers within areal units 
having similar landscape fea tures in the same climatic region.] 

STORR, D. , alld GOLDING, D. L. A preliminary water balance evaluation of an intensive snow survey in a moun
tainous watershed. (In Sa nteford , H. S. , and Smith, J . L. , camp. Advanced concepts and techniques in the study of 
snow and ice resources . ... Washington, D.C., National Academy of Sciences, 1974, p . 294- 303.) [Presents 
results of water balances for snow melt p eriod 1969- 73 for Marmot Creek, Alberta, Canada.] 
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SWANSON, R. H . Small openings in poplar forest in crease snow accumula tion. (In [Interna tional H ydrological 
Decad e .] The role of snow and ice in hy drology. Proceedings of the Banff symposia, ... 1972 . . .. 1973, Vo!. 2, 
p. 1382- 89. ) [Snow accumulation and melt m ay be increased b y creating discontinuities in forest canop y. 
Di,cus,ion, p . 1389.] 

TABLER, R . D ., and SCHMlDT, R . A . VVea ther conditions tha t determine snow transport dista nces a t a site in 
Wyoming. (In [In ternationa l H ydrologica l D ecad e.] The role of snow and ice in hy drology. Proceedings of the 
Banff symposia, . . . 1972 . . .. 1973, Vo!. 1, p . 11 8-27. ) [Mathematical m odel for sublima tion of wind-blown 
snow was a pplied by measuring a ir tempera ture, rela tive humidity, wind speed a nd to ta l solar radia tion. 
Results indica te average tra nsport dista nct"s o f 460 a nd 900 m fo r p a rticle d iameters of 0.0 10 a nd 0.01 5 cm . 
respec tively. Discussion, p . 126- 27 .J 

T SOMAYA, V . S. , and others. R ol' snezhnikovogo stoka v pitanii gornykh rek [Firn ba nk run-off and its role in 
feeding m ountain ri ven]. [By] V . S. Tsomaya, L. V. Sidorova, K . L. Abdushelishvili. M aterialy Glyatsiolo
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